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DAILY PRESS.
******

Ju“e

**’18a"'

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS i« published
every day, (Sunday excepted,)at *2 Exchange Street,

Portland,

N. A.

Business Notices.

Poster, Proprietor.

Terms : —Eight Dollar?

a

Miscellaneous.

year In advance.

invariably in

advance.

Have just received

Kates of Advertising.—One inch 01 space, in
lengLli ol column, constitute “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week : 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, o»* less, $1.00; continuday after first week, 50 cents.
ing every other throe
insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Half square,
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
head
of
Under
“Amusements,” $2.00 Der square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 cfc*. per square for each subsequent insertion; liai> a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisement* inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion

93T JOB FEINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Olilt's or Fapcr promptly transacted on application as above.

NOYES

N.

&

BENSON

Street,

No. 35 Exchange

PORTLAND

•

For

of and Dealers

Manufacturer!

in

FURNACES, RANGES,
Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,
WORKERS

And

[RON.

HEAVY

OF

tlie transaction of a general

Commission

and

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Spruce, Fine and Hemlock Humber, Hatha,
Clapboards, Shingles, &c.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PLUMBE R!

HARD

AND

SOFT

C O T T O 1ST S !

WOOD,

BERLIN

MILLS

B. HOUGHTON,
Portland, Ma\ch 1, 186C.

E.

A

inh6cL:m

PORTLAND. ME.

THE

Notice.

Merchant
opened
HASSTOBE,
at

CO.,

Groceries, Ship Stores,

Gents’

Street.

PRODUCE,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
Cor. of Milk aad Lime Sts.,
HLLrTON, )

lcbldSm

tVProduoa Soldon Commission.

Commission &Forwarding Merchant
Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.
CT*

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,

Clark Read Sc Co. Portland Me.

no^8d0m

FEEJSTY,

PLAHTERER8

PORTLAND, ME.

Celoring, Whitening and White-Washing promptOrders irom oat ol town solicited.

SWEAT,

BBABBUBY A

and Counsellors at

Attorneys
1. D.

Law,

Office 117 Middle Si reel,
BRADBURY, I
PORTLAND, ME.
M. SWEAT.
)

Sweat will bo in Washington after the 1st of
business entrusted
Supreme Court, Court oi Claims,
him,
of
the
dc20tl
or any
Departments.
Mr.

and will attend to any
January,
before the
to

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL k 00.,
Goods

Arcade
V. DAVIS,
]

and

18

Woolens,

Free

t[)

Street,

PORTLAND, MB

novft’65dtf
CHAPMAN.
_a_

J.

A.

DAVIS

&

CO.,

Commission Merchants,
94 MICHIGAN STREET,
84

Eeb

Otioago, III.

tliis day formed

octMdtt

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,
Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUOOO AND MASTIO WOBKEBS,
in

our

Poetland, Me.

the subscribe! b, under the firm
THE

Solicitor

of

AT

Copartnership
have formed
ot

undersigned
under the Urm
THE

_

PICKETT,

E.

J,

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

Dealer

In

DANA

•

Portland, Feb. M,

Portlukd,

KING &
Successors to

Ms.

DEXTER.

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

Importers of ssd Dealers in

Hardware and

all

l&iuds ol

Window-Glass,

175 Middle and 118 Federal Stt.
Oct 2, ’65—dCin

__

John C. Colley,
Varnisnea.
and
I would remind remind my old customers and the
that
1
have taken rooms with J.
public generally
H. Hoyt & Co., No. 47 Union Street, for the presont,
to
do
all kinds of Furniture Re■where 1 am prepared
pairing and varnishing. Remember the place, J. H.
47
Union
St.
uliUdGw
Hoyia Co.'s, No.

TICK,

STROUT,

Attorneys & Counsellors
orriOE over

canal

at

Law,

bank,

Middle Street.
,F SHEPLEY.

(mhlOdtf)

A. A.

STROUT^

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.

SCAB,

No. 23

MARINE

VERMIN'.

Should be used by all Farmers

If farmers and others cannot obtain this artiole of
traders in their vicinity, It will be forwarded free of

COT,

charge by

JAS. F. LEVIN

J. EDWARD GOVE &

Expressly for the

Retail Trade.

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.
DRIED APPLES, &c.
Ko. 3 Lime Street,

are prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life ami Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once. Losses equitably ad|usted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
_ty Marine Risks placed In any Boston or New

consignments of all kinds
sep20dlyr

No. 353

Congress

York Office desired.
Portland, Feb. 6,1866—dtf

Street.

CAN

CUSHMAN,

Deerins, Milliken & Co.,
tf Co.,

INSURANCE^

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

By

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES
State of Maine.

Middle St.,

POBTLAXV.

Sept 7—dtf

PRIME

Muscovado Molasses !
337 MDSi| Muncovado Molasses,
£ot* ( ar KUPeiior article pr.
+
1 HBL.

;

crop;
Bark St.
Jagj, iirom Malanzas, lor sale by
new

CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANT,
Feb 27—dtf

Widgery

Wharf.

Job work of every description neatly executed at the Press Office.

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT

FOR SALE
WM, BEOWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

|

Stocks of Goods, Buildings, Vessels

on

Stocksi

/» the most Reliable Fire Companiet.
/» Marine Oo’e of well known retponeibility.
tue attention of all de-

And they respectfully solicit
siring insurance.

COLBY & TWQMBLY.

About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
f»r a number of years. For further in.ormation apSTEELE & HAYES.
ply to
Portland, March 6,1866.—dtf

very desirable lot of Land, situated on
Pearl, between Cumberland an 1 Oxford St., having about seventy liaet front, a d containh g »ver six
thousand square leet, sufficiently largo for two firstclass houses.
For particulars enquire of DANIEL PLUMMER
or W. C. MEANS.

hall house on Franklin St.,
inpleted by the first of May.

Exchange St, over Merchants’ Exchange.
We take pleasure in rcleTrIng the public to the

ALL

|

eight

Price
portion on mortgage.
story house, nearly new, on Lincoln St.,
in good order, gas
throughout, eleven rooms. Price

rooms,

$2S00,
One

a

wo

$4000.

Also a Blacksmith stand InBiddeford. Prico $1*00.
for na^e in nearly every part of the city.
For further particulars inquire of
PATTERSON & OHADBOUBNB,
Real Estate Brokers, b2J Exchange Street,
Mar 21—eodlw
Poriland, Me.

Lease & Fixtures for Sale
-OF THE-

Augusta

House.

The undersigned being compelled (on

ac-

count ol ill hcsdtb) to relinquish Hotel business, offers for sale the lea e and a portion
the fixtures of said bouse.
This hotel ranks among the first in the
country,
and comwan ;s a large proportion of the travel.
It
has one hundred twenty-five
rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially furnished. Attached to the
hoiiso are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
and convenient Stable, with a fine
stock.
To
any onedcsirons of entering the hotel busiuess will
find this a rare opportune* with comparatively a
small capital.

j-tof

livery

Jan 30—<13m

HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.

FOR

SALE

t

FIRST CLASS country residence, situated in

A V est Poland
Village.
and half

The

one

buildings

consist ol

a

a
house 38 x 28 feet, and an L 18 x
story
feet; stable, connected, 30 x s8 feat; excellent Hying water in the houso. The bntldings are well fin-

16

ished Irom cellar to attic, in the most modern
style,
and of the best material.
Also, about one axe or
land iu a high state of cultivrtlon, with iruit trees
and shrubbery. Would be a splendid location for a
goad physician, there being none within seven miles,
’i he abuve pla< e will be sold at a
bargain, and on easy
terms. For turthcr part'culars enquire of

LUTHER PERKINS,
At Megguire Hill, West Poland, Me.
Mar 16—d&wtf

For Sale.
The Farm formerly known as the
George Small Form, in the town of
Liming ton, two miles from tie village, and one-half a mile from the
Post Office, store, church and AcadIt
contains
one hundred and eighty acres ol
emy.
good land, well divide*.; into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces fifty tons ot hay. Has a large
Ordliard, good two story house and ell, finished, painted and in good repair. Good Barn and other neces
sary

out-buildings.

^Alsoa stock ol Farming Tools, if requiretL ^Apply
on

the premises.

February 26,

following well known Gentlemen and bosimsss firms
in this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
& Co.
Hon. BenJ.Kingsbury, Jr.
Messrs. Deering, MilUken
C.M. Rice, Esu.
& Co.
Isaac Emery, Esq.
Messrs, Yeaton & Hale.
John D. Lord, i_sq.
Messrs. W. & C. B. Mi Hi- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
.ken.
Mar2J—d6m

1866.

_mar2d&wtf

For Sale.

MA

from

small bouse on Chestnut St,
Congress Street.

a

few doors

Inquire at

DRESSER’S 99 Exchange St.

liar 23—dtf

FOB SALE!
DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at agTeat
bargain. For particulars inquire of
THRASHER & CO..
Feb 27—dtf4 Free St. Block.

A

For Sale.
CASH Business for sale.
The only business of
the kind in the city. Small capital required.
Address Business, Portland, Me.
Mar 23—d3t*

A

TIKE CUE OF Y09B LIFE.

THAT

FAT’D. Sept. 6, 1866.
A. —Metal lie Sole.
B. —Outer Sole.
C'.—Inner So.e.

Portland, March7,1666—dtf
For Sale.
good, comfortable two-story House and
stable, wi'h about 9000 feet of land, locoed in
the most desirable part of State Street. There
is outlie premise
anever-fitiling well of superior water
Fur further particulars apply to E. if. OWEN,
No. 21 Exchange St, or ALFRED HASKELL, No.

V

SA

162 Fore Street.
Har6— d3w*

For Sale.

J

Two Fairbanks' Scales, 2nd hand
,lr'P lover, on wheels, capacity
>)0 ids. ; os good a#
new; to bo sola

kby

58 Union St.

ty^Scaios of all kinds taken and repaired ard sold
inhGdtf

on commission.

F O R

M
boon.

S A L.E

A two story li use on Paris Street—near
Portland—within ton minutes walk of the P.
O.
Will be sold at a bargain if applied lor

Inquire

ol

GEO. S. NUTTING,

Counsellor and at orney at Law,—office corner Exchange and F deral St, over Loring’s Drug Store.
Portland, Mar 21, 1S6G.—dlw

Stalls for Sale.
right to Stall* No. 2, 4 and 6 Warren MarOUR
set, together with tools and hxtnrcs, formerly
oc-

cupied by >V. li. Kennedy & Co, The lent can be
obtained of the owners,
inquire of
W. H. KLNN ivx, City Market, or
"W. LEIGHTON, 23 Mayo Street.
Mar 20—dlw*

Farm for Sale.
A GOOD FARM oi about 70 acres, about
1J miles
xiLfro
Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
& Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms liberal. Apply to
ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham.
Or, H. C. BAliNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dtl
1

LOTS.

very choice lota—centrally
be sold cheap if pplied for
THREE

situated-—will

soon.

Inquire at Second Nation'll Bank.
W. H.

Mch 20—d3w

STEPHENSON.

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov. II—dtf

FOR

J3

A.!L m !

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
if applied for soon. Size ot Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtl

ONE

Dwelling Houses for Sale.
The three-story Brick House, No 26 Free St,
throe-story Brick House No. 2 Cotton
I1L Street, now decupled as boarding houses,
of
inquire
E. E. UPHAM A SON.
March 9—dim

fgy
>•

and the

For Sale.
Two-story
THE
Street, at
Far

Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

a great bargain.

particulars, enquire of

BENJ.

0Ctl8dtt

SEELY’S

Patent Metallic Sole.
A NEW INVENTION.

TUKEY & WATSON,

\

KNIGHT,

Atlantic Wharf.

To Let.

Store to Let.
Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.
Sopt 27—dtf

THE

For Sale.
TAILOR’S nice Hard-Wood Cutting Table will
be sold low ii applied for immediately. Also a
rood Office Desk. Call at
81 Middle Street.
Max 24—d2t

A

For Sale.
The place in Westbrook now occupied by J.
D. Kidder, two miles from Portland, embracing
jj*i
•U six acres of lan J. a house, stable and barn.
Address through P. O.
mhSdti

Dwelling Houses for Sale.
Brick Block of two Houses on the west
side of Cotton Street, will be sold very low.
Enquire of
E. E. UPHAM A SOW.
J
March 9 —dim

mThe

22

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

WINN, Agent,

No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine.

For Sale, to close a concern.
The Carleton Estate, at the corner of ConStree's; measuring about
§§.;• eressandCarleton
feet on Congress and about 120 feet on Carleton street, with the three-story House thereon.—

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

felOdtf

persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co., are requested to call at the
the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and exof
ottico
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trusteed Receipts for certificates oi Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. u. Co.
dc5U
Dec 4, 1865.

com-

StC», &Ca,

gentkmen.
{^'Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
Middle and Willow Sts.

INSURANCE,

To any amount, and in the most responsible
New England and New York
City.

Sot a Hotel.
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
hoard at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less
prices, at a retired and
gen! eel place. Also permanent board ior families and
corner ol

repaired.

panies in

Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired is
mar3d3m
good style, and at short notice.

for

AGENCY!

THE

Ury Goods, Woolens, Second-Hand Clothing,
And Gents' Furnishing Goods !

and a
story
wi 1 be c

Wetting the Feet la the most prolific cause of
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost
sure to bring on a cold; and colds, neglected, and often
when not neglected, load to fevers or to coughs and fatal oonsumplions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent ot the country has for years

been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, lor keeping the feet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one f >rm or another, have hitherto been our reliance:
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that
while they keep the feet dry trom external m Mure,
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a suscepti ility to colds
rather than otherwise. They arc also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious to wat x, without affecting their
elegance or durability, and, if possible, without adding Sensibly to the cost oi their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and wq conscientiously affirm that they are absoluteattained in the invention herewith presented to
ly
the public.
The invention consists in inserting between the iner ana ou er solo, when the boot is making, a thin
Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining

flexibility with toughness, very light, ana every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nomina*. It furnishes a perfect barrier agains the admission of wet or dampness, though
the fevt may be cxnosed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Sole* will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the
long train ot ills that attend upon an inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best of
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
the public. The
speedily and universally adopted
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Snoes are being introduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not happen to have them, he can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and
cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be
forwarded
promptly
by express pro-paid, and which
can be made up by
any shoemaker in the country.—
in every city and village,
will
established
lie
Agencies
and supplied w'itli Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, wi h proper testimonials to the inventor.

by

thirty

SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, comer City Hall Place and Read
street, New York.
TESTIMONIALS.
The undersigned have for the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely's Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most gladly do we testily to the perfect efficiency of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a
giand contribution to the cause oi general health,
but a P08TIYE luxury, obviating all necessity of
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements,
Is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
simple and useful invention. No one who has once
used them will ever bo without them again, as they
inert ase the cost of boot s and shoes by a sum which is
scarcely worth naming, and insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comtort. We heartily commend the “Metallic
Sole" to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
rastor Central

SINGLE

uaderaigned respectfully announce to their
friends and the business community generally,
that they have perfected complete arrangements for
the transaction of

LOOK AT THIS!

ONE

aud Suits of Rooms furnished or unfurnished to let, with or without board, at TT
Free Street.
Two parlors on first floor for medical office,
Mar 24—dlw*

O-EISTEIR^IL,

AT
SAMUEL BELL’S
be loutid one of the best selected stocks
ol BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBEltB that can be
found in thia city, which wiU be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, near Green Bt.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dti

CHARLES H. STAPLES.

Successors to G. L. Storer
JOBBERS OF

to

up~town
Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,

WARRANTED!
Cases of any size and width made to order, and
forwarded with promptness.
It is our aim to furnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who
are already our customers this last remark perhaps
Is not necessary; to those who aro
not, we would say,
“Give us a try.’’
ARA

Produce.

897.000,000.

PORTLAND, ME.

Special attention paid

of

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York,
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester.

STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New 1'ork Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned. Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

IN

superior new Locomotive Boiler.
One second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
•One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in.
cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

THE

LIFE COMPANIES.
Connecticut Mutual,
Of Hartford.

Commission Merchants,

manufacture and

^

Co.

CO.,

PRODUCE

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
Where we inted to keep a good Class of Goods adapted to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which aro
our own

Agt, South Down

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 1—(bfcwlm

JOBBERS OF

BOOTS & SHOES,
England

•®*na,
Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillord,
Falton,
Norwich,
JPnopie’s,

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
express

mortgag

For Sale.

Philadelphia.

FIRE COMPANIES.

on

™

HOUSE

St.

COMPANIES.
of

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
Wharf, foot of High Street.

New

Exchange

of New Yerk.
Insurance Co. of North America,

and WOOD, Sawyer’s
Dec 21,1665—dtf

AND

Agency!

Washington.

Unpaired

SHEPLEY &

General Insurance

ore

ARA CUSHMAN &

Patent Tobacco Fer-

tilize; Fine and Extra Flue Ground Bone;
Powdered Eaw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street, Boston.
Jan 27—dim

Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet his old
thiends and the public generally.
dtf
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,1861.

any other

existing under the
name of S. K. JACKSON A SON,
will be continued after this date under the style of
PERKINS, JACKSON & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS

1667.

phate ol Lime; Bradley’s

Copartnership Notice.

THE

50

FORMERLY OP THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

prepared to make LIBERgoods in transit, m store,

Copartnership hereto

IS ndd 60

FURNITURE

GLOVES,

style,
And U Now Opened to the Public by
H. It. 1IBEW8TEB,

19—dtt

Mar 12—d3m

JS MARKS T SQUARE,

A2TD

most elegant

OHTJROHILL, BROWNS & MANSON.
Jan

Meadow,

To avoid anyposs'hle chemical error in the manufacture of mv bWrtiliz-rs, I have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed
inspection by actual any sis.
BTThe above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and dlreotions
for using Supor-Pliosphate ol Lime can be had, ttec
ol charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual tor growing Tobacco will
be rent free to any grower ot the weed, by aaking for
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phos-

This excellently located Hotel has been

Made.
or

January,

FOLLETTE,

thoroughly refitted, and (tarnished In the

EMERSON,

vessels

B.

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

mhSOdU

on

I

International Hotel,

For the purpose of soiling READY-MADE CLOTHING,and GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,
in Mechanics’ Building, No. 317 Congress Street.

Also

on

te

30
experiment on Grass, do.
third
do.
uo«
£0
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
60
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day ol Deto
m
Willi
L.
cember, 1366,
Bradley, Boston, con
taining description o’ soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of.Super-Pho phatc ot Lime uso.l, ef whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
of Iniegrity in tile town where made: these reports
when In, will be referred to a Committee of three
oompetout, disinterested gentlemen, whore duty It
shall bo to award said premiums after examining the
rep rts; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day ol

WHOLESALE AND DETAIL.
Mar 15—dlf

Notice.

THE

on

of land each.

Indian Com with my
of Lime,
$50
For the second best experiment on Com, do.,
39
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
60
second best experiment on Potatoes,
30
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Turnips,
30
second heBt
do.
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
second best
do.
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, cither Pasture

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

undersigned have this day firmed a copartnership under name and style of
EMERSON & BURR,

Advances

one acre

Super Phosph

HOOP SHIRTS AND CORSETS,

1SC6._fe22if

S

not less than

For the best experiment

Congress

HOSIERY

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA,

^

jmneUtf

SONS,

&

Grocery and fishermen's Outfitt ng Business.

Manufaoturer of Hivror A Ploture Frame*
No.

L.

For the transaction ol a

of

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Aug as—dti

copartnership

a

name

Lt

Bradley’s Patent Tobecoo Fertilizer in growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on

tA

For Sale.

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
And

331

Maine.

In connection with
have leased the new stare

No. JOS Middle Street,

in Premium., ofterod to NEW ENGLAND FARMERS far the beet experiments with my

Notice.

we

Patents,

Five Hundred Dollars I

Portland,

Portland, March 12,1866.
our Manulactory at Auburn,

LAV,

AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

St.,

MANUFAOTORY, Auburn, Me.

CLIFFORD,

POBTLAKD, MB.,

St.

two-story dwelling house, newly finished,
with stable and out-buildings, and ^ acre of
land, fr on tin tron two streets. Price $lo00,—
uiidings are within 8 minutes walk of Depot,
Post Oifice and Seminary, and are ofiered at a
great
bargain. Forparticularsinquire of John D. Lord,
No. 1* Union Wharf Portland, or
J. T. SANFORD, Gorham Village.
*
Mar 20—dim*

fe6d2m

second best

feTdtf

Portland. Said Farm contains ninety acres of land, or more, or less, to
_suit buyer; well divided into tillage.
pasturage and wood land, cutting thirty tons of hay.
Has a house, barn, Stable an l out-buildings.
Has
an excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly grafted fruit. Said Farm is one-haif mile
from the Post Office, Acadomy, Church, Depot and
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Farming Tools if required.
Enquire of the Post Master at Gorham Corner.
Gorham, March 13,1SGG.—d&wtf

IltA

Ware, dec.,

City Hnil Building, Market Square,

or

j

CO.,

Portland, Jan. 1, 1SC6.

1863.

’*

N. A. FOSTER,
J. T. GILMAN.

Work executed In every part ol the State.
iuneldtf

COUNSELLOR

&

N. A. FOSTER

1,

Implements, Seeds,

Wooden

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business wiil herealter be conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the late firm, and
to whom all iudebted will make payment.

on

...

"Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

of

name

APRIL

Agricultural

C. PARKER.
B.—Special attention paid to cleaning Bed and

N.

Is

Fresco and Banner Fainter,

WILLIAM H.

mii21d2w

Farm lor Sale.
Pleasantly situated one half mile
from Gorham Corner, 9 miles from

AT GORHAM VILLAGE.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

,

Hanover

for Sale.

rilHE building known as the “PORTLAND DISX TILLER If,** including all the machinery, apparatus, Cisterns, Tubs, Ac. contained therein, situ
ted on Canal and Beach Streets, together with the lot
of land containing about 20,000 square feet.
The Machinery, Apparatus, &c., are all in good repair, and he water privilege is unsurpassed.
An excellent opportunity is hercofiered tor any one
wishing to engage in the Distilling business or lor
any other manufacturing purpose. For further part-culars enquire on the premises.
March 19,1865.—d3w

Bradley,

SOLD BY

At Short Notice.
And Satisfaction Guarantee* In nil Cnses.

copartnership heretofore existing between

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Portland, Maine.

MADE

s- ROUNDS & SON.

36

Wm, L.

of

SIZE.

ns.

remain
One

can

•

the best materials, in tbc most improved manner, it is commended to the public as suto
perior
any other in tlio market. All who have
tUed it speak of it in the highest terms oi praiso: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

GENTS’ LINEIST
Got up in the Best Possible manner,

Dissolution.

paid to all kinds of Jobbing

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

St,

LINEN

DREW,

Portland, March 20,1666.

Ie24d3m

line.

call and try

a

terms.

Warranted Genuine.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to Iho finest fabrics.

good security,

PORTLAND, ME.

attention

copart-

CHAS. H. FLING,
aos. r. muhW.

Wldgery’s Wharl,

ty Prompt

Jo.

for
prosecution the WHOLESALE GROCERY
BUSINESS, at the Store foimerly occupied by Mr.
Lynch, No. 139 Commercial St.
THOMAS LYNCH,

are

-----

v
Jan
15th—dtf

of

or

No. 8 South Street,

a

of

name

LYNCH, FLING &

AL

Commission Merchants,

us a

Office, stating

by

PATENTED

These Coals are ot the very BEST quality, and warranted to give satistaction.
ALSO, 500 cords ol best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which *wo will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.

5y Give

Hill, by

M unjoy

BOSTON.

Copartnership Notice. PORTLAND C1TT LAUNDRY,

ADVANCES
THE undersigned
~CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANT, for
sale,
shipment.

GENERAL

Xanu&otured

Coal.

Coal,

White and Bed Ash Coal.

M. L. BURK.

WISCONSIN.

)

24—dim

nol5tf

200 TONS LOBERY,

CHARLE§BBhaSKELL.

the

20—dlw*

moderate outlay.
M« SS1ATEI, 92 Exchange Sti
March 5—dlf

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, Dwelling House for Sale,

Portland, March IS, 1S6C—eod&WH*

undersigned
the style and
THE
nership

rooms on or near

Price $5009—terms easy.
One story and a half house on Franklin St., eleven
rooms, insured for one year to come—will be completed in one weak. Price $2S00, a portion ui which

___

Free burning and VERY FUSE, and all kinds ot

The undersigned have tormed a copartnership under Ihe name of SHAW & HASKELL, and wiU con.
tinuo the busiuess of WHOLESALE GROCERS, ati
H7 Commercial St.
ELEAZER (V SHAW,
>

hav

or

ONE

Store to Let.
172 Fore Street, 2d door from Moulton St.
Duran A Chadwick Block. For particulars en-

In
STORE
ol

quire

WILLIAM DURAN,
No. 8 Moulton Street.
March], ISflC—dtf

To Let.
let with hoard, at 24 Danforth Street.
March 21—dlw

ROOMS

Monday Morning,

country residence.

Cong Church, Brooklyn,

MARY A. FRENCH.
New York, Dec., 1865.

Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole,l take gieat pleasure in stating
that 1 had them put in a pair oi fine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streets of Albany. 1 have had them half soled since,
and am wearing > our Metallic Soles now, with fell intention never to be without them. I nave not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention lor the preservation of health,
I remain ruly yours,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
Mr. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir-1 take great pleasure in offering my
pattestimony to the usefulness an i comfort of your
ent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for the
and
this
with
feel
furnished
Sole,
seven
months,
past
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
tliat combined so perfectly the desirable qualities oi
dryness and durability.
EMMA OVEkTON, Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—in answer to your reauest, I am pleased
to state that I have manuihetured shoe containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.

Respectfully Yours.

SEELEMAN PEARLkRUOK.
Practical Shoe Manulacturer, Brooklyn. N. Y.
*
Mar. 15-cl3m.

Notice.
holding U. S. Bonds, (the interest on
which is payable in gold) for $1000 or upwards,
who wish to dopbsit tli in where they will be secure,
may apply at the Merchants National Bank for infor-

PERSONS

mation.

to

March 15,1866-dtf

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier,

daily

t,tue

ad^T

PRESS,

not at aU

sur-

mysterious.

The whole matter
or
philosophy ol the thin*
hes within the
compass of a nutshell, and men
of ordinary intellects can
easily comprehend
it It does not require the

March 26, 1860.

exercise of a very

profound philosophy to solve the
problem—
The enterprise is a
reasenable, a just one, and

----

The

pm annum> tn

to '>ore ,or 11
end bring it to the
ZXiJ
of mother
earth is

PORTLAND.

Building lots

1

BRADLEY’S PATENT

96 Exchange Street,
K early opposite Post Office.

EGG AND STOVE

between the
undersigned
day dissolved by mutual conThe affairs of the late tirm will be settled by
either partner.
ELEAZER C. SHAW,
CHARLES H. HASKELL,

Portland, March 17,1866.

MILWAUKEE,

DAVIS A COLBT,
)
and 86 La Salle Street,}

Mar

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

partnership heretofore existing
rpllE
-i
Is this

Copartnership

£.

five

six
OF
small quiet ftmlly.
Address Box 126 Post

BROKEN AND EGO SIZE.

mhl3dlf

Importer sand Jobbers q/

Dry

Tenement Wanted,

275 Tons Uazelton Lehigh,

Copartnership Notice.

STU000 AND MASTIO WORSENS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.

JSl

COE’S

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

N. B.—A. B Stephenson will continue the Ship
Chandlery and Commission Business, at the old stand

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

y attended to.
May 22—dll

CO.,

Was dissolved on the 10th instant by mutual consent.
Either party will sign the firm name in liquidation.
ALBERT STEPHENSON,
A. B. STEPHENSON.
Portland, March 12, I860.

uni.er

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerriah Sc Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;

MOSS &

Wanted.
A SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for a iamjh ily of three persons. Kent moderate. IteferJLence at this office.
mar3-dtf

at their

—

Norfolk, Va.

JAMES ANDBEWS,
Biddeford

Doc 27—dtf

RECEIVED and ibrsale by the undersigned
Wharf,

JUST

March IB, 1S86.

WORCESTER,

ty Consignments solicited.

Apply to

Furnishing Goods.

Coal,

THE FIBM OF

Wanted.

Immediately,
good Stone-CutWANTED
ters to out abutment and pier stone.
twelve

Portland. Nov. 9th. 1865.

R. M. RICHARDS OH.

GENERAL

BIOS

No*

33 is solution.

Commercial St.

mh24i'4w*

Stone-Cutter8

CLOTHING

reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

sent.

PORTLAND, HE.

HENRY P.

Tailor,

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices

CHURCHILL, BROWNS & MANSON,

121

Business new, light, and agree200percent, profit. Send 15
Address WM. I. 1UCE, Spring*

over

for sample.
field. Mass.

mliTdtf

a

Distillery

every County.
INable.
It pay

cents

Exchange Building.

__

Commercial St.
mh21d6m

139

STORE!

FIBST CLASS

a

at

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Fine asssortmeut of

J. B. FILLEBROWN,
A. M. BURTON.
The affairs of the late firm oi Fillebrown & Burton,
will be settled by A. M. BURTON at 151 Commercial

AND

5I

on

March 20, 1866.

SALE.

two story brick House, on South Street, lot
35x75. House contains gas, ard and soit
water,
and all modern conveniences.
Will exchange lor

city.

BARRELS, suitable lor Sugar, for which
cash and the highest market price will be paid
F^OUR

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

of

*HXUU IX

one

deli vo. y.

of

THE

&

from

Wanted.

No, 96 Exchange Street,
recantly occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER
R Y, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

consent.

STEPHENSON

with

lands. Ac.

our

A A BUILDING LOTS within a few rods of
iv/ the Portland and Rochester Railroad Depot,
at Cumberland Mills, 6 miles from the
city. These
lots vary .n price from $50 to $350, on very a coinmodat-ng terms to the purchaser.
As soon as the P. & R. Railroad can be put in
thorough repair a Dummy Car will run to Uio above
named village for the accommodation of those who do
business in the
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
house, extensive out-buildirgs an barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or
boarding-house,

small family,

anuwilh a small stable suitable for keeping
horse.
Address Box 1771 Portland P. O.
Mar 23—dlw*

CHISAM,

W. F.

Commiliiou Merchant*.
Mur 23—dtw

Water Fixtures lor Dweldescription
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
in
the best manner, and all
set
Ac., arranged ana
up
orders in town or country iaithflilly executed. All
alnds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEEB
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprtdtt

a

acres

~FOR SALE^

Maine.

conveniences,

15 to 25 Cents.

NEW

Office in

Wanted, Agents,

copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned is this-day dissolved by mutual

Bowls, Bran it Silver Plated Cocks.

K.
T. PBUKINS,
O. 8. r. HILTON,

Prints,

NEW STORE,

The subcribor will continue tlio LIVERY BUSINESS at the old stand of C.B. Varney, No. 9 Silver
Street, where good teams may at all times be bad,
at Air prices
Particular attention paid to boarding and baitin' » horses.
Thankful ior past patronage so very liberally bestowed, he hopes by strict attention to the wants of
liis customers, to merit the same lor the future.
GEO. a. MITCHELL.
March 7. I860.—dtf

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

8.
J.

Wear.

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents.
A few mor. of those all Linen Army Sheet* tor
1.40. Pillow Slips 35 eta.
A complete and g neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.
129 Middle Street.
feUdtf
EASTMAN BROTHERS.

-WITH-

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Portland,

with no children, a good tenement
Sajjlj! seven
to nine rooms, with modern
JSuJL

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

American

aduresss,

01

In this city, April 1st, for

fjnfb

Spring

chance

Wanted.

NEW LINE OF

WOOLEN GOODS, for

M. BENSON.

A.

firm of WALKER & MITCHELL was dissolved .Ian, 20th, 1SG6, by mutual consent.
Geo, H. Mitchell Is alone authorized to sign in liquidation.
GEO. H. MITCHELL,
F. F. WALKER.

Closets,

and Water

HILTON &

Nov 23—dtf

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

WHARF.

a rare

J. HANKJSRSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,

on

J*. 23. FILLEBROWN

EVERY

to make money should call on,

DAMASK and

LINEN

hand and for sale at the lowest maikot
rates, delivered in any part of the city.

Constantly

in

Gentlemen wishing foe

thousand

Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies
with will bo liberally dealt with.
For farther particulars and circular address, with
stamp enclosed to pay return postage,
ANDREWS, ELLIS A CO
Box 143 Bothweil, Canada West.

Agent
every town in the Slate ot Maine to
ANsell
new, convenient and useful patented artiLadies
or

five

Best Oil Lauds in Canada West,
Situated in Bothweil and vicinity.
Painted map*, of our lanus iursale or to lease, will
be sent any audress on receipt ot two dollars,
sliuwing
tho

a

MAKER OF

Pumps

subscribers oiTer fur sale
of the
THE

Wanted.
cle.

FOR

DAILY

a

situation ot

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

T*rm, n

For Sale and to Let.

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.

a

presentj) has had large cxperiencs in
stuck and selling goods. Understands all the
practical parts belonging to the manuiacturc of boots
and shoes, and is willing to make him sell generally
useful. Can give the best of references.
Address R. A. H., Lock Box 2105, Portland, Me.
Mar 24—dlw#

toves.

ty Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augddtl

Force

entire new lot ot

DeLaines and Ginghams,

Business,

ding

Dissolution, of Copartnership

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and.

Forwa

Anil for the sale of all kinds •>

MAINE,

•

a man

Rich Dress Goods!

X HOUGHTON,

Dissolution !

SON,

an

Situation Wanted.
is competent to take charge of
BYBoot andwho
Shoe
Manufactory, (or would go into
retail store at

20,1866.

For Sale and to Let.

buying

Business Cards.
A.

Wants, Lost and Found.

eMmaFbROTHERS

Copartnership.

THE MAINE STATE PBESS. is published at the j
p ace every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,

same

MORNING^ MARCH

MONDAY

*'_PORTLAND,

of ike Pre„ it larger than Ike earnof all the other da,la, im the eily.

those

who lend their money to such engreater uriends to society and
terms-$8,00
iu adeancr.
greater benefactors to their country than those
who hug it to tbeir bosoms with a miser’s
C^~ Beading Matter on nil
Pour Pages.
grasp. We need in this crisis of our national
affairs all the good and valuable things m tilThe Contest In Connecticut.
The mischief makers, who have so industri- er earth holds in her bosom, and thanks to
ously labored to sow dissension between the those who engage in the enterprise of bringPresident and the party which elected him to ing them out.
We can say with emphasis that petroleum
the second office in the United States, have
has been, is
now, and will continue not only
taken but little comfort in view of the recent
to lubricate the
wheels of government, but
elections. Here in Portland, a “Conservative
will also “line the
pockets’’ of those who JuRepublican,” who probably voted for Mr.
‘ci°usly eDgage in the business of pnmpiug
Shurik ff, has written to the Argus to explain
it from its
underground pools where it has rethat Mr. Stevens was supposed to be a “Johnmained so many centuries for
the use of this
son man.”
When New Hampshire piled up
her vote for Governor Smyth, the Copperheads generation. We have fought a good fight and
won a glorious
victory, and a good Providence
cried aloud with one voice, “The people are
seetli our present needs and
abundantly supdeceived, and think they are supporting the
them. It has been well
Administration.” The same men are now plieth
said, “God’s
time is the best time,” and so it is.
These
busily making believe that the issue is misrepgreat gifts are always made at the most
resented to-day in Connecticut. To all such
opportune periods in the life of
nations, and those
iniaypresenlations, General Hawley’s plain who do not
see it and feel It are the fools
who
talk at Norwich recently, is a sufficient anin their hearts say “There is no God.”
B.
swer.
While speaking, a set of written questions was sent to him, with a
request for anHow ahall the Rebel States be lie-organised?
swers, which promptly came as follows:
In a former article I showed, that in the reQ. Do you approve the President’s veto of
the Freedmen’s Bureau
bill, and the mes- bel states all lawful civil government had been
No. If I had been a Senator I should overthrown by the rebellion; that their lawhil
constitutions had been set aside and
have voted with those who voted to
supersedpass the
bill over the veto.
ed by disloyal
constitutions; that there were
Q. Do you approve the sentiments of Presi- no laws in those rebel states
connecting them
dent Johnson’ speech delivered on the 22d of
with the national
February?
by means of
government^
which they could be representedlH our nationA. No,
al Congress; that there was not in those states
Q. Do you favor negro suffrage ?
A. I am in favor of
giving the right of suf- a single officer, authorized to call
primary
frage to the negroes who served in the army,
meetings,—not one that our national governand who can read.
ment could recognize as
Q. Are you an Andrew Johnson man ?
loyal; and finally that
A. I am nobody’s man but
the people in the rebel states cannot of themmy wife’s and I
stand by the flag.
selves alone originate any lawful
governments
This is what the Republican candidate
says in place of the rebel governments overthrown
to his fellow citizens in Connecticut.
He by war. To these principles both Presidents
does not approve of President Johnson’s veto Lincoln and Johnson stand committed. Both
message, nor of the 22d February speech; he acted on that assumption.
is in favor of
enfranchising the blacks, with
What is the outside organizing force to give
certain qualifications;
finally he does not be- the rebel states new local and loyal state govlong to any man, but to a party, and to a party ernments ? Who shall
put the ball in mofounded on principles. The Republican
The governments to be inaugurated
par- tion?
ty hold the views so clearly set forth in this must he ‘"republican.” There must be
popubrief catechism. That party seeks no
quarrel lar elections. Who shall determine the qualiwith the President; has treated him with the fications of
voters at the primary meetings ?
greatest leniency from the beginning: has pa- Who shall determine the time, and
places of
tiently and respectfully awaited the result of such primary meetings ? Who shall deterwhat the President himself called an
uexperi- mine the manner of notifying such meetings,
ment” of reconstruction. That
party now re- the persons to notify them, the persons to premonstrates, respectfully but firmly, against side in
them, and the manner of conducting
some of the President recent
utterances, and such meetings, and all the other steps to be
claims through its representatiyes in
Congress adopted until the states shall be hilly organizthe right to a voice In the settlement of the ed?
grave national questions now pending. PlainThe Presidents Lincoln and Johnson asly and without reserve, the Republican party sumed all that
power for themselves. The
goes before the people with this statement, men who elected Lincoln and
Johnson, or the
and with this claim, and find its vote increasmost of them, claim the power for
Congress.—
It
is
because
believe
the President And the
ing.
they
power is claimed by Congress, that is
will listen to the popular voice, that Demo- to
say, it is claimed by the present Congress
crats are so anxious to misinterpret its utterin opposition to Mr.
and was claimed
led nrcalaltoa

men

terprises

per~^r

ance.

by the

last

are

Johnson,
Congress in opposition

to Mr. Lin-

coln.

Speculations, Put and Present.

The men who elected Lincoln and Johnsom
:
do not deny that the President is commanderIn most of the speculations in this world,
in-cbief of the army and navy, and that
and in the struggles for pelf or
by
power in which
virtue of his military
power, alter be has conmen engage, seme must be beaten and come
a
quered rebel state or city, he is authorized
out of these contests with pockets more
emp
to govern such state or city by martial law
for
ty than when they went in. I am now speakthe titne being, and until lawful civil governof
men
who
have something to lose, and
ing
ment shall be re-established.
They Insist upnot of mere adventurers who rush into these
on this.
do not mean to trammel the
They
with
the
maxim
in
their
speculations
hearts, President in the
exercise of such military powif not on their lips: “The devil take the hlndr
er.
They do not deny that the President in
most.” There are always many, very many,
the exercise of his discretion may order an elof this class, who figure largely in such
work, ection in a
conquered city or state and govern
and push ahead as if they had bet little time
it for the time through officers or agents thus
to live. But what of all that ? Was it not so
chosen. They say he may do this, or he may
in the land speculation which commenced at
annul such election and exercise the same
some
Bangor
thirty years ago, aud swept over
in person or through agents of his own
this State and the country like a whirlwind ? powers
Did uot hundreds lose while one gained ? We appointment. Such power has been exercised by President Johnson and President Linall know there was not timber enough in
coln and rightfully we admit. But it is a miliMaine to make all rich who rushed into this
tary power, must be temporary, and canuot
speculation aud were borne along on its wings. be
the loundatiou of civil government. In all
But what of that? After all, there was a
such cases, when the occasion passes away,
foundation—aud a solid one too—for such
when the exercise of the President’s military
speculations. Some men acquired fortunes
power is no longer needed, when civil governout of them, and especially the men who were
ment Is to be restored, these temporary officer*
judicious and puichased lands well timbered
and agencies of the President cease.
Such
with the monarch* of the forest.
power is a military power, and may be exercisIt is a well settled fact that some townships
ed by any military officer in command and
in Maine, even in the most excited period of
will stand good for the time being, unless rethe speculation, did not rise to their real and
versed by the President or other superior oldintrinsic value. And those who purchased
er.
But when the civil power is restored,
such and held them became rich. There are
the exercise of such powers of martial law>
many instances of that character. The basis
of that speculation was white pine timber, a csascs. No military officer however has any
civil power to inaugurate civil government
valuable and almost indispensable article then,
anywhere nor even to order a single election
and more so now. Those who obtained what
for that purpose.
they went after did well, and made it not only
How then, shall the rebel states be reorgana legitimate but also a profitable business.—
There is no great mystery in all that, as any ized ? We must go to the Constitution. The
one can see.
If men were fools enough to subject is referred to In only one place, and
there in immediate connection with new
bay a “pig in the poke* in the hope of
Tj the Editor of the Press

selling
again at an advance, they must pocket
their loss, and lay the blame where it belongs
—on themselves.
It did not require any very
profound philosophy, only the exercise of common sense, to fathom those land
speculations.

states.

him

It is provided in Article fourth, section S,
that, “New States may be admitted by the
Congress into [the] Unionand that ‘The
Congress shall have power to dispose of and
make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other property belonging
to the United States .■’’—that Is, Congress
may
organize the territories of the United States

Maine had then some valuable timber townships, and she has some now, so that we see
there was a bottom even to that great “land
fever.”
And what of the capper speculations on the
shores of Lake Superior? How have those
resulted ? True, this copper fever did not rage
in Maine as it did in Boston, New York and
several States of the West. Hundreds of companies were formed and locations made, and
the members thereof were frill of hope, and
indulged ardent expectations of becoming
suddenly rich, but alasl how few obtained
riches! It is safe to say that nineteen-twen-

and prepare them for admission as states and
then admit them.
This section provides for
embryo states, that have not been admitted
nor organized, or in other words for territories that are to be orgauized and
prepared for

admission,

and then admitted as states.

This

is to be done

by Congress. This power of organization is given to Congress and has always been exercised by that body from the
foundation of the government. In this powtieths of ail these organization* never suc- er of organization is included the power to
ceeded, and a large portion of them only ex- determine the qualifications of voters at the
isted on paper, and yet there was a solid basis primary meetings, the power to determine the
for these speculations, a cause for all this fe- time and places of such meetings, the power
ver.
The writer of this was there, and saw to determine the manner of notifying such
all the operations. He saw, too, many splen- meetings, the persons to notify them, the perdid “surface specimens,” and descended Into sons to preside in them, the manner of consome of the shafts far “under grass,” and walkducting such meetirgs, and all the other steps
ed along the “drifts,” where was seen much
till they «t.aii be prepared with constitutions

pure copper. And now what is the result of
all these speculations? Thousands have

These
and fitted to be admitted as states.
are granted to Congress by the Consti-

fool

powers

ishly lost money, but many have been richly tution. They are the proper subject of legishave been constantly exerrewarded. And our
country, too, has been lative action, and
greatly benefited by the copper of Lake Su- cised by Congress trom the beginning.
perior. Immense quantities have been transNow these powers are the very same powported from that region to the marts of the ers, necessary to be put in exercise in order to
world, and our government has been enriched. give the people of the rebellious states “civil
Now what shall be said of these oil speculagovernments” and new constitutions that the
tions? The same results have flowed from national government even, recognise ss legal.
them as from the timber and copper specula- In the very next section of the Constitution
tions.
the power is given to reorganize state governThere is deep down In the bowels ot the ments overthrown by rebellion. As that pow|
earth in many localities, a good foundation 1 er is legislative, it will be very strange, if we
for the “oil fever” which is now raging over do not find it vested in Congress. J. C. W.
the country, and which has siezed upon so
many persons. To bore tor oil Is a legitimate
business, and pumping it from the lower
depths is not only a legitimate but also a profitable business—profitable for those engaged
in the

try.

profitable to our counmystery In all this, or,
mystery, it is only in the ques-

enterprise,

and

Now there is

if there be any

no

tion how so much oil was made in the bowels

I of the earth.

|

fyllr. Hume, a Republican joarnalist, wh®
in Misis Involved in some railroad difficulties
connection with the
souri, which, from their
have given rise to genlegislature of that state,
eral discussion, says that “any one who, after
the experience of a political editor fer the
last five years in Missouri, is not proof against
anything less than a cannon ball, la not fit fer

That there should he great I the business.”

ITEMS Of STATE NEWS.

Equal Rights and General Amnesty.
Senator Stewart’s plan contemplates a reconstruction of the Union with mutual a suranccs from the parties to the late conflict
and
the South
to confer equal civil

5y~The Montreal Transcript says

the British Consul at New York has iuformed the
Lieutenant Governor of New Brunswick of an
intended Fenian attack on the island of Cam-

offering
political rights upon ail men, without regard
to race or color, the North hi return tenderoffences.
ing a general amnesty for all political

earthly connection with the resolutions in
question, save that I do most warmly approve
them, and entertain the opinion that they

no

contain terms to which the States of the South
could honorably and adcantageuudy accede,
and In which X am confident that they will
acquiesce most cordially, should they be ever
hereafter proffered to them. That they ought
to do so, I believe that I can successfully maintain in courteous and friendly discussion,
which I now propose to do in the World, if
you are .willing that your readers should have
an opportunity accorded to them of
taking a
view of both aides of the grave question in-

hoifcr

to

be, respectfully, your

BJBOJE1NT PUBLICATIONS.

vicinity

justly proud,

it is

bright moonlight,

emphatically

this forlorn

hope, every

oi the desperate nat ure of the undertaking, determined to reach the plank road or die in
the attempt, moved
cautiously and steadily forward
through the thick forests, mounted officers dismounted and
their men on foot. The brigade
accompanied
commander and his staff, after the
dispositions were
all made, dismounted an 4 sent their horses to
the
rear.
A hurried “farewell” was said and the
groups
separated, each to the position assigned him with the
troops. With bayonets fixed, the line steadily advanced a short distance, when
suddenly a continuous sheet of flame from the muzzles or the
enemy’s
indicated the positions of their lines, which
d hitherto been
unknown; and a perfectshower oi
duJlets whistled around us and
turough di» forest

Kns

trees. Our orders were not to fire a
shot; but with a
yell, through die dense gloom of the forest our lines
advanced. :ind ‘comrades touched the elbow.”
From
ront ami r.ght and left the
artillery opened,
and the flash of the heav>
guns, tho trail of the dead
and shell, aa seen
through the overhanging
branches, added to the fearful sheet of flame
from the
infantry in compact masses, was indeed a magnificent but terrible eight. Almost to the
enemy’s uues
we found that they had taken
advantage of the
breastworks wo had erected, and had in addition constructed an almost impenetrable abattis in
then-front.
In the road in which the F rtieth and
Seventeenth
were advancing, and where the trees
afforded no protection to tuc men, the fire was disastrous and tem*
horror ot the position, many ol the
W***! by the shower
oi the bullets around them,
and Oi#oharge<l them at random
o/
enem>'» but really doing more
ot t:iu companies iu front. The
“
40 stand against such
rt
in tUeir im.uod.ate
front
In
their rear, wavered
ind
1
back 1,1 disorganized masses un-

r*?\..
fb®
lefl
jyj?, JZ*d. Hi® whistling
thoirpieQ^g
S* Hi®
ranl“
fierce^an “*e,
un*Pu
aidita
32i®S,SI. T‘jlc7a
bmir.TL

$
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For their courage and steadiness
the coin parties of Captains

this occasion
Sawyer and Mattocks
were especially complimented
by General Ward
Our author gives an amusing account ot
the subter/uges to which in intervals of inaction the borneaick sol tiers resrrted to obtain leave of
absence:
One offleor received a telegram urzinz him ,r
wisueii to see his wile alive, to come home at
on

dispatch was annexed to an application fuTa
leave of absence, and in less than twen y*four hours
the officer was on his way r^jokin^, and his wife
The

a

zontal.

fry- Mr t. J. Emery of Kendall’s Mills has
been employed to oonstruct a dam across the
Connecticut river at Greenfield, Mass.
(y The Waterville Mail hopes the Advertiser has been complimenting Mr. Blaine “without sufficient cause.”
Mr. Blaine’s district.

published in

The Mail is

{yThe Lewiston Journal reports

ganized and well drilled company
in that city, “spilin’ for a fight.”

a

fully or-

of Fenians

fry* We learn from the Eastport Sentine
hat “time must determine” how much firei
there is under the Fenian smoke.
fry The editor of the Machias Republican
has seen some specimens of gold
something

ty may be disturbed.
fry Speaking of Fenians, the reporter of the
Machias Republican says : “We saw a couple
of Irishman

coming out of

E§?”The Civil Rights bill passed the House on
ths 13th, and the Senate on the 15th. It must
be returned by to-morrow (within ten days af-

|3?“ Sterling King, who confesses himself
guilty ef attempting to assassinate Secretary
Seward, attempted to commit suicide in prison
at Louisville, Kentucky, on the 22d, by severing
recovery is

issue waB distinctly and fairly made; bnt said
he bad not interfered, and did not propose to
interfere, with the politics of the States. His
friends there knew better than he what course
it was proper for them to take to promote the
great objects which all earnest Union men desired to see aocompiished.

83P“The House Committee on Kloctions is
said to have decided, by a vote of 6 to 3, to oust
Mr. Brooks of Ne'e York, and give the seat to
Mr. Dodge. The House will no doubt indorse
the action of the Committee, on the ground
that he was elected by fraudulent votes.
tttf“The citizens of San Francisco

are starproject to construct a neV iratbifront to their city, the propoeltion being to
make an appropriation of five or six thousand
acres of water to be built
up and filled in by
the operators.

tled by

a

puTiiIXeUn4(“uch
It is for
sal,

Comptroller Clarke again.—Mr.
Clarke is irrepressible. The real ground of
difference between the Comptroller and the
Secretary of the Treasury is that stated in a
private letter from an officer in the Treasury

Department

to a

gentleman

in this

city:—

“Clarkecounts certificates twice; McCulloch
Clarke calls deposits belonging to disbursing officers, ‘Government Funds;’ McCulloch knows better. You may rely upon McCulloch. As to ‘illegal sales,’ he has saved the
United States $100,000 on every million thus
bought and sold—though perhaps not commanded by law to do so.
Clarke is in beyond
his depth.”
A letter from Mr. Spinner, addressed to the
editor of the Washington Chronicle, presents
substantially the same view of the case, putting Mr. Clarke entirely in the wrong. Mr.
ouce.

Every Saturday,
elegant weekly published

may add, is an
every week by Messrs. Ticknor &
Fields

Boston.

of

Jaundice, Costiveness, Liver Complaint,
Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Piles, Dizziness,
Headache, Drowsiness, and all diseases arising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Bad Blood,
to which all persons are subject in Snring and Summer.
Sold
by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St., and by all Dealers in Medicines.
Feb 28—SNdim

and sailed.
In port, barque Mary Elizabeth; brigs Hampden,
Walter Howes, Edwin, J W Drisko, H H McGilvery:
schs E A Conant, Rocket, Jeddle, Cameo Taniamount, Abbie, Jos Long, and others.
EDGARTOWN —Ax 19th, sch Volant, Cousins,
New York for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, barque Moonbeam, Dow, Livcrdool; sclis Willis Putuam, Cook, Calais; Cornelia.
Henderson. Rockland.

ArMUi, brig Maria Wheeler, Wiioeler, MobUe;

sell Black Warrior. Rand, St George NB
Cld 24th, ship Kate Pri:ce, Libby, San Francisco;
barque J H Pearson, Taylor, New Orleans ; brig
Fannie Butler, Bartlett, Cardenas; sebs
Pcstlioy,
Andrews. Rockland: Lucy Jane, Nash do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21st, sclis
Ameslor
Rock
New
port
bury,
York; 22d, J C Rocker,
Goldthwaite, Boston for Saco : Richmond, Grant,
Winterport for Baltimore.

Mary’clark,

j

New

In Brunswick, March 20, Albion Ward and Isabella
Pollard.
In Phipsburg, March 20, John R Clifford and Margaret H Spinney.
In Saccarappa, March 10, Robert Dyer and Susan
Leighton, both of Falmouth.
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Clarke has since addrossed

a

note to

21—SNd&wly
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Treasur-

Spinner, requesting a detailed statement of
the deposits in designated depositories of public funds on June 30th last.
As the report

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

called for would demand the labor of half a
dozen clerks for several days, Gen.
Spinner
has not yet determined to comply with the
Comptroller’s request. It is to be hoped, that
the information will not be withheld.
The
error under which Mr. Clarke is
apparently
laboring, ought to be so ftiily exposed as to
leave no occasion for a whisper of contradiction.

DENTIST,
1-2 Free St*
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
mar2sxd&wtJ

t3T“ A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of tho Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A

Inconvenient.
Reader* remember Mr.
Lynch's resolution, providing that all vessels
once American, which have been
placed under
a
foreign flag, shall never again be allowed an
American register.
It is rumored, that an
American citizen residing not a hundred miles
front Portland, finds himself
disagreeably
affected by the decision of Congress. He owns
a fine ship, which
during the rebellion sailed
under the British flag, and is now prevented
from returning to her allegiance.
Tne British

married, and those contemtheir physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either personally or
by maily and medicine Bent to any part of the world
Oct 6—s n d&wGm
truthful adviser to the

—

plating marriage,

who entertain doubts at

Perry** Moth and Freckle L*tioi*
Chloasma, or Moth patch, (also called Liverspot,)

and

agents who hold the property for the owner,
file a little bill for taxes payable to the crown.
The American authorities, who know where
the property really belongs, do not forget to
call tor their little taxes. So it happens that
our tax-ridden fellow citizen sees
only one path
open to him, and actually purposes to leave his
comfortable house, emigrate to Canada, and

Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face ol a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and an v preparation that will effectual y remo ve them without injuring the texture or
color qf the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm-

stay there long enough to become a British
8ub)ect and claim his own property. The next

No. 4

less.

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
» Bond
Street, New-York, and lor sale by all

price $2
druggists:
MOTH AND

Cnll for PERRY’S
per bottle.
FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
Agents, Portland, Maine.
oct31sn mw&f6iu

will show a falling off of one in the
number of American citizens.
census

ITCH I ITCH I ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch l
Wheaton's
Ointment
Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Alto cares SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 contsto WEEKS & POTTER, Sole

Washington St., Boston, It will be
warded by mail, free of postage, to any part of
Agents,

opposidon candidate 87 below
frozen solid under his
eleventh
tive defeat, with no
*
hope^ of “a thaw.”
zero

torthe

United States.
Oct 25.1865.—s » d&wlyr
WARREN'S

Has been

BALSAM I

found by experience to be the

BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such

as

DIPHTHERIA,
-Asthma, Bronchitis. Consumption. Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia,or
Inflammation of the Lssp,
and Whooping Cough.
In these

complaints this Medicine has NO SUPEwhile thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all ages.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of Being at once valuable as a curative and Invaluable as a •reventaUve of all the diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world Is challenged to produce a compound of
O qual efficacy and safety.
Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Bo- tanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
noUSNdfcwBm
Square, Bangor, Me.

RIOR,

B-

M-S».rgent, Fred. T.
Collector, Simon S. Sargent
>jy “^teased majorItte Th‘r(m?n’eleCted
VOte Wa& on
Selectman,
whtb
the
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California, Wells, from Wells.
Sch Ellen Mernman, Hamilton, Bath.
Sch Monticelio, White. Bristol.
Sclis Montebello, Wylie, and Allen Lewis, Wright,
Booth hay.
Schs Northern Chief! Love, and S H Cameron.
Rand, Boothbay.
Ar 21st—Sch Cen Grant, Orchard, Portsmouth.
Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Dutton, Livorpool
y

Steamor Dirigo, Sherwood, New York—Emery &
Fox.
Brig Forest State, Shute, Cardenas—Phinney &
Jackson.
Brig Geo Harris, French, Cardenas—Lynch, Barker & Co.
Sch Arizona, (Br) Larsen, Cardenas—Hight& Dyer
Sch Quickstep, (Br) Morris, Cornwallis NS—S F
Randall.
Sunday, March 25.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Sch Lookout. Lane, Tangier.
BELOW—A deep brig.
SAILED—54 AM, steamship Hibernian.
DISASTERS.
Sch Ida, of Portland, before reported ashore on
Nauset Beach, has been sold, as she lay, with her
cargo of 3000 box shooks, to parties in Provincctown,
for $1200. She had previously been stripped of sails,
&c.

Brig Helen O Phinney, (of Portland) Boyd, at New
York from Sagua, reports, March 17, had a terrific
gale from WNw, which lasted twenty-four hours,
and started cargo in the hold.
Sch July Fourth, of Bangor, at Mystic, Ct, reports
having been ashore near the Spindle, night of the
20th, but came off without serious damage after discharge apart of her cargo.
Sen J Bred more, (of Saco) Seavey, from Elizabethport for Portsmouth, recently on Brenton's Ree arrived at Newport 20th inst, where she will discharge
her cargo of coal and go on the marine railway for
repairs.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 16th, sch John Sidney, Baldrey, Boston; 21st, R C Winthrop, from Havre.
MOBILE—Ai 16th inst, sch Ocean Wave, Foster,
Philadelphia.
Cld 15th, barque Ocean Eagle, Luce, Matanzas.
Cld 17th, schs T J Hill, Baker, New York; Harriet
Thomas. Robinson, Cuba.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, ship Freeman Clark,Small,
Liverpool; schs Alfred Keene, Robinson, Savannah;
Union Flag, Maloney, Wiscasset.
Sid fin Hampton Roads 21st, sch Delmont, Crr,
from Baltimore for Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d, brig Abby Watson,
Watson, Matanzas.
At Delaware Breakwater 20th, sch Whitney Long,
llaves. Baltimore for Portland.

hlEW

YORK—Ar 22d, ship
Eves,
Derby, Man son, Swansea; barque Scotland, Damon, Havre; schs John Bovnton, Reed, from
Baracoa: Lath Rich, Leavitt, Apalachicola; Hattie
Ross, Poland, Philadelphia for Newburyport: White

Liverpool;

REFINED

SOAPS,

-viz:-

EXTRA,
FAMILY,
NO. 1,
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages sui tablo f r tho trade and tamiiy use.
•
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufacture!
under ilie personal supervision of our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with condence that we can and WILL iurnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modem improvements, we
are enabled to thmish a supply of Soap* of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Export and Domestic Consumption*
LEATHE

Atmosphere,

Sea, Lee, Elizabethport for do; Ossuna, Johnson,
New Haven.
Ar 23d, shin Arkwright, Canlkins, Liverpool; Jere
Thompson, Naird, do; barques Jos A Davis, Welt,
Kingston, Ja; Mary Ann, Saunders, Havana: Trovatore, Carver, Matanzas; J E Holbrook, Brown,
Galveston* Linda Stewart, Osborn, Charleston; brig
Nellie Mitchell, Carney, Mansanilla; Abby Bradshaw, Alien, Nuevitas; M A Benson, Smith, Cienfuegos: Raven, Peterson, Matanzas; Flora, Mayo,
Guantanamo; A J Roes, Small, Remedios; Helen O
I'hinncy, Boyd, fm Sagua: Tubal Cain, Loring, 8t
Marks: Blackflsh, Pickett, Savannah; schs Jane.
Haskell; Hudson, Tinker, and M A Gould, Trim,
Providence

23d, ships I F Chapman, Norton, Antwerp;
Mercury, Stetson, Havre; Bavaria, Smith, New Orleans; Hudson, Potter, Charleston: barques Hunter,
York, Havana; Scotland, Maynard, tor Charleston;
brigs L Berry, Steele, Beunuaa; Merriwa, Ingersoll.
Portland: sch Lottie. Wilcox, Wilmington, NC.
WICKFOlfcD—Ar 23d, sch Flora King, Cook, from

GORE’S

BOLD BY ALL THB

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

&

Grore,

397 Commercial St, 47 & 49 Beaeh Street,
March

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Shaw

mrs.

Graham U R

X HC S

FLOWER OF LIBERTY!

Hill Clara L
Hamlet Ellzbelh M

Staples Mary F 2
Spears M A mrs

Titcomb Emma A mrs
Townsend Nellie 2
Thomas Nellie
Thayer Hannah P mrs
Upton Fannie J
Winchester Lizzie W
Williams Fanny A
Webster Mira L mra
Wood Martha mrs
Wilson Mary C mrs
Williams Phebe L mrs
Winslow Sarah S
Walker T J

mrs

Hayes Louie
Higgins Lucy A

HydeMarcia S

THIS

NATIONAL

SOUVENIR!

The book was compiled by a PORTLAND
LADY,
and ought to receive the generous
support cf an ap-

preciating Portland community.

The original Poems are from the pens of George W.
Curtis, Miles O’Reilly, B. P. Sliillaber, Phoebe Cary,
Mi s. Ann S. Stephens, David Barker, Charles K.
Tucker man, II. W. Longfellow, O. W. Holmes, R. W.
Emerson, Bishop Burgess, Julia Ward Howe, and

others.

Among its many boautitul illustrations we notice
“THi: EAGLE OF CORINTH,” the Poem by HENRY W. BROWNELL. Another, the
drawing ot the
CANE, once belonging to our late lamented President,

ABRAHAM

LINCOLN.

mrs

Hicks Nancy A
Jordan F R mrs
Jordan J W mrs
Johnson L*nr* mrs
Johnson Rahdall mrs
Jordan V H mrs
Lewis Chae tors
Lewis CallieE
GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Aiken FA
Lord Geo 2
Gardner
Appletou
Lanagan Lewis
Allen John
Laiten Millard F
Andrews John B
Lockin M L
Lorinc Reuben
Akeley Thos J
Armstrong Wm H
Llttlejon Thos
2
Beattie Augustus
Lee Wm A
Brickett Alonzo
Lalley Wm for Bridget
Briggs nilton A Co
Grealy
Llncott Willie J
Boynton Byrnu F
Burrows A Masters 3
Littlefield A Towle
Brown B B
Laughlin Wm
Bond Chas W
Lawson Wm
Bartlett C H
Lang Sami W Westbrook
Brooks Edw
Miller Ben) B
Manslze C N
Buckley E S
Brown F L
Monghv Chas for Henry
J
Bradman F R

M

Boulter Geo
Blake Hoary G
Blake Henry L
Barclay J Capt
Brown Jos P

Moody D M for mis

BAILEY

Barbour Josiab A Son
Barbrlck John H
Baker J W
Brandt M

Boodey N W
B.anNtqhlG
Bywater P D
Buckley Patrick

UUlerBobt VJ tot

Chase Chas P
Chirk C.H
“Charles"
Cloudman A Taylor

NOYES,

Booksellers and Stationers,
50 EXCHANGE

STREET.

Are agents to* the sale of the work.
may

be

seen

fpr a

Specimen copies

at their store.
invited to cah, oramfei and Mriwcrtte

are

charm ing
Mar 26—2w

Danl J
Chandler Danl
Carter

Book.

ODonohuc John O

Carleton D

Orr

Clark
Creech G F
Conway Gilman
Cook Henry A
Churchill H
Collin Henry C

Pike Cassius W
Prescott Edwin A
Perry F N
Fliincy Fredk C

Prigsley Jeremiah

Perkhls Jas T
Jas for wi— Eunice
Poole
Poland John
Pickard Jos
Peterson M

Chandley Joseph R
Coulidgc John H

Poole

Chick Philander H
Conor Pa t
Colds Sami
Carr Thos Silver St
Cross T J
Cummings Thos F Cape

Cushman Warren
DonuvauDaul
Dennison E G
Dewoy Edwin D

Pal ten A

Romick Amos O

Kackliff Ben)

Ray F M

Band Geo Deane
Uosc'iild II J M
Roach. John A J
Rowe Jas Vine st
Rumery Lauriston
Robinson L C Capt
Roll Wilmot U

Frank

Freeland R
Davis Geo N

Burgiu Geo

A

Dow Isaac
Dodge John H
Dias Jos
Dunn John

Small A T

Shaw A J bill poster
Scott A W
Stevens Alfred Westbrook
Smart Abort Cape E

Dogd John

Dunning John hackman Stewart A T builder
Deane M P
Smart Berg F
Donovan Pat
Seavey Chas C
Evan A lor inias AlswithaSohier D H
Seagrave Edw P

Scoville E N
Smith F
ShawGR
Steward Geo W
Scott Geo
SpoOord Hiram S

Emery Henry
Mails.
Passengkbb Booked to

.Londonderry

S.

and

Liverpool.1

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates
The Steamship PERUVIAN, Capt. Ballantine,
will sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
March 31st, 1866, immediately after the arrival oi the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Moravian, on the 7th April.

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
(according to accommodations)
$70 to $00
Steerage,
$25
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. R. Passenger Depot,
Cabin

Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.

mli26dtd

Equalization of Bounties
their heirs, who have received
ALLhutSoldiers,
$100 Bounty or less; all soldiers,
their
or

or

have not received any bounty whatever;
all soldiers who have been in the three and nine
months services, and all soldiers who have been promoted, will ted it to their advantage to call on ns
and make arrangements to obtain

heirs,

who

ADDITIONAL BOUNTY.
Applicants by mad Should enclose a Stamp.
Ho Charge Unless Successful.

HARMON

&

SAWYER,

88 Exchange
Portland, March 26—dtf

Street.

Pickering

Par-lthardt 2d Me Car
EPliilbrook S W

Evans
Freeman

Carrying the Canadian and U.

Stephen

Calder Donald
Pollard Alvin J
Clark F W for Mary Epease A S

Evans

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,.

d 036 Dll-

A Dunn

Dtmncy Jos D
Darling Jos'F

POBTLAJfD, ME.

Kgerton Jas

Swell J G
Frye Wm Arthur
Fabyan Chas H
Fogg John H

Foxtovt J ohn
Farrow John
Foss L B

Sawyer H H
Shaw John for

missBridget
Monaughan

P

Sweat Jos S G 2
Smith J 8
Skillings John Capt
Stephenson John N
Sterling John E
Stutsman Sami 4
Stront & Fogg
Sweedisli Consul
Sanford & Chaco
Sinnott Thos

Freeport S»ml Wm
Frank Seward

Eraser FBI
French Wm
u

M B

Greeley Geo
Geo M
Gammund Mark
Gal lagher Michl
Gower Martin

Go aid

Spencer Wm
Staples Wm K 3

Gray

Thos
Green Wm G

Smith WJL
True D J

Hunsuely Dahl
Haskell Ezra Capt
Hanson Eugene
Hurloigh Eilw J
HannaJord Frank A

Trickey

E F

Talbot E PCapt
Townsend E F
Thomas Frank
Hayden G W 3
Thompson Geo E
Hilborn Gilbert for EllenTrueH J
R Hilborn
Thorp Jona
Hall & Fairweather
Thayer J H J
Hopkins Jcsiah C
Twomey Mathew
Harvey J ohn S & Son
Thomaa Nathl P
Hale Jos
Towle Robt
Hill Jas Ft
Co
Tolman & Eelk
Hill Lewis S
Thayer Brooks & Co
Harris W H
Walker A B *
Hodgkins Wm B
Whittemore A A Capt
Hill welHnoton
Walker OB
Jatkson A A
Waterhonee Geo I
Johnson Abner
Wikon Geo E master
Jackson Geo
Westbrook
Jackson Arthur
Woodslde H
Johnson Isaac
Walden Joslah for mrs
Jones PG
MaiyE Walden
Jordan G H
Wliite Joseph W
James & Stetson for SamlWalker J ./•Cape E
Gardner
Whitney Merrill
Knowken Ohaa A
Williams 8 photographer
White & Davis
Knight Ira
Kearney John for PeterWinslow & Marr
Grealish
Walker Wm HU
Kyle John
mile W Fred
Stetson
YorkA M
Kenney
Linrcott A M
York A L
Lavatlc Frank
Young Geo H

“Forest City Sugar Refer. Co.”
undersigned, two of the Corporators named
in the Charter granted by the Legislature ot this
State, to the “Forest City Sugar Refining Company,’■
give notice that a meeting of the Corporators
hereby
of said Comprny wifi be bold at the Counting Room
of X. C. Hersey, 1591 Commercial (at the Corner ot
Union St.J in this City on Tuesday, April 10th, 1866,
at 3 o'clock P. M., to act on tha acceptance ot said
Charter; For organisation, and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before

SHIP LETTERS.
Read Wm H btlg Itasca
QomptonRachel mrsbrlg Jessey
Hodgkin* Alfred B brig Minnie Traub
W. DAVIS, Postmaster.

The subscribers to the Capital Stock of said
Company ar e requested to meet at the same time and

Dissolution.

THE

them.

Libby Jos

place.

H. J. LIBBY. 1
T. C. HERSEY, I Corporators.
Portland. March24, 1866.
mb26td

Children’s
FOR
IN

By

ALL

Carriages!

"W. D.

Robinson,

FOR

Mar 26—eodlm

A

CONANT

ST.,

(rout and grate bars.
hues,
IRA WINN, Agent,
No* u Union Street, Portland Me.
Mar 20—eod6w.

&

Dissolution of
THE

WARD
Is

this

RAND.

RICHARD O. CONANT.
SUMNER C. RAND.
mar 26—eodlw*

March 30, I860.

CASH.

For Sale.
BOILER 18 feet long, 42 Inches in
diameter, with
two

WHOLESALE GROCERY and COMMISSION BUSINESS, at the old stand, No. 1*3
Commercial Street, under the firm and style of
continue the

VARIETY

HO. 30 EXCHAHGE

CHEAP

TMTi. A. CONANT having retired trom the late firm
111. of R. O. CONANT & OO.. the subscribers will

SALE,

THEIR

M

us P Miller
McMillan Ronald
Mathews Sami
Nickorson 0 W
ODonell J for mrs Lydia

Dunn

&

R

Pendleton
M urry Daniel
Millett Henry Col
Miilor J P
Mallard John B
Moore Jas H
Mathews James
MeBeanJobnA
Merrill J B
Marshall Jas E
Mann J O
Mann J S
More Luke Westbrook
McFarland Michl
M G W
Merrill Orville W
Miller P Wes brook
Mmyliy T>Kti*ir k

Burnell J
Brooks Jas

Dodge

The book is filled with GEMS.

Georgia A

Silley

Carey D

truly NATIONAL BOOK should be seen
and puich ised by every one who would have a

mrs

mrs

Stevens Hattie J for Mary
A Stevens
Laura E

mrs

Hastey Bridget
Harris Caroline
Hodgkins Chas mrs

Brown W J <9 Oo
Bahson Washington
Goitia AimtfUMM
O&pen Cytua

2G—iltl

Annie

Stiles Emma C mrs
GoodenowCathorincF mrsSleeth Lizzie
Gerrish Emily F mrs
Sullivan Ellen
Gardiner J L mrs
Etta
Spofford
Shaw E A mrs
Gooding Jesse mrs

BathrstyL

Leathe

Cld

Calais.
MYSTIC. CT—Ar 21st, sch July Fourth, Shaw,
Darien, Ga.
NEW IIAVEN—Ar 22d, sch Raven, Rose, from
Porto Itico.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, sch Mary S Tibbetts,
Shaw, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 23d, sch Peucinian, Turner, from
Tiverton for Baltimore.
Sailed, schs J Crocker. Lowe, Bath for New York;
Hardscrabble, and Defiance, Nash, Rockland for do;
Agonoi ia, Murch, Boston for Baltimore; Mary Lanadon. Ilix Rockland for do; W C Hull, Hix, Rockland for New York ; Mary Louisa, Robinson, and
Sardinian, Holbrook, do for do.
Ar 23d, schs Choctaw, Mayo, Calais for Now York;
Olive H Robinson, Berry, Portland lor Baltimore;
Planot, Perry, Rockland tor S ew Yerk.

d>

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1

Ihe public

—

H & A Allan.

rigging.

and

day

Copartnership.

FIRM

&

diaaolred

with

OF

LEWIS,
by mutual oonaent
SAMUEL WARE.

Portland, March 24tb, 1806.

^uhMd3t»

™

Wanted.
Wanted.
experienced girl to do all kinds of house work,
in a small fiun ily.
Satisfactory wages 4paid, and
good recommendations required.

AN

Call 50 Preble House.

xnhftkllw

New

CAPABLE and RELIABLE WOMAN to do
housework in a small family. One having had
experience as a house-keeper preferred. Good refer-

A

ences

required. Apply
_

MarJO-eodatl,

at

No. 113 MIDDLE STREET.

VICINITY

Adrcrli.emcut. To-l)ar

entkbtainmkht oolumm.
Theatre—Dec ring Hall,
brand Ball—I. A. It. Association.
AUCTION COLUMN.

Sale—E. M. Patten.
Valuable Real Estate—Joseph P. Morse.
Auction

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Boots and Shoes—T.E. Moseley & Co.—Boston.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Advertised Letters—W. Davis.
Montreal Ocean insurance Company.
The Flower of Liberty—Bailey & Noyes.
Steam Refined Soaps—Leaf e & Gore.
Forest City Sugar Refining Co.—H. J. Libby & Co.
Equalization of Bounfles—llarmou & Sawyer.
Dissolution of Copartnership—Ward & Lewis.
Children's Carriages—W. D. Robinson.
Wanted—House Girl.
For Sale—Ira Winn.
Wanted—113 Middle Street.
Dissolution—GYuant& Rand.

the face
rate

Caroline G

Stacy Catharine

mrs
mrs
mrs

OLEINE,

In Brunswick, March 18, Janet Millay, aged 80
years.
In Harpswell, March 17, William J Farrin, aged
39 years; Mrs Sarah Snow, aged 81 years.
In Lisbon, March 18, Mrs Luey F Thomas, aged
56 years.
In Boothbay, March 17, Sarah J, daughter ot N
Reed, aged 20 years.
In Durham, March 18, Mrs Lucy F Thomas, aged
56 years.

Storcr

Haley Chas J

GORE,

solicit the attention of the trade
to their Standard Brands of

please copy.]

CLEARED.

Miab Keinored his Office to 13

SOAPS!

LEATHE &

Sch

O

Spence

Folsom Sarah E
Freeman Sophronla mrs
Goodwin Abbie

Gay Jesse

consumers

In Limington, March 9, Lillian Ida, daughter of
H P and A D Waldron, aged 6 year* 7 months.
In St Louis, Mo, Feb 24, at the Soldiers Home,
W Gold, oi Maine. [Further information can be obtained by addressing H R Foster, box 2987, St Louis,

on

_

t&~ Advertisers will bent At themselves,as weltas
in their advertisements
day.

Place the postage stamp on the uppor right-hand
corner, and leave space between the stamp and direction for post-marking witnout interfering with the
writing.
N. B.-^A request foi the return of a letter to the
writer, if unclaimed within 30 days or less, written or
printed with the writer’s name, postofiice and State
the lett-liand end of the envelope,
will be complied with a the usual

■■—■■■

accommodate us, by
sending
at an early hour in the

ingly.

Harris CRM

STEAM

MAUI

Feb

Advertisements.
STEAM

WOULD

PIED.

[Mali

IN

side,

Maroh 26, 1866.

1

PORTLAND AND

THE POST OFFICE AT PORTLAND, StaU
of Maiue, 2«th day of March, 18G6.
B” To obtain any of these letters, the applicant
must call for “Advertised Letters,” give the date on
thfsTlst.andpayONE CENT for advertising.
If not called for within one month, they will
be sent to the Dead Letter Office.
Lectors to strangers or transient visitors in a town
or city, whose special address may be unknown,
should bo marked, in the lowor left hand corner,with
the word ‘•Transient.”
Free delivery of letters by carriers, at the residences of owners, may be secured
by observing the
following rules
1. Direct letters plainly to the street and number
as well as the postoiUce and State.
2* Head letters with the writers postoffice and
State, street and number, sign them plainly with full
name, and request that answers be directed accord-

across

Monday Morning,

w-

Remaining Unclaimed

Letters

Finnerty Margaret

In New Gloucester, Feb 28, by Rev W P Cross,
Charles F Plant and Miss Sarah E T, only daughter
of Hon Ezra Tobie, all oi N. G.

Missouri.]

New Advertisements.

pre-paid
| of postage, payable when the letter is delivered
to the
EASTPORT-Ar 17th, sclis J N M Brewer, Wood, writer.—Sec. 28, law of 1863.
Z
A
LADIES’ LIST.
Portland;
Paine, Jones, New York.
Ar 18th. sch Oasis, Cook, Portland.
Low e Cha3 mrs
Austin A H mrs
WINTERPORT—Sid 21st, barque Geo Treat,(new)
Lord Georgia mrs
Adams Francis E mrs
Killman, Buenos Ayres.
Lunt James W mrs
Ander.on Narcy mrs
Adams Phebe E mrs
Lcgrow Jen ie M
FOREIGN PORTS.
Littlehale J ulia F
Bailey Annie
At at Gibraltar 25th ult, brig J W Spencer, SpenM
Lord
Lydia A
Bailey Abby
Bradford C mrs
cer, Messina for Baltimore.
Long Lucinda W mrs
At Quinteros 15th ult, ship Golden Rule, Hall, disg
Morion Chas mrs
Boyd Charlotte mrs
Brown Carrie M
Mooher Cate
barque Pride of the Sea, Collins, do.
At Sisal Feb 26, barque Edw Hill, Klrbv, tor New
Blake Fannie E
McM aster Lizzie E
York 14 (lays.
Babbidge Hannah B mrsMullin Ellen
Sid 26th, brig Hiram Abiflf, Tibbetts, for Sagua.
Hattie
Main
Flora B
Bryen
to load tor New York.
Brackett J ulia E mrs
McDonald Hannah M
M
At Bavbadoes 27th ult, sells Quicksrcp, Richardson,
A
mrs
Morse
H mrs
Briggs
trom Boston; Dearborn, Herriman, from PhiladelBurns Margaret
McLean Jasmrs
ar
20th.
Barbour
E
McCulloch
phia,
Mary
Laura E
Sid fin Pouce 5th inst, sch Hamburg,
Morse Mary A
for Bedell M E mrs
s. Sprague,
e “s
Mullin Mahaly Ann
Philadelphia.
Byram Susan
At Mausanilla 20th ult, brig Nellie Mitchell, CarBattice Susan mrs CapeEMcManis Maggie
Mo >dy Mary J mra
Costello Bridget
ney, tor New York.
At N uevitas 11th inst, brig Machias, Cates, for New
Mills Mary E mrs
Coffin Celia A mrs
York 15 days.
Ellen
Cates
mrs
Malone Rachel K
At Guantanamo 5tli inst, brig Ocean Star, Carroll,
Cook Nellie M
Norris Jennie R
for New York 10 days.
Paul Clara M
Cummings Eliza J
At Mansanilla 1st inst, brig H F Coltliirst, Emery,
Clark Fanny mrs
Perkins Caroline E mrs
for New York 2 days; sch Farragut, Coggins, do.
Chamberlin Harriet
Pote Lizzie J mrs
At Matanzas 10th inst, barques
Carlisle
E
Josic
Parlin Henrietta F
Mary
Libby,
Libby, for Portland, ldg; Investigator, Carver, for Cummings Jane
Park r Isaac mrs
New York; Brunswick, Sylvester, fin Apalachicola;
Chandler Mary A
Paine James mrs
Palmer John mrs
brigs R S Hassoll, Hassell, and Ortolan, Gly, tor Clark Sarah L mrs
Philadelphia; Poinsett, Means, for Boston; Harriet,
Doering Faniiy
Perkins Laura A
Hammond, do; Ambrose Light, Simpson, disg.
Palmer MJ mrs
Dyer Albertina
Cld at St John, NB, 16th inst, brig L L Wadwortli,
Dowds ENzibeth
Plummer Martha W mra
Crosby, Cardenas.
Pierce Mary mrs
Durgin Frank M
Dunnovan Hanora
Plummer OleviaH
Peters Win W mrs Caps
SPOKEN.
Dingley Hattie
March 8. oflf Great Ormshead, ship North Ameri- Devereaux Jennie
Hackly it Ann mrs
Dins more James mrs
Rounaw Hannah B
can, from Liverpool for New York.
Downer L H
Robinson Julia A
March 8, lat 24 15, Ion 80 30, barque Caro, Beals,
Frank Elizabeth mrs
Bounds Mary E 3
from Galveston tor Boston.
N
Rolfe Sarah G mrs
Eliza
March 16, lat 34 56, Ion 74 50,
barque Courser, from Francis
Rice Thos W mrs 2
Frost Ellen M mrs
New Orleans for Liverpool.
FeltonF
A
mrs
Sliackiord Abbie L mrs
March 16, Cape Hatteras NE 40 miles, sch Moses
Spear Anna T mrs
Patten, from Philadelphia for Charleston, with loss French Louis nua
Florence
Mattie
Smardon Annie M mrs
of foresail.

_MARRIED.
I

i'nst

Sixes, 1882..

HASHEESH CANDY I
The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the cure ol all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
tully sustain the high reputation it has already acIMPORTS.
quired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always le,t their prejudices blind their judgment
CARDENAS. Brig Moonlight—409 hhds 89 tres
it is useless to present lacis or arguments, but to othmolasses, to Geo S Hunt.
ers we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer
Brig Rosetta—485 hhds 72 tres molasses, J B Brown
& Sous.
no new discovery or experiment; our goods are standard.
In the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and
EXPORTS.
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
Per steamship Hibernian, for Liverpool—4105 bags
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travpeas, 3603 bags moal, 402 bbls potashes, 86 rolls leathelers in all ages. Tha. it should so long have escaper, 21 cases sewing machines, 55 boxes cheese, 1000
bbls flour, 50 tres lard, 338 boxes meat, 81 bbls clover
ed the practical science of the Western World, is an
seed, 60 bbls pork, 45 bbls beef, 96 bbls game. 8 cases
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such mdse.
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above
all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
obtain the confidence of tlie‘public, and especially ol
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE.
those for whose relief it is. prepared.
Invalids can Santiago de Cuba..New York..California. .March 20
Java.New
..March21
York..Liverpool
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
New York.New York..Bremen.March 21
or anything else that is in any way ipjurious to the
Etna.New York. .Liverpool.. .March 21
March 24
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent Hansa.New York. Bremen.
roraloa.New York. Havana._March 24
tonic.
Hibernian.Portland.. .Ldvordool. ..Maxell 24
Sout to any address on receipt of price and stamps,
of
Cork.New York. .Liverpool.. .March 28
j City
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small Eagle...New York. .Havana_March 28
Africa.Boston.Liverpool.. .March 28
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all DrugCity oi Boston.New York. .Liverpool.. .Maich 28
gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Havana.New York. .Rio JaneJro.March 29
Peruvian.Portland....Liverdool.. .March 31
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLCortez.Boston.Havana.
.March 31
VAN OBIF.NT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.. .Maich 31
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston. Mass.
Germania.New York. .Hamburg.. .March 31
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO., Agents for Maine.
Miaiatnre Alma tine.Marcia 2Q»
Feb 15—9Xd&w1 v
Sun rises.5.53 Moon sets
3,19 AM
Sunsets .6.19 High water.7.15 PM
OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
PORT OP PORTLAND.
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
Saturday, March 24.
hoping ever to bear a ain.
ARRIVED.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive dischargSteamer Montreal, Liscomb, Boston.
es from the EAR, no matter what
Barque Ellen Dyer, Sheppard, Boston.
may havo caused
Brig Moonlight, (of Boston) Small, Cardonas 2d insfc
it, or how long standing.
Brig Almon Rowell, Morton, Boston.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
Sch Bramhall, Hamilton, Boston.
as il by magic.
Sch Louisa, Cray, Boston.
Sch Lone Star, White, Portsmouth.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
Sch Abigail, March. Ellsworth.
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN A CO.,
Sch Ida Morton, Prince, Belfast.
Sch Watchman, Poole, Vinalhaven.
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.

er

KingsfeyC°mmitt0e-

by Short and Loring.

5y The Argus announces that
Every Satur
day “for March" is out
we

Rhode Island State

s4ua

13th Inst for-do; nol.a Abbie, Knight,
»th
tor do: Jos Long, Osgood, Sagua 12tb inst for do;
Olive H Robinson, Berry. Portland for Baltimore

..

iS

^

Bates Manufacturing Company.
Pepperell Manufacturing Company.

Me and FU Do You Good.”

USE DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BIT-

passage, Sundays excepted), or it will belaw without the President’s signature

His

Boston and Maiue Railroad......
Eastern Railroad.
[Sales at auction.]

Ja22sN3m»

TERS for

come a

Brokers

the

do
small.
1864.
do
1865.
do
United States Ten-lorties,.
United States Debt Certificates, Jan.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
Vermont Contral 2d Mortgage Bonds.
Androscoggin Mills.

sic merit.

“Buy

Sales at

United States Coupons,
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
United States 7 3-lOtlis Loan, 3d series..
do
2d series.
United States Five-twenties, 1862.

The Best Style
Of Gaiters for Ladies, Misses and Children are to be
had of T. E. MOSELEY & CO., Summer St, Boston.

Portland, and by all Druggists.
ORIGINAL AND SKUBCTED.

ter

Stock List*
Board, Maxell 24.
American Gold. ...».

NOTICES.

It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perftimed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its orignal color.
Will purify the head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewitcliingly desirable.
Every bottle is warranted or money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. II.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS,

from refined

Boston

fl

t3T*Dr. Tibbetts* Physiological Hair Regenerator* This article is unequalled in intrin-

passage way between two buildings, the other day, and to all
appearances they had been organizing; and if
the place was looked into with a right kind of
a process, no doubt deadly weapons might be
ibund there.
We should advise Lord John
Bussell to look in there.”

Vegetable Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared

Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Xursery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr jgfelO’GCssrdly
gists.

On Thursday evening Policemen Rico
and Lakin to.,k measures, through another person, to obtain information relative to the robbery of Mr. Forbc’a store. While on duty for
this purpose the person referred to tell upon
the track of two robbers who were taking measures to rob the store of Messrs. Robert Treat &
Co., ou Exchange street, and gave information
to the owners. They
accordingly kept watch
through a back window, and about 9 o’clock
men
two
climbing through the winperceived
dow. They immediately laid hold of the villains, but one succeeded in escaping, who was
subsequently arrested. The names of the parties are John Haggerty and Timothy Loony.
They were examined before the Police Court
Friday afternoon, and ordered to find hail in
$1000 each, for appearance at the next criminal
term of the Supreme Court.—[Bangor Whig.

SPECIAL

Aromatic

Colgate's
A

Mar 2C—sxdlt

a

him in New York. Of course he wished to see
Burial of Soldiera.
her
alive! General Meade was particularly indulgent to
The attention of our readers and of the
such a* wished to visit the North for the
purpose of
futlllingmatrimonial engagements, and the mania for newspaper press of Maine is
particularly regetting married increased at a fearful rate. Not a quested for a
lew married men succeeded in
communication which we pubprocuring leaves of
absence open this very plea.
lish this
morning under the above title. It
One ingenious old bachelor cut from tho New York
*
86611 that
tteraui a portion of the
couH reports, noticing
police
Capt Inman has been inthe sentence to Blackwell’s Island of a woman
86
bear8ee that the
graves of Union solof
^ame.and.
cmree.
to
be
his
presumed
w&T*8*2En ®ras affixed to an
diers in this State are
application, and a leave
properly cared for. Such
*U°W
in
***
home
onuAUon as he desires
go
provide
for
ddldrem
will doubtless be
This liti e book
furnished as early as
cannot fail to have great value
possible. We will make
ra to
a further suggestion. A
o*wy member of the
Regiment, and second
portion of our cemto oil
and their name is
legion, who have at etery here has been set apart for the
graves of
some time bad friends
ceuneoted with it. In oddithe soldiers of the Union.
If other cities
Uon to thl* It has the moro
general and permanent
which have made no provision of
value ot being a truthful record no
this kind
far a* It goes of
scenes and incidents connected
will l<x>k ^ ‘he matter promptly, Capt.
with the war, and are
Inman
of the sources from which the future
historian will will thereby be relieved of considerable trouble
be able to draw material Cor a
comprehensive and
and perplexity.
adequate history ol the great rebellion. In the
Appendix will bo found complete lists ot all officers
and
Town elections.
men who at any time
belonged to the Ecgimcnt, as
also of the different commissions issued
GotiLDBBOBO.—The result of the town
to the officers
throughout the entire period ol its existence.
meeting in this was as follows:
Wo
muptuotomit to call attention to the admiraAuditor, Uamey S. Hill.
ble niecl e deal execution of this
Clerk and
book. It is bainlTreasurer, A. M. Sc.ule.
s mi sly p
lilted, on clear white paper, and vorv neatly a d tastefully bund, the whole finish ol the vol
Sargent, ffm. Rand,
J. F W’
a#dit upo“

By giving this publication you will much
Henry Inman,
oblige
Captain and A. Q. M. U. S. A.

Th eMail says this

purse of $2000.

“playing deep,” but it ean’t be deep and.hori-

{^“General Hawley, the Union candidate
for Governor of Connecticut, is said to have
had a satisfactory interview with the President
last Wednesday. The President, of course, desired to see his policy sustained wherever the

comprised largely in a private diary kept by tLe
author during hi* entire term of service with the
regiment; aud the events he records will befounu
narrated with a vividness which only an eye-witness
could give to them. The description of the bloody
fight* aro uni ChancellorsviUe, which resulted to the
Union force* in Ibe loss of Che gallant Berry, to ile
rebels in that of stonewall Jackson, is
especially
graphic. We quote a single passage:
We continued to advance, driving the
enemy steadily bo;ore us, ana just before suuaown hud pushed
him not less than It Vo miles, and
every tuing woro u
most favorable appearance, wnon suddenly and unexpectedly tu all, came the order to xeiiie. We accoraingiy ieil back to the hel irom which we had
started in the morning; and what was our surprise
to tind all of our artillery in position, and bearing upon the plank road where we had passed the previous
night, and which we supposed was held by our troops.
Here we loarhod that during our brilliant successes,
the Klqvenck Corps, composed
principally of Dutchman, had mgioriousiy ana rlisgraceiuiiy broken, and
that our wh.de corps was now cut off from communication with the remainder of the army.
The sunset was piling its temples of fire, of blood
and amclhystoveriheforeats and lulls, that seemed
to touch the flaming west, and the shades oi
evening
began to envelope our little ban i ere the truth became
fully apparent to tbe rank and file, of the desperate
nature of our situation.
Stout hearts sans, and
bronzed Ames grew stern, but not an arm flinched, not
a whisper oi misgiving of doubt wa* heard,
btaft'
officers dashed furiously back and forth, and comma urcatediheir orders in an undertone: “The
plank
road must be regained before daylight.”
At about nine o’clock, P. M., the lines of attack
were formed in, the follo
wing order: Ward’s Brigade,
cousliLuting the first line, with its left resting on the
narrow
r*d, through which we advanced on
the morning, and in wnich was
posted the Fortieth
New York Volunteers, ithe Mozart
Regiment) and
111 column by
Maihe»
company,
iff?
filling the road from side t > side and constituting
tu>en ij lines; the remainder of
Hayman’s Brigade in
the
second
rescrv% forming
line and supporting General Ward.
The moon was full and the
sky was cloudless. At
ft clock the signal to advance was
riven,

an l in that
man conscious

is

a blood vessel of his arm.
doubtful.

a home product; and it is therefore with especial satisfaction that we note its many points of excellence.
Tuo record oi tacts from which it has been prepared

is

June for

beth, Crockett, New Orleans tor Boston: bngs Walter Itowes, Harding, Cienfu. gos 7th inst for Portland: Edw in, Allen, fm Providence for Calais; sclis
Tantamount, Davis, trom Chester River, Md, for
Newburyport; Cameo, Elwcll. Klizabethport for East
Weymouth; Massachusetts. Kenniston, and Antelope, Brown. Rockland for New York.
Sid. brig Mecosta; schs Sylvan, Matthew K.nney.
Anlelope, and Massachusetts.
Ar 22d, brigs J W Drisko, Bucknam, Cardenas 10th
inst for Portland; Harriet H McUilverv. Gilkev do

the

and eaid to have been assayed and
found to be genuine. These specimens are said
to have been found in the town of
Wesley, sixteen or seventeen miles from
Machias, but he
of the Republican oharitably hopes the report
is untrue, fearing that the quiet of the coun-

The Campaigns of the Seventeenth Maine.
By lid win B. Houghton, A Member of the Regiment. OnoVol. 12wo. pp. 234. Portland: Short
aud Boring.
It is not often that we have the pleasure of welcoming a book of so purely indigenous growth as the
one before us.
Written, printed, and published in
Portland, having for Us theme the heroic achievements of the glorious Begiment of which Portland
are so

play”

near

“yaller”

obedient servant,
H. S. Foots.
The reader will see that Mr. Foote bolds not
only that the Southern States “could honorably and advantageously accede” to the proffered terms, but that “they ought to do so.” Senator Sumner has already welcomed the propr
osition. When Charles Sunmer and Henry
S. Foote agree, why may we not expect a political millennium? Why cannot the Congressional majority unite upon this proposition, with or without amendment, put it in
such form as to secure its provisions by a constitutional amendment, and then appeal to the
people ? The World accepts Mr. Foote’s offer
to discuss the measure. We shall look with
Interest for his South-side view.

and

Passamaquoddy Bay,

—

volved.

I nave the

in

FALL RIVER—Sid 22d, sch Kate Paten, 1(from
Batb) for Key West, having repaired,
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 24d, barque Mary Eliza-

For Sale.
BURIAL LOT IN EVERGREEN CEMETERY, (Westbrook.)

To the Editor of the Preit:
It is the wish of the

Government that the
One of the most desirable location in Section E.—
and of all prisonsoldiers
of
all
Union
Said Lot is numbered 12s and li>0, adjoining Messrs.
graves
C. W. Robinson and Rufus 1). Bean's, and is very
a
frontier line of Maine.
where
cared
for.
he
ers of war shall
Eastport,
properly
handsomely laid out.
large number of breech-loading riflos were lanFor further information as to price, Ac.,
The Quartermaster General justly remarks,
indiAddress,
ded last week, is opposite to the point
“EVERGREEN,”
“It is known that the Burial Grounds of UnTranscript Office, Bo&ton, Mass.
cated.
mhl7d&w8Ntf
Boston, March 13.
ion soldiers in many places will suffer by detty We learn from the Oxford Democrat
that their country can do for
least
The
lay.
that Hon. Thos. Chase of Buckfield, died on
T I ]ST TY PE S !
these brave men is to provide a decent resting
Tuesday of last week, from the effects of a place for their remains, and
wearis
LOOK ! LOOK ! !
every day
tumor with which he has been troubled throughing away the means of their identification 25 Tin-Types Tor 50 cents*
out the winter. Mr. Chase was a man univer25 Gem Arabrotypes, 50 cents*
and lessening the chances of doing all that is
of his
-AT THEsally respected, and was at the time
desirable
to
do.”
death a member of the State Senate.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GALLERY
PORTLAND
To enable me to promptly comply with my
the wool
gy The Committee appointed by
Nro« 80 Middle Street.
am
I
at
Waterinstructions
this
in
to
relation
matter,
A. S. DAVIS.
growers, who met in convention
jallsxdtf
desirous of learning the localities of the
ville lately, havo attended to their duty and reChilblains Can Be Cured!
ported a constitution, under which a North graves of Union soldiers in every part of the
USE CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Direc
Kennebec Wool Grower’s Association hai been
State, and I respectfully solicit communicalions strictly and we warrant a cure.
organized. Samuel Taylor of Fairfield, is the tions from superintendents of burials in every
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
marks
first president; Joseph Peroival, Waterville,
no
town where soldiers' graves having
BURGUSS, FOBES &. CO.,
vice president; and Eph. Maxham of the Wato identify them as such, are located. I desire
General Agents,
An
annual meeting
terville Mail, Secretary.
80 Commercial Street, {Thomas Mock,)
to learn from them the locality and condition
will be held in Waterville on the second Weddec27dtfsN
Portland, Me.
of such graves, and the name, rank and reginesday of March, and the first sheep-shearing
ment of all soldiers buried in the districts unMetcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy
festival is appointed for the second Wednesday
der their charge.
Is certainly the wonder of the age.
Thousands can
(13th)of dune next.
It is my intention to remove bodies to en- testify to its magical eftect, and the first doctors of
“Three’s boys” of Waterville have chalthis city are recommending it to their patients as the
sure cure lor Rheumatism ever known to man.
lenged Victor fire company of Kendall’s Mills closed cemeteries and provide suitable head- only
March 6—dims N
boards.
“to a horizontal
on or before the 20th
pobello,

The New York World has of course assailed
this proposition, which tends to make the
Declarat.on of Independence something more
than a piece of eloquent declamation. It has
intimated among other things, that Senator
Stewart is incapable of originating any measuie, and that this particular plan must be ascribed to hi3 father-in-law, Hon. Henry S.
Foote, **late a member of the defunct Confederate Senate,” and Mr. Foote thereupon
come3 in for his share of the abuse.
Mr.
Foote, who has fought three duels in the
course of his life, is naturally irritated, and
has at last addressed a letter to the editor of
the World, which we copy:
am: It has been rarely of late that I have
deemed it expedient to undertake the defense
of my character or motives against newspaper
aspersions, however unjust and illiberal, preferring in general to await the quiet and slow
vindication which time and unswerving rectitude are quite sure, sooner or iater, to supply,
to entering the field of controversy with the
conductors of public journals, who must always have a manifest advantage over ail whom
they assail that are not, like themselves, provided with that armory of ottensivc and defensive weapons which, in such a case, would
seem almost to g've absolute assurance ot ultimate victory. On several occasions since
my location in this city, I have f und myself
alluded to in the columns of the World in
language at once so pungent and so unmerited that I could not feel altogether iree from
something approaching to irritation; but still
I remained silent. I now write merely to say
that your informant, whoever be may be, on
whose authority you have presented me to
your readers as the real author of the resolutions recently offered In the United States
Senate by my son-in-law, Senator Stewart, has
grossly misled you. I assure you that I have

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Burial of Soldiers.

iy Papers throughout the State please copy.
Assistant Quartermaster's Office, l
Portland, Me., March 21.1S06. )

Soap Manufhctoiy.
In another column will be found the advertisement of Messrs. Lcathe & Gore, of the various soaps manufactured by
them, and which
have obtained a high
reputation, not only in
this but in other large markets.
A few days since we made a visit to their
manufactory, and found it one of perfect order
and neatness. It is on Canal
street, opposite
the Portland & Kennebec
depot. The building
is of brick and
ample for ail the purposes required at present.
In the basement are the office sn.i salesroom
the latter stocked with boxes of
soap, of aii
kinds. In the second story is the kettle and
stocking up room, and adjoining that is the boiler
room, in which are three large pans, each of
which will contain 1100 gallons of soap, with
a
caPaeity for turning out eight tons of soap
at one

this

boiling.

room

soap, in

There

addition, can

week.

also other pans in
six tons of fancy
be manufactured each

are

by which five

or

The furnace room is in the
basement, in the
of the salesroom, and contains
a tank capable of holding 1500 gallons of soap. Prom
this tank the soap is syphoned off into
anothrear

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL

TERM—TAPLEY, J.,

PRESIDING.

Saturday.—William W. Edge, for larceny
of

overcoat from a wagon, was sentenced
to 20 days in the County jail.
an

Joseph E. liussell, was tried on an indictcharging him with larceny of $45 from
the person of Charles
Sylvester, at the shop
formerly kept by Ssvectsir, on India Street.—
The jury returned a verdict of guilty. MrCarleton, counsel Tor prisoner, filed a motion
to set aside the verdict, as being
against the
weight of law and evidence.
In the appealed case of State, hy W. B. Irish
libellant, vs. a large quantity of liquor seized in
Galt’s Block, and alleged to be the property of
Mr. Jamc3 Bradley, Jr, Messrs. Evans & Putment

nam

counsel for the

claimant.

Thomas L.
motion for the resti-

Smith, of Boston, filed a
tution of the liquors, the complaint against
Bradley having been quashed. The Judge
holds the motion for decision.
John Harrington and George Johnson, the
two lads who were indicted for
breaking and
entering the shop of Warren F. Hill,on Exchange Street, pleaded guilty. Messrs. Howard & Cleaves appeared for them, and the former addressed some remarks to the
Judge in
favor of a merciful consideration of them on
account of their youth, and the manner in
which they had been brought up. Mr. Webb,
the County Attorney had no objection to their
being leniently dealt with, and said he would
allow them to be discharged upon their own

recognizance until next term. But if they
did not properly behave themselves and diligently attend school, he would have them
brought up at the next term for sentence.
Judge Tapley addressed the lads and gave
them some excellent advice, which they will
do well to heed.

He also addressed their mothers and gave them a solemn admonition as to
the future manner in which their children
should he brought up. The lads were then

discharged.
John Green was put upon trial for burglary
in breaking, entering and stealing from the
dwelling house of E. Mansfield, on the corner
of Congress and Lafayette streets, in the
night
time and committing an assault upon Mr,
Mansfield. Mr. Carleton appeared for the
prisoner. After the testimony for the State
was out, the County
Attorney entered a not.
pros, to the count relating to the assault, and
the prisoner retracted his former plea of not
guilty and pleaded guilty to the count for breaking, entering and stealing.
Court adjourned to 2 o’clock P. M. Monday.
*

MUNICIPAL COURT. MAW 24.

Geo. W.

GraffaH^eaded

guilty to breaking
entering the bpse house on South street
and stealing brass couplings therefrom. In
default of $300 bail for his appearance at the
July term of the S. J. Court, he was committed to jail.
Ellen Brown, Margaret Cunningham, Mary
Moran, Thomas Murphy and Annie Larkin
the molasses thieves, were fined $1 each and
proportion of ooets.
and

The Pbovtdent Association.—As our
readers will perceive by our columns, there
will be an entertainment of a varied and interesting character, at the City Hall, on Wednesday evening next, in aid of this Asso Nation. Probably all of our readers well under,
stand the merits of this noble charity,
designed as it Is to aid the poor of our
city, without
distinction; to ftirnish them with necessary
comforts when disabled by sickness; to assist
them over hard places when out of
employment. In fact, to exercise a general
supervision over the needy.
It has a General Agent, whose office is in
the

City Building, on Myrtle street, whose duit is to examine such cases as are
broitght
under hi3 notice, and to answer the
general
calls of the poor, and a board of
visitors, residing in various parts of the city, to examine
ty

presented

to them within their especial
Let every body turn out on Wednesday night, and thereby aid one of our moet
worthy local charities, and at the same time
enjoy themselves In a very rational manner.

cases

districts.

Oub Police.—This evening the Mayor will
nominate te the Board of Aldermen the Police
for the present year. We learn that the
applications for situations are very numerous, but
we presume no essential
changes wtl be made.
The Marshal and his Deputies have had
good experience in their situations, and it is
questionable if public policy requires a change
We believe these officers have given general
satisfaction the past year. They “know all the
ropes of the ship,” and are acquainted with
all the arts and dodges of the
offenders, which
is something that it takes time and
experience
to teach any one. No doubt there arc
many
good men who would like these situations, but
it is to he considered whether the present state
of things demand any change. We have the
highest confidence in our worthy Mayor, and
believe he will be actuated by motives of the
best good for the public in
making his nominations.
The propriety of increasing the force is a
measure to be considered.
The beats of some
of the officers, especially those in Ward
are

7,
extensive, and something should be done
remedy thi3 defect in our system.

too
to

tank of the

er

capacity

of 880

gallons,

and

from that it Is distributed by pipes into all the
soap pans in the second story. There is a
steam pump tor doing all the
pumping, both of
alkalies and water. To gel rid of the salt lies,
they are syphoned off into the city druiu.—
These lies would be valuable to fanners and
agriculturalists, and it is singular that they are
not sought after.
The soap is run into huge frames holding
1200 lbs. each, where it (remains until coolWhen perfectly cool, it is cut iDto the proper
bars and packed.
Messrs. Leathe &

Gore,

few years since
fancy and
transparent soaps, which always found a ready
market both at home and
abroad—large quanties of them being purchased for the British
market. But the enormous
price to which
alcohol and perfumes reached forbade the manufacture here, and it was stopped lor a
while.
Alcohol was a large ingredient in the manufacture of these kinds of soaps.
This firm are now manufacturing a new kind
of steam refined washing soap, which is
cqnal
to anything got up. Their castlle
soaps have
were

largely in

always

had a

a

the manufacture of

high reputation.

About a dozen different kinds of
soaps are
turned out at this establishment, and
they have.
been growing in public favor from
to

year1

year, until their popularity has become equal
to that of any soaps manufactured in the Un-

ion.
Such

an

establishment well deserves the pat-

ronage of the people of this
doubt not it will have it.

State,

and we

Sugar Refinery.
by reference to our advertising columns, that notice is given of a meeting
to organize a
Sugar Refining Co. in this
city. We are pleased to learn that those
moving in this matter have been successful In
very readily obtaining the requisite subscription. At an Informal
meeting of the subscribers to the capital stock, a Committee was
It will be

seen

ap-

pointed

to canvass

for a

site, and make arrangements for erecting suitable buildings,
contract for machinery, Ac., provided favora-

ble terms are offered.
It is the intention of this
Company to refine raw sugars—turning out the various
grades of (soft) coffee and hard sugars. Our
large importing West Indies business has al- °
way3 felt the want of such a refinery here
and no enterprise has been started calculated
to aid that trade, and our
large and increasing
jobbing business so much as this. This refinery, with the two molasses boiling establishments, and the increased importations of raw
sugars incident to this movement, wil make
Portland one of the best supplied and
cheapest markets for all grades of
sugars.
Those who have taken hold of this enterprise are of our most judicious and enterprising merchants and capitalists, and a tew associates in other cities of the very
highest standing, and it can hardly fail to be a good paying
investment, and add to our population, and increase value of real estate.
A Beautiful Exuuution.—Messrs. Zanarranged their splendid collection of Italiau Marble and Alabaster Statuary, Ac., at old City Hall, and it will be opened to the public this
morning, and the exhibition will continue throughout the
day. It is,
without exception, the handsomest collection
ever exhibited in our
city. Among the articles will he found some
exquisitely chiselled
vases, in the Roman, Florentine and Egyptian
order, of pure marble, alabaster and agate;
chaste and elegant groups and statuettes—the
Graces, Greek Slave, Venus and Adonis, Love
noni & Co. have

and Psyche, Ac.; afso handsome inlaid
tables*
tabic and mantel ornaments, silver plated ware
and cutlery, and other articles of
luxury and
use.
It will delight the eyes and
gratify the
tastes of ail who admire to look
upon the
works of the sculptor.
Catalogues will be ready this morning and
can be had at the hall.
The sale will commence

Tuesday morning, by E.

M. Patten.

Theatre.—It will be noticed by advertisement that Deering Hall will be
opened next
Wednesday evening by a regular theatrical

Company, the members of which have been
selected with great care. The place has been
beautified with new scenery, and other
changes
will be made, as fast as time
permits, for the
comfort of the audience. The
machinery for
Stage effect is capital, and the scenery is aij
that could he desired.
We notice that the
Managers have engaged
Jessie
and Jennie
fasci-

Kopra

Prcecott,the

nating children, whose performances have delighted Boston audiences, and of whom the

Boston papers make most favorable mention.

Movements of Ocean Steamers.—Steam,
ship Hibernian, Capt. Dutton, sailed from this
port for Liverpool early Sunday morning, taking out a full cargo and a number of passengers.

Steamship Peruvian, Capt. Ballantine, will
sail from this port for Liverpool next
SaturdaySteamship Moravian, Capt. Alton, is the one
duo at this port this week from
Liverpool.
Ou.—Messrs. Perham Jk Knight, as wC bo
by their advertisement, offer inducements

seen

Fenian Meeting.—There will be a grand
rally of the Fenians at Mechanics’ Hall this
evening, at which place place the subject of
Ireland’s right to liberty will be discussed
by
Messrs. Fitzgerald and Sinnott, of Boston.
The public are invited to attend.
Members of the Brotherhood are requested
to meet at their hall, Free Street
Block, at
quarter befbre 7 o’clock, to march to Meehan.
*cs’ Hall in procession. Chandler’s full Band
will escort the procession and furnish music
at the meeting.
Eastport A St. John Steamers.—We understand the steamer “New York” will be
put
on the route to Eastport A St.
John Thursday
April 5th, giving us with the New Brunswick’
two steamers per week. It is
the intention,’

learn, of

the company to
put their third
steamer on this summer
provided business
warrants it
we

The ice is out of Windsor river and the fine
steamer “Empress” connects with the
steamers of this line at St. John for Digby,
Windsor and Halifax, Fare only $9 to Halifax.

new

Sugar Works.—The new Sugar Works to
be built by the Company incorporated last
winter, arc to be erected on Fore street, between the Portland Company Works and
those of the Grand Trunk. A portion of the

building

materials are

already

on

the lot.

Bt referring to the advertisement of John
C. Proctor, it will be noticed that he offers for
sale desirable locations in the
city and vicinity. Amongst which will be found the very
pleasant residence at Standish, formerly occupied by Dr. Nichols.

to invest in the oil,
business, by giving excursion tickets to subscribers to the

stock, who
then visit the
locality, and if not satisfied
with the
investigation, the money paid in, less
the price of the excursion
ticket, wlU be refunded.

can

Foreign Exports.—The total value of foreign exports from this port last week amounted to $51,422.09. Included in the
shipments
were 81,121
sugar box shooks; 3,404 shks. and
heads; 82J374 hoops; 30 empty casks; 45,159
ft. lumber; 50,320 ft. timber; 2,420 bis.
Door;
81 bis. com meal; 25 bis. oat meal; 20 tons
Bhorts; 132 bis potatoes.
St. Luke's Chttijch.—Passion Week._Ser.

vices may be expected every
Saturday, at 10 o’clock; on

day

and

and

on

morning, except

Monday, Wednes-

Saturday afternoons at 4 1-4 o’clock,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday even-

ings at 7 1-2 o’clock. The Holy Communion
will be administered on
Thursday evening.

Dishonest Domestic.—An Irish woman
who had been employed but a day or two
in a
family in this city was discovered yesterday
carrying off the family butter in order thatshe
might exchange it for liquor. She was quickly made to pack up her traps and start.
Uncle Tom’s CAniN.-The pamomime and

tableaux of Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, by the young
ladies of the Snmner street
church, will be repeated this evening, at
Had. It

hibition worth seeing.

City

is

an ex-

The White
on

the

Sulphur Mineral Water operates
kidneys, and gives relief in gravel and

cases of strictures.
ders for it.

Crosmau & Co. take

or-

UY

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Monday Morning,

March 26, 1866.
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XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.
Washington, March 24.
SENATE.

Senate not in session.
HOUSE.

[In preparing the loan bill to be telegraphed
yesterday, a printed copy was used containing

clause which had been struck out. The folclause should have been omitted.
lowing
u
And provided, that the bonds whi h may
be disposed of elsewhere than in the United
States, may be made payable, both principal
and interest, in the coin or currency of the
country in which they are payabie, but shall
not bear a rate of interest exceeding per cent,
a

per annum.”
The above clause was not in the bill as it

was

passed.]

The House met in Committee of the Whole.
The only business in order
being general debate on the President’s annual
message. The
attendance is very slim.
Mr. Brooks made a personal
explanation in
reference to the Globe report of the discussion
between himself and the gentleman from
Ohio, Mr. Garfield,<on Thursday last.
Messrs. Garfield and Wilson of Iowa, also
made remarks,—the subject beieg the Printing
Bureau of the Treasury Dep’t, and position of
the members of tho committee on investigation tu reference thereto on the report of said

from Wathington.

Washington. March 24.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has
been officially notified that the Cheyennes and
Araphoes have agreed to go to Arkansas for
the purpose of signing a treaty of peace.—
These Indians were preparing for an attack on
the stock and property ol the Overland Despatch Co., when a courier from Major Winkoop
arrived to invite them to meet him for the
The Commissioner is in
above named object
receipt of letters from Omaha, Nebraska, stating that all the Indian tribes are at home, and

preparing for spring operations.
The Dep’t of State has received

authentic
information that the three colored children of
Rose Kiyra of New
Orleans, who were taken
to Havana without the consent of their
parents, have been sent back to her by the U. S.
Consul at the latter city.
Prominent members of Congress say that
the President will, to-morrow, return the Civil Rights bill to the Senate,with his objections ;
while others assert that the message is already

prepared.

Senator Howard having returned, it is expected the report from the Committee on Reconstruction, embracing the testimony of Gen.
Lee, will be presented early this week.
Certain persons residing in the rebel States
during the rebellion, and who had domiciled
in said States before the war and during its
continuance, now come and demand of the
govemmenl the balance which they allege
were due and payable to them before the civil
war began.
Rut the 2d Comptroller of the
Treasury lias decided that they are uot lawfully entitled to the payment of these balances.
The laws of nations, Congress and the decisions of the Supreme Court, he says, justify
that opinion.
Last week the Secretary of the Treasury
made the following disbursements on account
of the hereinafter mentioned Departments:—

Temperance Convention.
A regular meeting of the Cumberland County Temperance Association was held in the
Chapel of the Seminary at Morrill’s Corner,
on the afternoon and evening of Thursday
last. The attendance was large and the addresses spirited.
There was music in the speeches, especially
in some of them, but technical music, expressly prepared for the occasion or volunteered
was mainly wanting. This was an unfortunate omission, though not peculiar to that
meeting. It was properly suggested that a
choir or club of singers should be an invariable attendant upon these conventions, since

perhaps as indispensable as
those of the speakers. It is hoped the hint
will be taken and improved, as well in its ap.
plication to more local as to County meetings.

Spring and Summer Goods!
!Mer«liaxit

gathering.
Among the speakers

sirable Stock of
HAS

Hon. Augustus E. Stevens, the excellent
Mayor of Portland, was also present and addressed the Convention in a manner very felicitous, and which elicited much applanse-

most

Brought into this market,

and will

show them to

DOMESTICS & WHITE
Just

FRIENDS, OLD CUSTOMERS AND NEW

At No. 94
And

annual

ball,

Mechanics’

Yourself.

for

completeassortment

BLEACHED

AND

Monday

COMMITTEE OF
James Rooney,

J. E.

Subject—Ireland’s Right

Evening, April

2.

ARRANGEMENTS:
John McCce,
W. H. Dyer,
P. McCaffebty,
J. J- Mayuebry.

Marshall,

Thomas Hassett,
James McGljnchy,

The

J.

all the leading MARINE INSURANCE
THE
PANIES of New York and

COM-

Boston, representing

a

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

of

BROWN

#35,000.000.

Brown and Bleached Covers,
In all qualities and sizes.
A lull line of HUCK and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA
CRASHES; a very superior artiele of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium,
and superfine qualities.

«

$1.25—Admitting

Galleiy, Gents., 50c.Gallery, Ladies, 25c.
Music By Chandler’s Boll Quadrille Bui,
Dancing to commence

ed

at 9

free.

Public are invited t© atteud*
Doors open at 7 o’clock—to commence at
1 to 8
4

clock.

Mar 24—d2t

Chandler’s Full

—

Department!

_

¥7

Goods,

Made

Ready

Clothing,

rived.
The weather at Vera Cruz was quite warm,
hut the city continued healthy. The population was large compared to former years.—
Business was lively. The work on the railroad
from Vera Cruz in the direction of the Capital, was progressing rapidly, but the road was
not in running order farther than Paso del
Maslio, torty-five miles from Vera Cruz.
All was quiet in San Luis, hut not so in the
country around it All was quiet between San
Luis and Queretaro an:1, the Capital.
Dates from the City of Mexico are to the
15th inst The Capital was full of people, but
business was dull. But few Americans were
there, most of them having gone to Cordova.
There was no sickness at Vera Cruz, Tampico
or

Bagdad.

Small quantises of troops are constantly arriving in Mexico from Europe, and not many
are leaving, only such whose time of service is
ended going away.
There are about 30,000 French troops in
Mexico, about 10,000 of whom are under Gen.
Mejia, who is highly trusted.

power he asks for.
Gold declined steadily to 125} @ f, but without any
feelings. The shorts were aide to borrow
what
required for making deliveries, at 1-1C (a)
i per cent, per day,
At the stock l>oard there was another halt in speculative operations. Transactions were very limited
in all the stocks except Erie. The market sympathised slightly with the fall in gold and prices were
} @ 1* lower. There is unmistakably a strong foaling
among the leading operators, and there are no symp-toms of presen yielding in prices.
Governments quiet except 7-33’s, which aro firmer.

paaiicky
they

Money .changed.
Exchange nominal.
u

The steamer City of Boston took ont $35,845, and
tho Hew York $103,500.

New York, March 25.
The steamer Nesliannock, from New Or-

leans,

arrived last night.
Fioni the published Chilian official accounts
of the late fight between the Spanish and
Chilian war vessels, it appears that the Chilian vessels were not damaged to the extent
represented; and it is claimed that it was the
Spaniards who were challenged to open combat and refused, instead of the Chilians.
The President’s despatch to Gov. Hamilton,
of Texas, in which he reiterates his hopes that
loyal representatives from the South will be
permitted to take their seats in Congress, is

published.
Halifax March 2a.
The steamship St. Patrick, from Glasgow
7th, and Londonderry 9tli, has arrived this afternoon, lor orders. She has 122 passengers.
No signs Of the China, from Liverpool for
Boston. Weather becoming thick with appearances of a snow storm.
From New Orleans.

Orleans, March 24.
The high water has broken through the levees in upper Louisiana, and work i3 suspended.
The French government has Issued proposals for six million pounds of tobacco. They
canDot b; filled here as formerly.
ew

There is no cholera or fever in the Mexican
Gulf.
The French steamer Louisa brings a large
number of Mexican letters and despatches for
New York and France. Also official letters
and despatches for the
French, Belgian and
Austrian governments.

California.
San Francisco, March 24
Steamer Golden Age has arrived here with
Ihe passengers and mails that left New York
the 1st.
D. O. McCarty, editor of the Flag, now refuses to give the Investigating Committee of
the Legislature any information whatever conFrom

bribery of members of the Legiscerning
lature, as was charged by him in that paper.
The Committee have summoned all the leading firms and men of the city, and examined
them, and they all deny any knowledge of
bribing the members.
the

American Vessels in Demand.

Washington, March 24.

The U. S. Consul at Port Mahon, Minorca

Island, under date of Feb. 28, informs the
Dep’t of State that United States vessels are
so eagerly sought after about the Mediterranean, and arc preferred by freighters to vessels
of any other nation. He says, that within a
very short time past American vessels could
have been chartered to great advantage. The
grain trade from the Black Sea otters profitable employment to American ship owners and
is now monopolized by Greeks.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, March 24.
The Post’s Washington despatch says the
President’s veto of the Civil Rights bill will

Congress on Monday.
The President yesterday expressed ills ilkMr.
of
Stewart’s
approval
pro|>osition for unisent

to

versal amnesty on condition of the establishment of free suffrage.

Population of Nebraska•
Omaha, Neb., March 25.
The official statement of the Secretary respecting the special census taken a year ago,
shows tnat the population was then over 50,"
000, and it is estimated to be at least 50,000
This coirects the mis-statement in the
now.
Senate on the Colorado question, that Nebraska had a population of only 26,000.
The late Fire at Cincinnati.

Cincinnati. March 24.

by
The Commercial
yecent fire at $1,761,000. Insurance, $293,000.
estimates the loss

the

Shoes

Made to Measure

DR. CHARLES N. PIERCE,

We solicit the iormcr patrons and the public in general to call and examine our stock and styles, guaranteeing our prices—qualities considered—as low as

fiErlitiffW Would announce to his friends and the
(JnFKsSaiapublic that he bus formed a copartncr^J-IXI-rsUip with Or. JOSIAH HKALD, (253
Congress Street,) where he will be liaiHJv (p meet.

the lowest.

The store will be under the direction of Mr.
in paurt
LothrO|>, who will givo hla paraauil

to this branch of the business.
We are also Agents for the Howe Sewing Machine.
W. W. LOTIIROP Sl CO.. 88Middle St.
IFST" Wholesale Store, Union St.
K. L. Morse, W. W. Lothbgp, S. K. Dteb.
Feb

3—eod3m__

Notice to

Solders l

Property

undersigned would announce to their friends
and the public generally, that they will carry on
New York. March 24.
the Ileal Estate business in all its branches. Property
Cotton—dull and nominally lc lower; sales 350
of all kinds bought, sold or exchanged, and rents col
bales Middling Uplands at 40c.
leoted on favorable terms. Owners of Stores, Warebbls.
sales
State
4,800
houses, Offices, Dwelling Houses, &c.,&c., are inform- j
Flour—receipts 5,277 bbls.;
and Western dull an»l heavy, and 10@ 15elower. Su. ed that the Renting ot all kinds ot property will be
00
6
70
Extra
do.
7
7
50.—
made a special ty, and parties wishing tenants are
@
periine State
@715.*
Choice do 7 5r- @ 8 10. Round Hoop Ohio 8 10 @ 8 55.
hereby notified that for all such property placed in
6
70
Choice do. 8 60 @ 11 00. Superfine Western
@ j our hands for the above mentioned purpose within
7 15. Common to good Extra Western 7 15 @810.
thirty days from this date, no charge will be made.
Southern dull and lower; vales 5S0 bbls.; mixed to
good 8 G5 @ 9 90; Fancy and Extra 10 00 @ 15 50.—
&
Canada dull and 10 @ 15c lower; sales 270 bbls; Common Extra 7 20 @ 8 00; Extra good to choice 8 03 @

THE

Hew York Markets.

PATTERSON

Wheat—dull and 1 @ 2c lower; sales 5,500bushels
Milwaukee No. 1 atlC6, an extreme price; Winter
Rod

Micliigan

March 12, ISGG—eodlm

at 2 00.

extreme.
@j9o, the latter an
sales Ohio at

25

@ 45c.

DENTIST,
No. S Clapp’s

Chicago Marlcets.
Chicago, March 24.
Flour dull. Wheat dull; sales at 123 @ 1 24. Corn
firm at 41 @ 41 j for No. 1. Oats dull at 25c for No. 1.
Provisions dull. Mess Pork, sales at 25 25 @ 25 50.
Latd dull at 18c. Sweek Pickled Hams at 15c. Dressed Hogs at 10 25 @ 11 00. Live Hogs at 9 22 @950.
Receipts
4,290 bbls. ot flour. 5,000 bushels ol
wheat, 6,500 bushels of corn, 4,000 bushels of oats, 1,200 live hogs. Shipments—4,200 bbls. flour, 15.590
bushels of wheat, 1,800 bushels of corn, 2,800 bushels of oats.

Artificial Teeth inserted on GoUft Silver and Vulcanite base. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ethor or Chloroform. All opera
tious warranted to give satisaction.
Aug 11, ’C5—eodis&wly

PAYING EMPLOYMENT.
PER MONTH-AGENTS WANT(UH
tplUl/ ED by tbe Aubnrn Publinbing
Co., in every township, to sell their valuable
Books for the People, Including the LATEST
HISTORY of the REBELLION. £#“For fall particulars and liberal offers, address
E. O. STORKE, Auburn, N. T.
Mar 16—3w*

Muscovado

Molasses!

328
HHDS. I
35 TCS.

Mnrcovado Molasses, cargo ol
) Brig “Frank E. Allen,” now
Central
landing at
wharf, and tor sale by

GEO.

■

—AND.

DONE AT

HUDSON’S, 27 Market Square.
Mag 20—podlm

A

tv

STEAM

St. Louis Market.

Mobile, March 23.
Cotton—sales to-day 800 bales. The sales for the
week were 7,690 bales.
Receipts lor the week 8,500
bales. Exports for the week 6,740 halos. Stock in port
bales.
80,788
Gold 126 @128.
New Orleans Markets.
New Orleans, March 24.
Cotton—weak ana unsettled; sales 1,300 bales. Koceipls to-day 1,350 bales. Low Middling at 37 Jc.

Painting,

Ornamental

124._

Markets.

HUNT,

111 Commercial St.

Sign, Banners,

18c.

St. Louis, March 24.
Flour and Wheat very dull and unchanged. Corn
62
for
@ 63J for white. Oats
j’ellow.
firmer, at 60c
unchanged. Pork trooping; sales at 26 00 @ 26 50 I
for Mess, and 23 50 lor Prime. Mess Bacon dull and
unchanged. Whiskey unsettled; sales at2 23£.

S.

Marsh 23—J3w

—

Cincinnati Markets.
Cikoinnati, March 24.
Flour very dull. Wheat dull. Whiskey dull at
2 23. Provisions very dull. No demand for Bulk
meats or sides owing to the docline in gold. Lard at

DREDGE.

and Molasses.

Sugar
665

Havana Sugar.
ALSO,
340 Hilda. 1 SIERRA MORENA XOLA8S54 Tea. ) ES, lor rale by
Hoses

JOHN

Treasury Notes, 3-10, (2d series),.loo
Erie.... ...8*3
Hudson.\.....109
Reading.181)
Mich'can Southern .*• 80)
7

New Verb. Central. 93
and

Quincy..118

A New Thing.—\Ye have seen the working
of a new invention that
promises to adjust
more equally our expenditures.
It is a dress
lifter as an attachment to the hoop skirt, for

elevating the dress, with

so

slight an

inconven-

ience to the wearer that there will be no excuse hereafter if ladies persist iu
sweeping the
sidewalks with their costly dresses, rather than
leave that work to be done by those who would
gladly do it lor pay. A patent Is applied for,
and the article will shortly be introduced to
the public, when we shall speak more at length
•
of its merits,

Hay, Hay, Hay.

D.

EORD,
11 Union Wharf,

March 23, 1866.—d3w*

aT

MARSH

FERRIS,

C ommission
AND

Merchant

DEALER IN

HAY, GRAIN and COUNTRY PRODUCE!
I give special attention to the sale of Eastern Hay
for cargo or car load. Having had several year’s exigence in the retail Hay business In Boston, T have
an extensive acquaintance with all dealers in the city
and vicinity, and have facilities for quick and profitable sales superior to most others, and assure all oi
sales and PROMPT RETURNS.
ready
All kinds ot Country Produce sold at the best market rates.
Cash advances made on consignments.
32 South Market Street,
Office,
Mar 21—lm

Improvement

Boston.

Steam Boilers!

on

Wanted.

person who can give satisfactory reference
to ability and honesty, may hear or a situation

ANY
as

in

a

WHOLESALE GROCERY STORE,
by addressing
Box T1 Portland, P. O.
March
24, 1866.—dlw

ON

Office

Office,

No.

LAND]

3=\

J,

Successor to S. B. Waite,
54 Union St,,
Portland, Me,,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

China, Crockery,

Glass Ware

And TABLE CUTLERY.
Also, CHANDELIERS and LAMPS of every description; KEROSENE OIL and FLUID.
Having sold my Stock to Mr. J. F. LAND, I take
this opportunity to thank my old customers for their
patronage, and hope a continuance of the same may
be extended to my successor.
S. B. WAITE.
R. I. HULL would inform his friends and the public that he may be found with J. F. Land.
Feb 27—dim

National Patent

Company.

first meeting
National Patent ComTHE
Tuesday, the third day of
pany, will he held
A. D.
at 3 o'clock P.

M, at No. 30 Ex1800,
April,
change Street, Room No. S, In Portland, for the organisation of the Company, choice of Officers, and
transaction of such other business as may legally
come be lore the meeting.
IOHABOD G. JORDAN,
TIMOTHY H. HUBBARD.
JAMES F. MILLER,
Three of the Incorporators.
Portland, March 23d, 1SG6.—dtd

IRA

AT

No.
Notice.

BERRY, JR.,

C.

H.

FARLEY’S.

HIS

WEBB.

HABK.

Witness—B. D. VERRILL.
Portland, March 22,1866.

3S

Exchange

mh23eod3w*

Street,
PORTLAND.

Marsh 17—dam*

CHARLES X

which for its

Purity and Healing

power,

may well be called

The Pool

of

Siloam.

ISAAC BARNUM, the propri tor of Grand Trunk
Dining Rooms, with much pi ear-ore would announce
to his friends and the public, that, having become
fully convinced that the Mineral Water, issuing in
such abundance from the premises of Dr. J. D. Buzzell, of Capo Elizabeth.possesses ex'raordinary cfiicacy and powor, not only for the preservation of health,
but in the removal oi disease, he has purchased of
said Buzzell, a fine lot of land, including the Mineral
Spring, and is about to erect upon the same, large
and commodious buildings for the accommodation of
invalids,and all others who may desire the benefits of
drinking and bathing in this medicinal water.
The chemical analysis of this water, by one of the
most scientific, accurate and popular chemists in
New England, A. A. Hayes, M. D., State Assayer,
Boston, Mass., and who does not hesitate to say that
it contains several of the most valuable medicinal elements which render it extremely valuable in the removal of a great variety of diseases; as well as the
practical demonstration of its wonderful efficacy iu

already too numerous to mention,
must dispel every doubt, that this water is equal, if
not superior, to any yet discovered in the UBited
States, with the advantage of being entirely free from

cures

of

Portland, March 16,1866.

Temple

Street Eating House!

BICKFORD

HENDERSON’S.

&

(THUS neat and spacious establishment well know n
A throughout the States and Canadas, as a first
class house and restaurant, alter being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
ol MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief de Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Barnum’s as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,
On the choicest edibles in the market,
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10} P. M.
jgy Wedding Parties and families furnished with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and

Meats.

a

small neat Hall for

building.
W.K. BICKFORD,

Dancing parties, in

same

S. O. HENDERSON,

Proprietors.

Nos. 13 and IS Temple Street, Portland, Maine.
Mar 19—dtl

House for Sale.
rpllE three-story Brick House No. 70, corner o’
J. Dsnforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod
ern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, Ac., apply to
BUFUSE. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.

Portland, Nov. 8,1865.-lstf

SUGAR
Kf) HHDS.
GAR,
400 HHDS.

OU

30

sale by

L. A D I E S
Who have cold hancs and feet; weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrhaia, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
and all that long
train of diseases will find m Electricity a sure mean*
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all oi those long line of trouble*
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the

polypus,

teeth: teeth:

Consultation free.

AND_MOLASSES.
NEW

MUSCOVADO SU-

I Now Crop Clayed Molasses,
TIERCES,) landing from brig “Neva,” for

SHIP

BUILDERS t

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
AM now folly prepared to execute Ship orders
tor Georgia and Florida Yellow Pine Lumber, by
the cargo, delivered with dispatch.
Orders solicited.
E. C. DREW.
(20 City Exchange) No. 10 Devonshire Street,
Mar 22—a4w
BosTOJf.

I

For Sale.
two story frame House, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cum-

®A

berland Streets.
Plenty of hard
ter on the premises. Enquire oi

and soft

wa-

C. RICHARDSON.

Febl2—disti

fruit trees.

A well built barn, wood-house and kitchen
the main house.
It combines all the advantages of nearness to tha
Railroads, Westbrook Seminary, Town Schools, and
AcCity oi Portland. Price at private sale $2000.
commodation will be given, if desired, for ball tha
purchase money on a mortgage of the premises.
They may be examined on any day before sale.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Aucfrs.

Loring’s,

March

March 22—d4t

The Last

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT

Assistant

WILL

Portland, Maine,
March 23, 1836*

One Hundred (mare

-BY THE-

F.

The entertainment will
ful Comedietta of

Now in

MATCH IN THE DARK!
the laughable Polish Pantomime ot
Godenskl or the Skaters of Wllnau,
Introducing 'the celebrated Skating scene. After
which wi.l be given a

Assistant Quartermaster's Office, U. S. jL)
Augusta, Maisk,
}
March 23d, UN. )
direction of the War Departmert, I shall sell
at public auction, at Augusta, Maine, on FRIDAY, the 30th day ot March, at ten o'clock A. M a
lot of Clothing, Camp and Garriaon Equipage, consisting in part of the following articles, vis:—

Floor Managers.
H. P. Wood,
A. S. Fernald,
M. Bradiah, Jr.,
E. P. Staples
W. It. Wood.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
Tickets 35 eta; Ibnr for a dollar.
Reserved Seats
50 cts. Doors open at half past six; performance to
Tickets for sale by J.
commence at halt past seven.
E. Fernald & Son, Grosman A Go, Bailey & Noyes,
mh22dlw
and at the door.

Axes,
Blankets,
Bed-Sacks,

EDWARD M. PATTEN, Anetioaoor,
No. 18 Exchange Street.
EXTENSIVE and PEREMPTORY SALE OF

every article will be sold without the least regard to
cost, and every lot warranted perfect. Sale to com-

Inform the musical public of Portland that they will
give a concert in the

mence on

HALT,

Friday, March 30, at 10 A. M. and 3 P. M.,

On Friday Evening, March 30th,
and in order to present,for the first time in Portland,
Beethoven’s magnificent

And continuing dailv, morning and afternoon, until
every lot is sold. Goods will be open tor examination

1

sale. The public are invited to examine the goods, and they will And it the beat linen
stock ever offered in this city by auction.
It will consist in part uf 10, 11 and 13-t Linen
Sheetings, 5-4 Pillow Cases Linen, 100 Pieces Linen
Shirtings, BOO White and Brown Linen Table Coven
ol every size and quality; Napkin,, Doylies, Toweling and Crashes; Extension Ciotlia ot every size, the
Aneat good- imported; 7 and 8-4 Brown and Bleached Table Linen by the yard, r uitable for hotels or
boardinghouses; Ladies and Gents flue Linen Cambric HdklB: Hosiery Gloves, Dr ss Goods, Balmorals,
Empress Cloths, together with many other goods too
Also Broad Cloths,
numeious to particularise.

dny previous to

SO,

The following Solo Artists have been engaged
Mtian. P A UL BLTZ, naiaoou,
AUGUST REGESTEIN. Hora,
A. STEIN, Basso.
jy Other works of the choicest character will be

given.

In order to enhance the interest of this concert, the
favorite singer of Boston,

Doeskins, Beavers, Casaimeres, Satinets,Vestings,Ac.
CWLadiek are particularly invited to look at thin
stock previous to sole, ana attend the opening.
E. M* PATTEN.
March 26-dtd

It VAX,

Will make her first appea ance.
HT" Programmeswill appear soon.
Tickets 50 cents each—may l»e obtained at Mr.
Paine’s MusieStore, and at the door.
Doors open at 7—Concert at 8 o'clock precisely.
Mar 19—eodlwtedtd

Valuable Estate at Auction.
to License from the Probate Court
of
I shall bed at
the £lst day ot
on
public
March next, at 11 o’clock in 'he forenoon, on the
all the real estate whereof Sumner Fogg,
,te of said Portland, died slezed and possessed.
is situated on Spruce Street, in said
estate
Said
Portland. One parcel contains two large Dwelling
each
containing twelve Lnibhed rooms, one
Houses,
of them being on the corner « f Emery and Spruce
both
well
Streets,
supplied with excellent water, and
in all respets pleasani and convenient; underneath
uj a capacious >' ore, well ar anged, and as a stand
for the Grocer. and Provision business has few equals
in the city. The lot has a frontage on Spruce street of
abont 73 feet, and on Emery treel of about 115 feet.
There is a mortgage on it of $2,000 given Oct. 7, 1856,
to David Hall, the interest on v hkli has been paid up
cn which m
to Oct 7, 1864; also, another
claimed to be due Si’47 and interest hem Oct 7, 1864.
e
bes
a frontage
ti
above,
other
Tbe
parcel adtoins
on Spruce street of about 67 feet, and has a depth of
stablo
and is
a
small
thereon,
about 106 leet, having
suluect to a moitgoge given to ltoac Ceding and
due
a
w
hich
there
is
balance
on
wife, Nov. l ith, 1858,
of about $200 more or less.
Tire equity of redemption ol the first parcel will be
sold subject to the right of widow’s dower in said
equity, (she having relinquished her dower in said
first named mortgage], and oi the latter subject to her
right of dower in the entire lot.
The property may be examined at anv day. and presents an unusual attraction fur investment or personal occupancy. The hale will be absolute, and the
terms cash.

Cumberland,
PURSUANT
County
auciicn,
SATURDAY,
for the

FAIRT

Bremise*.

AID OF THE

OF

Orphans

THE

DECEASED SOLDIERS,
Who were Residents of this City.

Inuring

the

Week

Vel’t Finish,

“DEXTER,”
“BRIGHTON,”
“SARATOGA,”
A nd the New Style Caps!
The best in the city

can

be lound at

mortgage

Commenting

151 Middle St.

Perry’s,

ALSO,
A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

SILK AND

CASSIMBRJE

HATS!
FOlt YOUNG MEN’S WEAR,
From tho celebrated manufhetory of

MORRIS

db

CO., Philadelphia,

Which for Style, Quality and Finish surpass anything in the city.

PERRY, 151 Middle Street.
KP^New Goods Opening this morning.

Mar 24—-diw

An

Appeal
THE-

HALL,

Under the Direction of the following, viz:—
LADIES* EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Mrs. Southgate Boyd, Chairman.
Mrs. Elbridge Bacon.
Mrs. James E. Fernald
Mrs. J. B. Carroll,
Mrs. Alfred Dyer,
Mrs. Ira J. Batchelor,
Mrs. A. B. Winslow,
Mrs. James M. Churchill, Mrs. George Head
Mrs. Charles Clark,
Miss Mary P. Goddard,

Mrs.

Joseph W. Dyer,

Ladies oi the Executive Committee of tho
commence on the 23d of
City Hall, present an appeal to tho Merchants of Portland to aid them in the enterprise in
which they have enlisted. They ask it with the thorough understanding oi how liberally and constantly
you have given during the last live, years, and oi how
freely you respond at all times to the needs of the
suff
ns that the class for whom we now labor
C<
have not been uncared for previous to the close of the
but
that the City, as a Government, has done
war,
what It could, and private charity has bestowed its
alleviations, yet have they sometimes been reduced
to extremities such as we do not want our soldiers’
families to suffer. We hope through the concert of
action for these poor, that they may
sympathy and
eventually be aided into a comfortable maintenance
of themselves; therefore we ask your kind benevolence.
We ask of you to look over your stock ol merchan-

LADIES’ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Mar 21—tl

GOOD

FLOUrT”

Valuable Real Estate

Clapp,

AT

bate

more or

Extra

BT

ALDRICH,
HATTERS,

FASHIONABLE

BOSTON,
FOB

Shaw
...

SALE

BT

Brothers.

_mh26codtd

ALSO,

All the Latest

FANCY

Horsed, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

Styles

AT AUCTION!
shall sell Horses, Carriage, Sleighs, Robee,
Harnesses, &c..
Mil o’clock A. M.,
Every SatarWy
coi ner Federal and Lime
Sta.,
At Forest City Stable,
can be stored and Horses borrded If
where Carriages
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HE>tRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers^
Dec 14—dtf

HATS !

WK

A GREAT VARIETY OF

Boys’

and Youths’ flats and Caps,

IN
March 1G—d2w

leas.

The second Lot constats of land on Grean Street,
bounded 38 Met more or leas on Green Street, 110 lert
more or Ins by land of Estate of George C healey, 30
feet more or leu by land formerly of J ames Pickering
and othei a end 106 feet more or lew by lot No. 1
the whole lot containing 3826 feet, more or lew.
The third Lot to consist of the Stable lot, so called,
on Green street, with the 8table and otHee-'bulldfcgw
thereon. The lot Is bounded southerly about 26 Met
on said Green street, easterly about 72 Met on land of
E.S. Wendell, northerly about 60 feet on Railroad
land, and westerly by Railroad laud and adjoining
cem tcry; containing about 2710 feet.
The Stable is
38 Met by 36 feet, and the Office-building 10 by 10 toot
Tbe above offers a rare chance for capitalism or
others. The property la prominently situated on
one of the main avenues of tbe
city. The "Market
Street House" is hu ge and well calculated and conveniently situated lor a Hotel or large Boarding
b ouse, and has been occupied w such for many
It contains 19 rooms and attic, and atoo a
ye. trs.
Sto re. The Stable has been used, and la a good locatlo n, for a Livery Stable
If <i osirable, a portion of the purchase money MB
remain on mortgage of tbe premises.
For fuVther particulars inquire of J. M. EDMOHDi,
Portsmouth; (J. W.Stimsoh, Kittery, Me., Guardian of the vunor heirs, or ol tbe su bamiber.
JOSEPH P. MORSE, Auctioneer.
Portmonth, March 24,1666.

BLOCK,

&

ALL COLORS.

GOOD BREAD! J. E. FERNALD & SON,
200 Bbls. Castle
Now acknowledged

best

COAL.

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Quincy,

Coal at Reduced Prices.

87 MIDDLE ST..
ELEGANT STOCK
prepared to SHOW AN

in this market.

Flour, ^BE
Embracing all grades from No. 1, to choicest Superior.
Spring Groods !
1064 Bbls. Western Flour, FOR MEN’S AND BOYS’ WEAR,
1005 Bbls. Canadian

Incuding common Extra and highest Family Superior, for sale by
W.

L. SOUTHARD,

No. 78 Commercial St.
N. B.—A large variety of the most desirable
brands obtainable in the Western and Canadian
markets constantly arriving.
All Flour warranted to prove as recommended.
Portland, March 16th, 1666.—3w

(

THE

SUPER EXTRA KERSEY HATS,
COOK

at 12 o’clTc M,

TUB PREMISES.

Real Estate of tbe 1st* CHARLES W.
WALKER, of Portsmouth, deceased. Sakl propwill
be sold in three separate lots or parcels, Ti»:
erty
the first Lot to consist ol the well known “MARSTREET
HOUSE," situated on the eorner of
KET
Market and Green Streets, with land connected
691 feet more or loss on Market
bounded
the ewith,
street, ltafeetmoreor less on Green street, 106 leet
lot
No.
less
or
2, and 107 teet more or lees by
more
by
land formerly of James Pickering, land of James
and
others; the lot containing 8929 lest,
Junkings

IvShurtleil,

INTRODUCED

Apr 17,

(OH

SILK HATS*
NEW

a License from the Hon. J udgt of Profor the County of Rockingham.)

On Tuesday,

George F. Emery.
F|r*Furtber particulars hereafter.
Tickets for the Week $1.60; Single Tickets 26 cents
each, or Five for $1.00.
For sale at Crosman St Co's, Lowell & Senter's
Short A Loring*s, Hall L. Davis', Thos. G. Loring,
and at Geyer A CalefTs.
March 14-

Super

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

(By virtue of

John B.Brown,
A.

Auction !

A.t

TRUSTEES:

.A. W. H. Clapp,
St. John Smith,

THESOLDIER’S
FAIR, to
at

dise and see what yon can willingly give to us. We
shall be grateful for whatever you may send. The article that may seem of little value to you, may be
made of pecuniary value to the Fair, or converted to
use for those for whom we ask it.
We present this
appeal to dealers in all kinds of merchandise, and
would give notice that one or two ladies will be at
Room No. 10, City Building, every afternoon flrom 3
to 5 o’clock, to receive donations and make arrangements for work.
Per Order,

J. E.

CAROLINE FOGG, Administratrix.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 26,1866._mhSdtd

Mrs. Chas. W. Richardson,Miss Marcia H. Woodbury,
Mrs. J. F Miller,
Miss Maria Greely,
Mrs. Colin E. Cross,
Miss Kate Libby.
Mrs. Southgate Boyd,
Mrs. Levi Morrill,
GENTLEMEN'S EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Darius H. Ingraham, Chairman.
Charles Richardson, Treasurer.
Col. Charles B. Men ill,
Charles H. Haskell,
Col. John M. Brown,
Joseph W. Sywonds,
Charles H. Fling,
Major E.B. Houghton,
A.
W.
D.
F. Corser,
M^Jor
Bradbury,
Capt. Henry Inman,USA,George O. Gosse,
Geo.
W.
Albert Q. Leach,
Capt.
Venill,
O. M. Marrett,
George L. Swett.
John H. Hall,

Merchants of Portland!
April,

Mary

Miss

Goods,

Ac., Ae.
Will be sold at AucGon, without the least reserve,
This Btock will cover some
In lots to suit buyers.
Twenty Thousand Dollars In purchase money, and

Mendelssohn Quintette Club

Widows and

Dress

White and Printed Cottons,

THE

GRAND

Woolens,

Linens,

ATTBACTION !

S.

Tent*—wall,
Troweers, Ac., Ac.
HENRY INMAN,
A. Q. M., U. S. A.
A
Capt.

Hat*,
Mar 23—(ltd

op

l'ans.

Mosquito Bars,
Tents—common.
Tents—shelter,

Drums,

Concert!

ADDIE

Mess

Camp Kettles,

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL

Septette

Haversacks,
Knapsacks,

Coats,
Canteens,

GRAND

IN

Merrill's Wharf.

HENItY INMAN,
Capt. ft A. Q. M., U. S. A.

CONCERT 1 BY

PROMENADE

MISS

on

Maine.

Mar 23—(ltd

And

CITY

lan) Tana

ar

Government Store House

Portland,

with thebeauti-

A

BABE

28tk

BITUMINOUS COAL,

C.

commence

V

)
Depart-

IN

HALL,

On Wednesday Evening:, March 28,

J3

GOAL I

pursuance of authority from the War
ment, I shad sell at Public Auction on the
luatM at 11 A. M.,

GIVEN AT

BE

Nale

Quartermaster's Office, U. 8. A.,)

IX AID OF THE

PORTLAND PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION

CITY

_

Best! BITUMINOUS

is the

CITY

The “MORTON” HAT,

10,1866—dtd

Auction

-AT THE-

H. L ROBINSON,

TO

a

Monday, April 23,

now

No. 1 Portland Pier.
Mar 14,186C.mhUisdlm

conclude with

MUSIC BY THE FOREST CITY BAND.

novltf

The Novelties of the Season!

the Sum-

The proceeds will be devoted to tbe repairing of the
Church.
Kjr^KeireshmcnU will be served In the Reception
Room.
Tickets 25 cents.—for sale at Lowell & Senter's,
Short &
Croeman & Co’s, J. £. Fernald &
Son’s, S. H. Colesworthy’s, Mrs. J. W. Emery’s, and
at the door.
Doors open at 61 o’clock—to commence at 71 o’cl'k.

teeth:

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain.
Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
tor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
end treatment at his liouse.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to G P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.

of

CITY HALL,
Monday Evening, March 20tli,
To

vigor of health.

■-TO

NOW MESSRS

the

palsied
youth

mhlTdtf

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S,)

ALSO,

gouty,

L premises, on the 28th Day •*
rent, at 11 o’clock A M, and possession given April
2d, ( nless sooner sold j a well built one and a half
nearly hni bed, situated on Stevena*
story Cottage,
Plains, near the terminus ot the Horse Ra lroad in
and
within a few rods of the Portland &
Westbrook,
Rochester and Kennebec Railroad 6 ation.
The
Horse Railroad passes the premises.
The lot is 63
feet on the street, extending back 330 teet, with a
rear line of 40 feet—excellent soil for
vegetables

Promenade Concert!

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, the
the lame and the lazv
ana move w ith the agility and elasticthe heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed: faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
t/> bcc, the deaf to hear ana
Btrengrn; tnc Dima
the
form to move upright; the blemishes oi
are obliterated; the accidents of mature lile
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

leap with joy,
ity of youth;

Young Ladies

Will be repeated by the
ner Street Church, at

cases

on

PORTLAND, MAINE.

rnHIS Is to notify aH persons that the Power ol AtJ. torney, given by me to Henry Rowe, June 29th,
1865, Is hereby revoked and annulled. Also that he
is no longer authorized to act as my agent or attorney in any way or manner.

Spring,

Mar 17—d3w

Story,

Mar 21—dAw6m

A

can

and Counsellor at Law,
WATCH-MAKER,
the Post
3d

over

MINERAL SPRING

Trees,

GEOltGE F. TALBOT,

Attorney

CAPE ELIZABETH

some

of the

Salesman

Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe articlos.
ELD EX A WHITMAN.
Feb 22,1866—dtf

boilers 700 dogs, of heat is thrown away,
all noxious taste or smell.
making a loss ot 1-3 the fuel. The question is i
The Public should also be apprised of the superior
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard I
location of this Spring, it being only about one-half
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
mile from the bridge leading from the Portland and
very simple in its construction; after the engine is in
Boston Depot, in pleasant prospect of the city of
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
Portland, and where patients and visitors can enjoy
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
the advantages, not only of sea air, but of bathing in
through the water heater, using up all the waste sea or mineral water under the same roof.
heat but 200 degs.; tho heat being reduced so low
As this mineral water contains elements of selfthere ean be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
preservation, passing through several strata of Manthis invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
ganese, it can be kept any length of time as pure and
For particulars inquire of
fresh as when first taken from the Spring, not under*
WM. WILLARD,
going the slightest chemical cliange in taste or qualiCorner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly
ty, it must at once appear to all Mariners as the most
valuable water to take on board their vessels, especiPear
Pear Trees l ally in long voyages. And it can be obtained by the
barrel or quantity for this purpose, as the Spring
flows at least one thousand barrels per day.
GEAPE VINES, GRAPE VINES.
thing Rooms will be in readiness upon the
premises early this season; and while other buildThe undersigned having received the
'Agency, for the sale ot PEAR TREES, ings are in progress of erection, comfortable accom1 from one of the BEST NURSERIES AT
modations for boarding can be obtained near by the
CAMBRIDGE. MASS., parties wishing
Spring.
Trees ofany age will be suppled at Nursery Prices, ana every Tree warranted true to name.
Address,
ISRAELLA
and
DELAWARE
GRAPE
IONA,
ISAAC BARNUM,
VINES, at Low Prices, and warranted.
Grand Trunk Dining Booms,
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
S3 Exchange St., Portland.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

THE

*

Second Board.—Stocks steady.
Auu-i ieaH Gold.125
United States 5-20’s, coupons 1802,.1031
United States coupon Bixes, 1864,.losj
United States 10-40,... 8*3

We have a new method of Plugging Teeth, tar superior to that formerly practised, which is now being
adopted by the profession generally.
mhlOtf
Portland, March 1, 18CG.

Having seen and ate the fruit of the Iona Grape,we
cheerfully recommend the same as a great acri quisition to'our out door grapes.
WM. WILLIS,
I. WASHBURN, Jr.

DREDGE MACHINE, CONSTITUTION,
which has been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, and the addition of New Boilers, Ac., is now
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONT INK.
Portland, Feb. 10.—d?m*

The business of the week closed lively.
Stock Market.
New York, March 21.

son.

BLANCHARD’S

cotton per steamer

5-16

Chicago, Burlington

Square,

market

State at

Bice—dull.
Sugars—steady; sales 600 hhds. Porto Ri<Jo at 12 @
13c; Muscovado at 11 j{ @ 12j.
Coffee—dull.
Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—dull; Spirits Turpentine 85 @ 90.
Rosin 3 25 @ 15 00.
Oils—dull; sales ol Linseed at 1 32 @ 135. Lard,
and Whale quiet. Petroleum dull; crude at
Sperm
24 @ 25c. Refined bonded 38 @ 39.
fallow—lower; sales 38,000 tbs. at 114 @ 12c.

Mobile

Block,

his ftiuiftr fViasdfl and uetosaaM wio uiay fictRI ID6
services of a Dentist.
For the last ten years DR.
PIERCE has had a large experience in the preservation of the natural teeth, and will ma X this branch
of the business a speciality in future.
It is a fact well known to Dentists, that more than
one-halt of the teeth that decay and perish could be
saved if a competent Dentist were consulted in sea-

PORTLAND, MAINE.

40@«0c.
Whiskey—in moderate requost; sales 150 bbls.;
Western at 2 26 @ 2 27, the inside price for refilled.

Wool-quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet;
@ |d.

OSGOOD,

O. H.

at 79c.

Oats—a shade brmcr; sales of Canada at 50 @54:
State at 53 54c. Jersey at48 @ 49. Western unsound
35@ 42c. Do. sound 52 @ 53.
Beef—steady: sales 750 bbls. New plain mess at
16 00 @ 20 00. New Extra do. 20 50 @ 24 00.
Pork—steady; sales 5,400bids.; alsi* 3,500bbls. new
moss lor April and May, sellers’ option, at 24 50 @
25 00, new mess 25 2,\ closing at 25 00. Regular Old
mess 23 50.
Prime do. 21 25 @ 22 00.
Lard—dull, heavy and lower; sales 550 bbls. at 16J

Brokers,

82} Exchange St., Portland Me.

Corn—dull and lc lower; sales 39,000 bushels Mixed Western, sound, at 73 @75c. Do. do., unsound,'
at C6 @ 72c in stove and delivered. Yellow Southern
and Jersey at 77 @ 78'*. Round Yellow, handsome,

Gold

CHADBOURNE,

Real Estate

Butter—quiet;

N

and

Boots

tij5.

MUcellaneotts Hicpntchec.

probably be

Treasury substantially

Secretary

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

For Sale by Auction.
on the
POSITIVE SALE will be made by auction,
Marcs cur-

Uncle Tom’s Cabin,

Handkfs., Hosiery,

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!

___

OBAND

THE

PANTOMIME and TABLEAUX,

—

Canova,

and Figure, of
executed <ni'lor
Bacchas
Arlanna.
Girl, Three Grace Ve-

March 2'—td

REPBATEDI

BY BEQUEST

On

of

vis.

SQUABS.

Group*

sale.

33 E

TO

o'clock. Clothing check-

QUILTS,

BOND,

SINNOT, Esqrs.,

Th©

Gentleman and two Ladies.

Wednesday^

Spring and Summer, Fishing
nus and AdonU, Love and
Psyche,* Galatea,
^ Dancing
Girl, with many others.
A large assortment of Roman, Florentine. Em>tian, Gothic and Hel-e Vasts, oi pure Marble Ala^
hosier and Agate; Urns, T saas, Card Receiver*, and
a great variety of other articles for the decoration of
drawing rooms, parlors and sideboards.
Also rich Silver Plated Ware, comprising Tea Seta,
Castors, Vases, Baskets, Goolots, Cup-, ivniveeand
Forks, <»f elegant patterns and Uesijnis.
The en.iro stock will ho exhibited on Monday. 2Gth
inst. The public are particularly invited to call and
examine this collection* which will be fonnd superior
in artistic merit to any heretofore offereddn this oity.
Descriptive Catalogues at the Hail day previous to

BOSTON, MASS.
Music by D. II. Cbaudler’s Full Baud.
EST Admission Free.

Tablings!

LEWIS,

•
euce,

-AND-

o

Tickets to Floor

and

comprises
THE coUecttun
iwnte

FITZGERALD,
A.

Tuesday

OLD OITY HALL, MARKET

Liberty.

meeting will be addressed by

P.

FLOOR MANAGERS:
TnoMAs Pabkeb,
James Rooney,
John Costello,
J. E. Mabsball,
Richabd Bubchill,
J. J. Mayuuby,
Richabd Kelley,

Brass Band
Are now prepared to c fleet Insurance on
diary of his do"
Will give a Grand Concort one hour before
ceased father, embracing a pledge made in
committee. The subject was finally dropped.
Dancing!
VESSELS,
March 26—dtd
CARGOES, and
Among other things, Mr. Moulton said An- War, 7,789,702; Navy, 84,033,729; Interior, 1828, that from that day forth, Providence asFREIGHTS,
dy Johnson would go down to posterity not 81,908,813; total, 813,732^94.
sisting, he would wholly abstain from the use
IN ALL ITS FORMS.
only as a betrayer of his party, hut as an inColored
THEATRE!
From our large experience in matters relating to
grate, infamous in all time to come to all hon- The Case of Steamer Meteor—Another Great of intoxicating liquors. How well he kept his
DEERINC HALE.
Embossed and Printed
Marino Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
orable men.
pledge those persons who had the pleasure of satisfy
us
with
their
Jtohbery of V. S. Jlontls.
all who may favor
business.
Mr. Meyer next addressed the House, taking
Wool
Plano
Covers.
need
not
be
and
Lessees
and
his
Covers,
reminded;
acquaintance
Managers,.Rogers & Prescott.
New York, March 23.
We shall also continue the
strong grounds against the President’s reconStage Manager,.John L. Saphore.
In the U. S. District Court yesterday, Judge he left his pledge, and the record of a life of
struction policy.
Treasurer.H.
Q. Smith.
SHIP BROKERAGE,
Betts pronounced an elaborate judgment, in the strictest
Mr. Buckland was the next speaker. He
integrity, as a rich legacy to the
he
declared
which
the
of
the
ownapplication
did not tliink that the representatives from
Wednesday Evening, Mar. 28, ’66,
and especially to his children) And Commission Business,
ers of the Meteor
lor bonding of community,
Will be produced the great London Sensation DraTennessee, or of any of the rebel States, that vessel should steamship
Ab before.
who caretully follow his noble example, and
be
refused.
The
Meteor
ma
entitled
should be admitted to seats without the conseized
was
as
an
intended
Chilian
one
of
the
In
all
whom
of
Horn
those
American
this
to
alleged
grades
Heavy
Quilts
pii- upon
people
cert of action of both houses of
city
IN THE SNOW,
C. M. DAVIS & CO.
Congress, vateer.
the fineBt FOREIGN GOODS.
lie deprecated however the warfare
have recently delighted to bestow a signal hon!
—OB—
waged
Commercial
1X7
Street.
Another
extensive
of
bonds
took
robbery
against the President, and did not believe
or.
The Mayor of Portland is—as of course
Portland, March 1st, 1866—Isd3m
Misery and Money 2
that lie was about to prove recreant to the place yesterday. A sneaking thief entered the
With entire new scenery, astonishing mechanical
residence of John P. Moore, No. 110 Madison he should be—an earnest and uncompromising
trust reposed in him.
7-8, 4-4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 and 10-4
effects, Costumes and Properties, introducing a well
Mr. Hart was the next speaker. He did not Avenue, and stole a box containing bonds to friend of temperance.
Assessors’
Notice.
selected and talented Company, together with the
the value of $104,000. A reward of $5000 is
think the Southern statesmen in a condition
wonderful and lascinatiug children,
The Seminary at Westbrook, under the care
offered for the recovery of the lost articles.
to he entrusted with powers of government.
Assessors of the City of Portland hereby Bleached and Brown Cottons!
Miss JESSIE ROGERS,
of Kev. Mr. McCollister and his admirable as- THE notice
to all persons liable to taxation in said
give
Mr. Lawrence followed, speaking against
AND
in
that
will
be
session
secular
the
before
recent
contains
advance
at
the
about 200 students, every city,
they
every
Bought
day,
sistants,
Death of Gen, Seth Williams,
Miss JENNIE PRESCOTT,
allowing any compensation being allowed the
from the second to the fourteenth day of April next
Southern States for emancipated slaves —Adone of whom, we undertood the principal to
Whose performances have delighted thousands.
iuclusive, at their rooms in the City Government
Boston, March 24.
Lowest I*rices !
journed.
Building, from ten to twelve o’clock in tbe forenoon,
Brevet M^jor Gen. Seth Williams died last say, is pledged to abstain from the use of ar- and
from three to live o’clock in the afternoon, for
The evening’s entertainment will conclude with the
night at 12 o’clock, at the residence of his sis- dent spirits. A worthy example, which all the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates
Washington Items.
great Egyptian Mystery of the
taxable in said city.
ter in this city, of inflammation of the brain,
do
would
to
emuseminaries
of
well
New York, March 24.
learning
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
SPHINX!
probably caused by his severe labors in the
A Washington dispatch says the President
and bring in to said assessors, true and perfect lists
General’s Department during the late.
which, of itself, has drawn crowded houses wherevOar
White
Goods
of their polls, and all their estates real and personal;
has declined to accept the resignation of Post- Adjutant
er exhibited.
The next meeting of the Association, we as also all such estates, held in trust as
past five year's. No officer could die more reGuardian,
master Cleveland of Hartford.
or beloved.
Administrator, Trustee, or otherwise, as Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBox Office for the sale of Reserved Seats WednesLieut. Gen. Grant will shortly sail for Eu- gretted
believe, will be held the latter part of next Executor,
on the first day of April next: and they are requestday, from 10 to 12 o’clock, and 2 to 4 o’clock.
BICS and NAINSOOKS, Plain aud Figured
ed to be prepared to make oatn to the truth or said
rope, and the Navy Department is now lookmonth, at Gorh m village.
Canadian Items,
ADMISSION:
lists.
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and
ing up a vessel for his accommodation. Capt.
New Yobk, March 25.
Reserved Seats.75 cts.
Any person who neglects to comply with this noChintz Marseilles,—small figured,
Ammen, an o.d schoolmaster of the General’s,
The Herald’^ special Toronto despatches
Parquette.5# et*.
Casco Street Church.—Rev. A. H. MorJ tice, and -who thus assigns to the Assesors the unand now of the iron-clad
STRIPED and BROCADE
Miantonomah, is to states that much anxiety is felt regarding Fe30 cts.
pleasant duty of dooming him, will thereby be barrhe transferred to the man-of-war that
BRILLIANTS, at
Doors open at 71, Performances commencing at 8.
conveys nian movements since it has been ascertained roll, of Bath, will preach at this church this ed of Ms right to make application to the County
for
abatement
of
his
Commissioners
unless
the military chieftain across the ocean.
taxes,
Mar 26—td
evening at 7 1-2 o’clock. There will be meet- he makes it appearany
that he was unable to offer such
The Miantonomah is ordered off for a short that our troops have not been sent to guard
One Price! and One Only!
lists at the time appointed as aforesaid.
the frontier.
ings in the church every evening this week.
hut important cruise in adjacent waters.
S. B. BECKETT,)
MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
Judge Coursel, of St. Albans’ raid notoriety
The religious feeling in this church suffers
The small pox at Baleigh, N.
W.BOYD.
{Assessors.
C., is declin- has been reinstated.
WM.H. FOYE, )
There have been thirty or
no abatement.
ing.
N. B.—Blank lists can be had at the Assessors*
DR. W.
Urig. Gen. Grierson has been promoted to jr
OUR STOCK OF
DEMING,
more conversions, and many others are seek,
Booms.
From Fortress Monroe,
Mgjor General.
March 22, 1866.
Portland,
mh23dtap!4
their
salvation.
IVTedical
spiritual
ing
Electrician
Fobtbess Mokboe, March 23.
A party residing here has commenced a stdt
Dress
Silks
The steamer Perit, from Mobile for New
174 MIDDLE STREET,
against Gen. Terry in the U. S. Court for this
ROLLINS &
The Argus says Congress is responsible
District, claiming damages for loss and injury York, put in here to-day, short of coal.
the United States Hotel
Nearly
Opposite
And Shatvls l
caused by the General as commander of the
Freights veiy dull at Mobile, and several for the dead-lock in business, because it does
MANUF ACT U RE R8 AND JOBBERS OF
he would respectfully announce to the
steamers had left in ballast. There was no not
Department of Virginia.
to
the
consideration
of
the
proceed
imporcitizens of Portlaud and vicinity, that he ha*
WHERE
Is lull and carefully selected, and marked at prices
The Ways and Means Committee have cholera, but the small pox was quite prevalent. tant
permanently located in this city. During the three
questions of finance and taxation which
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.
we have been in this city, we have cured some
agreed to let the exemption of tax on income)
years
await its action The first business of Congress
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
stand as it now is, at $600, adding $50 exempThe Mexican Loan*
is to restore the national government through▲■eats far
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
tion for every child in a family up to fifteen in
New Yobk, Mareh 25.
patients in so short a time that the question is often
out the land. Who blocks the wheels of legisnumber.
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
Patent Enamelled Collars,
On and after the first of April the Interest
Gray’*
Madame Juarez, wife of President Juarez in
in
this
first
f
direction
Whoever he is,
lation
GLOVES AND SMALL WARES, we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
gold, due April 1st, on the thirty million
for the
doctor the socond time without charge.
of the Republic of Mexico, has arrived here. Mexican
he is responsible for the neglect of secondary
loan, will be paid in this city.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyIN GREAT VARIETY
Tl e Senate has reconsidered and rejected
STATE OF MAINE.
matters.
one years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
the nor
of F. W. Sykes, District Tax
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
ipation
ONE
PRICE
A.T
ONLY.
Arrival of Trtastire,
Orders from all parts of the State promptly filled
Commissioner for Alabama, on account of his
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
New Yobk, March 24.
participation in voting men and money While
at MAKUFACTUBER’S j*icos.
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
a rebel legislator, in furtherance of the rebelThe steamer Arizona brought #890,000 in
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
lion.
specie.
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
Nos. 141 & 143 Middle St.,
the old stand No. 88 Middle Street, can be
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
found an extensive assortment of
from Mexico.
AT
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas'Dance, deafness, sta m5 Free St. Block.
Financial.
ME.
PORTLAND,
mering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigesNew Orleans, March 23.
Hew Y oek. March 24.
Fashionable Boots and Shoes,
Mar
13—diwtf
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
Tbo Commercial’s article says the passfiag of the
The Picayune has the following:—The
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitho
to
store
and
N.
B.—Found
in
our
subject
steamer Sonora, from Vera Cruz 12th, via Finance bill by tho House produced a slight flurry For Gents', Ladies', Misses’ and Children’s wear.
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
upon the market. The bill Is regarded as granting
DENTAL
Also,
NOTICE.
complaints.
Tampico 15th, and Bagdad 13th inst., has ar- the
of the
all the
He read an extract from the

E.

on

March 27 and 28, at 10 A. M. and 3 P.M.,
each day, at the

OF

Linen Damasks,

undersigned having made arrangements with

Rich Mosaic Tables, Vases, Tassos, he,,
Just imported from Italy,
by Messrs. Zannonl & Co.

Hall,

to

Statuary,

Pedestals for Marble Statues and Busts,

Monday Evening, March 26.

-ON-

March 11—dim

MARINE INSURANCE.

Large and attractive Sale of

Italian Marble and Alabaster

Sale

HALL !

Sales.

EDWARD M. PATTEN, iatltaanr,
N*. 18 Exchange St.

will bo a GRAND RALLY of the Fenian
THERE
Brotherhood, at

CALL
A

Auction

-AT-

GOODS, CITY

No. 5 free Street Block.

Exchange Street,

See

THIBD

GRAND

opening at

now

TUEIE

\

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,

I have secured the services of Mr. Goo. It. Brine
to assist me in the Cutting department, whose skill
and reputation as a first-class Cutter is unsurpassed
by any one in New England.

Bally, Feniansl
Bally, Fenians.

Received.

And

And we will sell them to correspond with the

PLEASE

GOODS,

LINENS,

Low Price of Gold.

THE

WILL GIVE

de-

be pleased to

Entertainments.

I. A. E. ASSOCIATION !

ONLY!

ONE

HOUSE-KEEPING

CLOTHS,

were

ham.

Tailor,

just received the Largest, Best and

perance

Rev. Messrs. MeCollister and Record of Stevens’ Plains, Gen.
Dow, Rev. Mr. Tuckerman, and Messrs. Walton, Beale, Andrews, Rich, F. N. Dow, Chase
and Lamb of Portland, Rev. Mr. Freeman of
Peake’s Isl nd, Mr. Elder of Saccarappa, and
Messrs. Leach, Winship and others of Gor-

AND

Entertainments.

PRICED

ONE

It FROST,

PETER

their services are

Music is essential to the full success of a tem-

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

WJ'E are now selling the VERY BEST OF COAL
VV lor Cooking Stoves, Parlor Stoves and Furnaces

reeeive t rders tor some.

And Win bo pleased
March 16,1866._mhlTdCw
to

$500.00

offered tor the

mb20

of the

0O

O.

C*«»mcpfi»l Street.

O.

P.

attendance e' the monbert of the
Maine Lodge, No. 1,1. O. O. F. it i^uaeted at
next
Room,
at 7J
their Lodge
o’olock, as buainese of Importance Is to come before
them.

A

and
me

Danville Junction B. B. Station, on Monday,
March 19.
OLIVER GOODWIN.
March 24—dlw*

Per Ton, Delivered.
EANDALL, McALLISTER A 00.,
I.

Reward

hereby
money
recovery
of the tlifel who stole $2000 lrom
ISapprehension

at

$13,00

at

j

GENERAL

Monday Evening,

H. C. BARNES, Secretary,
Portland, March 20,186.,—dtd

■

—-—

Which is the

Miscellany._
PICKINGS.

Harper's Magazine

(or

April

'i'ue lellow
wildiy at me.

“I'o-ikKdicul”
•’Manual Idle”.

letting

»

to

The inevitable

29.67

T

it. John

PLUS to divide among its members,
than any Co. in the United States.

“Leading
the “Great” Mulual Life enlighten I he public, npon that mysterious alQUERY 2d. Will tho Agent ot
gebraical process, by which ids Co., with a surplus proportionably MUCH LES and expenses nearly
can yet divide MORE to its members and insure them at
30 per cent, larger than another Company,
Where does the money come from?
Every intelligent man will see at once that it CANNOT be done, and the figures which ATTEMPT to do
it are simply FIGURES OF SPEECH.
How is it done 9

you “ACTUAL RESULTS,” proving that Insurance in some
cases has cost nearly 50 per cent. MORE in the Mutual Life, than in tbe Mutual Benefit Lifj Insurance,
Call and investigate, and

Company,

we

will show

WARREN

State

SPARROW,

March

21—eod3w

trict. A short time ago he received a letter in
his office addressed “Hon. A. Smith.”
This
letter, it appears, had been lying in his office
aome pira. when a party oi blonds
happened
to cat! in to have a coat with Adam and take
a little refreshment.
While sitting there a
woman came in and inquired lor
a letter,
wuich Adam handed to her after looking over
his pile of tetters, and lie came across the letter
above named, tor which he could not find an
owner.
He took the letter in his hand, and
leaning over hi., bar said, “Look a-here! I
reckon I have lived in tnis neighborhood pretty nearly twenty years, and I do think I know
every man and woman in this ’ere district, especia iy of the name of Smith, but 1’U be
switched if I can find a man by the name of
Hou. A. Smith.” Oos oftue young gentlemen
said, “ijet me look at tnai letter, Adam,” and
Adam aaaded it to him.
A.ter looking at it
he said, “Adam, were you nut a member ol
a
Assemoly short time suice?” Adam replied,
“Yes.’
Whereupon Mr. P-bald, “Why,
Auam, this letter heiongs to you, a..d means
Honorable A. Smith, of course.” Adam at
Unit seemed to be entirely taken abacs, but recovering himself said, “Gentlemen, what will
you take? Hut bang a man who docs not
know enough to write a man’s name in lull I”

An American lately in London, who was
badgered by tueJfcingiuh o.. aimost every topic,
at out de.crmiued to go on the Mississippi
steamboat style, and biag down everything.—
Hi, tir.t chance occurred at an exhibition of
paintings, where a picture of a snowstorm attracted general admiration.
“Is not that line?” asked a John Bui).—
“Cou.d you show anything as natural as that
in America ?”
“Pooh!” answered the free-born American,
“that f, no comparison to a snowstorm picture painted oy a cousin of mine a tew
years
since. 1 hat painting was so natural, Sir, that
a mother who incautiously la.it her babe
sleeping in a cradio near it, on returning to the
room, found her child frozen, to deaik!”
Proui tnat time onvvaid the American had
the “freedom of the city.”

PORTLANDS PENOBSCOT RIVER

“REGULATOR^ Capt. Wm
•R Roix,wiil leave Railroad Wharf,
Toot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at Ml o’clock, connecttrain from Boston.
TVinterport every Monday and
Thursday Mornmg a 6o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Seaisport, Bucksport, and
Wmterport, Moth ways.
Passengers ticketed through on t‘ eBoston $'Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence
For Freight or Passage a ply to
A. SO ML'.Jfttr, Agent,
At Ofiioe on the Wharf.
Portland. Feb 28th, 1866.—dtf
ing with the

p

For

leave

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE1

sunk thereon

Leases of the following described Real Estate, and Well

BOSTON AND CUBA

follows:

os

STEAMSHIP

^*-*1
CAPITAL STOCK
3 L
i .JL.

Pepper Farm,
Crowell Farm, (on the Cbamburs Ravine)
The McMillan Farm, (on River Thames, nearly opposite Pepper)

’

THE

OIL

POSITIVE

50

50
50

PROBABLE

O O O

•

DIVIDED INTO

45 Shares of $400 per
Share.

seen

pumped

irom

their imme-

TERRITORY

OIL

John Beery, Commander,
Long Wharf.on Thurs-

sail from the end ot

I’. M.,
folday, February IStb, 1866,
WILL
lowed by
“CORTEZ," Bailing Thuesat 3

THE

Boston, Feb. 3d, 1860.

FREIGHT FOE THE SOUTH AND WEST.

EXCURSION

TICKETS

AS

A

GUARANTEE

Oi our confidence that the above will bear inspection, are gratuitously furnished every share
holder, to
Bothweilanl re urn, for the purpose o. personal Investigation. Said Tickets to he issued when the Axil
amount of stuck » taken.

TO
In the

BE

DEPOSITED

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
torm the line, and a steamer leaves each port
FIVE DAYS.
tong Whar

Y

From
Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
forwarded by the Pennsylvathe
West
for
Freight
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
9 T Whart, Boston.
Nov 22—dlyr

Maps,

KNIGHT,

Real Estate and Oil Operators.

2»—eodtf

RITCHIE’S LIQUID COMPASS
^

Calais aad

Eastport,

Returning will leave t. rlohn ever TH
at 8 o’clock A. M. tor a astport, Portland,

*°At

At St. John tho Steamer Empress will connect for
Windsor, Digby and Halifax.
Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, Ai.
C. C. EATON. Agent.
mh23dlf
Feb 2C, 1860.

-FOB-

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL
STEAMSHIP COMPANY

jWill
29th ot

rr T7

On Thursday, 29th ot March.
ship.

letters must pass through the Post Office.
15EP~Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.
All

For

---

The IU.cuie Compasses, hitherto manutactured In limited numbers,
principally lor Covemment vessels and
ocean steamers, are new manufactured on a scale
adequate to the wants of (lie merchant service and the
having been appointed Agent for this section, in prepared to furni Ji them on immediate applica-

| undersigned

“^‘P-rpu^rs
tA'it

r.

H.

GOOD

sleep,—a

by

Uie consumption, and by their
have it.
All such cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time ai t
made to rejoice in perfect health.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
OF

$14,500,000
4,000,000

--

A POLICY issued in 1843, for 310,000 on the Life Plan, age
35, Annual Premium $275, total Premiums paid for 23 years up to 1st of February, $3,325, now stands, with its
dividends, (payable at death,) as
I’ollowg:

do so >y writing, in a plain mannor, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
he forwarded immediately.
AU correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.

Original Policy,
Dividends added In Twenty Years,

Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street7, Portland. Ale
tSF“ Send a Stamp for Circular.

$10,000

00.
9,181 30.

Making the present Value of the Policy, (in
ith
say

v

Electic Medical Infirmary,

case

of death,)

Annual CASH Dividend of 139
per oent. for the last three years
382 2j, being $107
25, per annum more than tho
an

$19,181

payments required.

noie

1>K. HUGHES particularly nvites all
Ladies, whc
need a medical adviser, to call at lus
rooms, No. B
Temple Street, winch they wiU lind arranged
for llieii
b
especial accommodation.
l>r. IE's Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue in
all
Female Irregularities. Their action isregulating
specific
c and
&'K
certain of producing relief in a short
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of oh
structious after all other remedies have been
tried ir
vain
It is purely vegetable,
containing
ir
the least injurious to the liceith, and mainothing
be taken
with perfect
all limes.
a\
Sont to any part ul'the eountrv, with fu'l
directions

$9,181 30
6,325 25

--------

Amount added more
than

time.1

30.

the Annual Premiums paid,

on

Whole am™»ied
t.°,Po,icy*.
amount paid,

LADIES.

paid,.$2,856

05

A POLICY issued in lRCS.ior $10,000, age 35,
yearly payments f2C6 70. paid in 8 years, $2,133 60, now
stand*, with Hie additions, 613,075 00, wtth an Annual CASH dividend for the last 3 years of 50 per
cent., say $157 33 thus reducing the Annual Premium to tloo 35, with an increased annual reduction hereafter,

safety

SMALLER POLICIES IN THE SAME RATIO.

by addressing
DE. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street (corner of Middle). Portland.

WSo other Company in tills country affords such result*. No other investments will
yield snch returns
endowment POLICIES, payable on arriving at 40,46, 50, 65, or Co years of
or Policies on the

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of
theft
A lady of experience in constant attend
iaul.lt 6Sd&w

own sex.
*u0*

FIV E and TEN YEAR
PLAN,

age,

are

issued

on mre

advantageous

terms than

For sale by J.
No 1 Tremont
any address on
july4dly

by any

oti.er

Seventy.

DR.CH AS. MORSE'S
_

No. 2 Galt Blockk

j

All Persons disposed
Marth 16—tod3w

or

intending

to

Insure,

are

investigate for themselves,

desired to call and

On and after Monday, Nov. 6f*. I860,
rKKgSgjn trains

will run as follows
hiHEiSESf
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

Auburu at 7 35 a u.
Mail Train lor Watervllle.
Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Aioutre 1 and Queb c at 110 r u
This train couneets with
Exp ess train for Toronto,
etroitaud Chicago. S eeping Cars attached from
Land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or cheeked after the

above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris. Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec 4c.

810

A.

145 p,

time before concluding to resort to newspaper
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in
the min<is of many against using advertised Medicines or Nostrums, but through the advice ol friends
and those who had used them this objection was
some

overcome.

Alter 18 years' exertions, commencing in a small
way, the popularity ot my articles has extended to all
parts of the U nited States, and widely throughout
foreign countries—and this in the face of much opposition.
Every means has been resorted to by unpriciplod dealers since their merit and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to state
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none
have been sucesslhl.
MY OBJECT
in this notice is to make facts known to the public

Portland, Nov. I,1865

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday. Oet. 30, 186?,
I
SSseSK-StrainB will leave aa follows, until further

notice:

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 ▲. x.
and340p. x.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 ▲. x, and 2 00
and 5 30 p u.
The9 40 a. x and 200 p x. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
ty Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standisb, Steep Fails, Baldwin, Denmark. Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Baitlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Mad-son and Eaton. N.H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limeriok, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and
Osipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily

CARPENTER, Supt.

DAN

Portland, Oct 26,1865—dif

MAINE CENTRAL R.

R.

most

rity,

many

favorably impressed with his energy and integgratified at his success.’'
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
Firm of Powers & Weightman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia. 1
on a visit to the city of Now York ft lew
(lays since, I wn3 induced to call on our old friend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 694
Broadway, Now York. His store is a Model—a per“When

fect Gem—the handsomest, of any kind we have ever
had the pleasure ot viewing, and so extensive, being
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet
deep. It indeed afiords us much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and it is ample evidence el the merits ol his articles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known ot the
success of any articles without Merit—advertising
merely bringing the name before the people."

[Boston Herald.]

^

“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when wt
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have
known for years, gradually extend his advertising
from year to year until he becomes the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the
statements in regard to his articles must be correct.”
The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would
do so were he not a stranger to many; and concludes ly stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases fer which they have been used by many
thousands with complete success.
not

_Medical._

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand

Bangor

all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 6.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 3 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
BT Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Dec 15,18C5.
dc22tf
PORTLAND

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
and after Nov. 6 1965. Prasenger
leave as follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 A. m. and 2 20 p.
On

CffigSSfcflTrains

HELMBOLD S EXTRACT OP BUCHU
Will cure all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.—
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, &c.;

Nerves,

Cures Weak

Loss of

Dimness of Vision.

Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
ol Port and, Maine.
highest efficiency in allaying irritaThey
tion ol the throat, a property due lo their demulcent

from Charles Morse, M. D.,
THESE
of the
are

ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and solteninglhe tenacious secretions
upon the fining of the tubes, so that ft can be readily
expectorated.
Many persons arc subject to ft dryness and tickling
of flic throat, while attending church, which often
causes
cough; the?e troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm

loom out into the 'old air.
For sale wholesale and retail by
CHARLES W. FOSS, Proprietor#
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD
fel4<13m
& CO., and H. H. HAY.

Memory, Trembling,

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu
Is apure fluid extract, and not a weak tea or Infusion
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
Cure# Gravel and Dropefcal Swelling existing in Men,
Women or Children; in bet, all diseases requiring
the aid ot a Diuretic. It Is the greatest Tonic aim

For sale by Druggists. 90 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Uanovor

Street.

Boston, Solo Agents tor Now England.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

x.

and 2 30 p.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS

Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dti

11m the honor to

CHASE, Supt.

At UTo. l&l
Under

It will care Nervous Affections, and Palay arising
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It Is a tonic
as well as an alterative, restoring the tone 01 the gya
tem, thus curing Drepsy and General Debility, tending to Consumption. It is a great protection fr om attacks that originate in change of climate, season and
life.
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is oiten caused by Scrofula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrofula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready

TICKETS!

THROUGH

Oil

THE—

Regions, Canada,
—OK

THE—

WEST !
$6 Less than by any other Route!
VIA THE

G-rand Tnmk
Also, Tickets by all

ton

Railway.

the principal routes
ana Now York

through Bos-

AND BEAUTIFYINU

Ask for Helmbold’s.

CHEROKEE
Or Female

Nervous and Spinal Atfertic’hn. Pains in the Hnrk\ SidcHeadache. Giddiness, anil nil diseases that spring from
irr.yulurity,
ly removing the cause and ail the
cfiVcts that arise fiom it.
They

iwrfcctly sule in ail cases, except when for hidden hit direcL turns, and arc cosy to ndminhtcr,
V «s they arc nicely sugar coated.
\ They t-hould be in the hands of
« every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
are

Important to Travelers

NEURALGIA ,

PARALYSIS,

infection is

of DR. LAROOKAH’S SARSAPARILLA COMPOUND that this most loathsome disease can be
checked and in the majority of cases cured. Dropsy
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this
great alterative medicine.
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disoaae, and lor Mercurial Disease, which is sometimes complicated with it,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys-

And

IN H ALATI ON
I

Oxygenized Air !

Aeuralgta, Headache, and various disorders of the
sytem frequently arise from a low state ol
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by this powerful remedy.
Erytipelae, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Ulcers,
Sores &c. Moderate doses three times a day will
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, but
*
oiten requires considerable time.
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now before the public which can excel Larookah’s Sarsapailla Compound. By using this Compound, multitudes ore saved from tho endurance ol foul eruptions through which the system strives to purify itself. Nature should be assisted to do this through
its own channels by this great alterative medicine.
The theory of its opetiraons is, that it cleanses the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers
in it; penetrating into every part of the body, it expels all diseases that inha .it it; commonly speaking

nervous

blood, driving out all the corruption
Scrofula breeds in it. Purifying, it renovates
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and force as in
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alterative medicine, will feel younger and stronger, as

The Oxygen, by Inhalation U carried directly Into
the

that

the infirmities of age.

North-West and the Canadas.

LITTLE

all the great Leading Route* to ChicaAgent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lat rosse, Green Bay,
Qainoy, St, Louis, Leuisvifle, Indianapolis, Cairo,
io. and is prepared to famish Through Ticket*
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns
In the leva! States and the Canadas, at the
for

IS

LOWEST

RATES OP PARK,
And
information ohoerfUUy furnished.
TndVBLLaas will find it greatly to their advantage
to proou-e Through Tickets at the

Dr. W. E. KDEWIN, 37 Walker Bt, N. T.
B Cherokee Pills No. 2 are
prepared for
Special cases, when milder medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of
on receipt of 25,
postage,
n
the price of each bow.
N.

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Eg.
change Street, < op stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be secured
by early application at this office.
March g) 1W8.
marSOdfcwtf

Db. WRIGHT’S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence

or Eire,
General Debility WeakUyeteric* in Female*,
Palpitation of the Heart and

On res
vex*,

all Nerxou* Di eanee. It restores new life and vigor tv tho
lh® hot blood of
•’
At the PhertiT rUet age<1» CaUsin«
>’oulh to coursc‘ t*»o veins, resfrwn
Uie Organ* qf GeneraJlre. animated
tt6u> life ”—so doe* Oon, removing Impotency and
thi* Elixir rejuven Debility, restoring Manline**
ate the tyttem and and full vigor, thus
proving &
overcome disease.
perfect 44 Elixir of loref removing Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To
the young, middle-aped, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life." It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak aad debilitated to

llutnkttarVt

talti J‘‘riD£

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen*8 World*s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

natural color and
beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the

ful fragrance

delight-

and

have renewed strength and vigor.

Price, one bottio $2; three bottles $5; sent bj
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
druggists in every part of the civilized
respectable
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds In order to make money. Be not
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
afflicted
Address all letters for medicines, l»**mphie^kor advice, to the sole proprietor,
Dr. W. B. MEBWIN, 37 Walker St., H. Y.

The

rich,

glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no
fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or

most

44

Eye, Ear,

composing the carbonised matter in the system, and

expels it through the

Coughs, Colds, snd Lung Affections,

elegant head-dress.

Depot 198 &

Druggists.
200 Greenwich St. H. Y.

W. F. PHILLIPS & 00., Cb
Maine
Sept 27, 1665—tv6m

Agents lot

MRS.

T A. R,

rTX

Fail.*'

1ST TV S

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Certain, and Speedy Cure for all disea*
tne Bladder. Kidneys and Urinary
18 ofSure,
Organs,
el' her
a

CLAIRVOYANT I
Electric

es

in the male or female,
Irefliioutly performing
a periect cure in the abort
space of three or loir
d*v*. and a)wavs in lees time than
any other prepa*
-ation. In the use oi

Tarrants Compound. Extract qf Cubebs and

Copaibs

thereto no need oI confinement or ohange of diet.*
la its approved form ot apaete.it i- entirely tasteless and oauses u© unpleasant sensation to the
pa-

Copaiba

AT EVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by

TAR HA »T
Sold by

Sc CO..
978 Greenwioh 8t., New York,

DruggbU sH over tbe

____

World.
tnavfitffidly

Balsam!

For Coughs, Colds and Consumption l
F1STABLISHED in 1832, and still the best known
JIJ remedy for all affections
tfthe bungs. Throat ana
Chest. Be careful to gut the
genuine.
REED. CUTLER & CO., Boston. Proprietor*
^arge Bottles, £1.00.
Small, 60 cent*.
Pw r*5 Cod J^lyer Oil
expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
Cl TLER & CO., who have facilities for
obtaining oil
of the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, Si,00
*
Nov 10—ti&w6m

MANCHESTER,

THE INDEPENDENT

Physician

os very effectual—a fact of vast importance to all
those who have occasion te use it; for many of the
alteratives in the market have mercury or arsenic as
their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, 8till they are very liable to entail a vast train
of evils upon their victims, often worse
the original disease.

Prioe $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $6

gen-

ally caused by breathing impure air; impure

air is

from

caused

a

lack of Oxygen.

The immediate effects produoed by this treatment
teonderful almost

an

miraculous,

as

will be demon-

all thoae who witness its application to pa-

strated to

tients.

DR. E.

DR. ROCKINGHAM
Would take this occasion to state that ha

R. KNIGHTS, Chemist,
MELROSE. MASS.

has had

Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup!
ever

patient that he has not benefited if

DR. HARTWELL, who has

Golds, Coughs, Whooping Congb, Croop,
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Pain

Asthma
in the
Bide. Night Sweats, Hnmors, Qeneral Debility, and the various Throat Afieotious, and
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers
and Singers, arc liable, and ail
other Complaints tending to

CONSUMPTION.

felled to make

Pbics A 1.00 Pen Bottle.

an

The following la

Proprietor,

improvement.
an

article that appeared In the Ros-

Traveller of the 21st of February, In reference to

the

success

of this mode of treatment

‘‘The system of treating diseases by Inhalation of

Oxygenized Air, (aa practiced by Dr. Hartwell
treating

on an

average about 75

tirely by Inhalation.
cures

bean
at

Some

gentleman who had

A

afflicted for several years with paralysis, called

tbs Dr.’s Office

A

is truly

case

an

we march

on

crutches, and after

of lock Jaw

Such an article is now made available to the public in DR. KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a few applications, restores
gray or feded hair to its original color, and is the only
preparation of the kind upon which the public can
place any reliance. It has never been known to toil
in a single instance, and to totally unlike the thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so
many have been egregiously deceived.
It to delightfully perfUined, gives the hair a rich
and glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth
and will not soil the skin, scalp or any article of ap-

parel.
After the use of one bottle, in daily applications, or
after the natural color of the hair is restored, its occasional use should be continued, in conjunction with
Db. KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preserver and beautifier of the hair, to without a rival In
the estimation of the publie.

was

can

three

one

as

as

appli-

well as

thoxs sp-

w

marvelous

be substantiated.

as

This

The banner under which

of light."

DR. C. L. BLOOD,
The Inventor of this Remedy has given it in upwards
at

25,000 Extreme Cases!
And ha, cured fifty per cent, of thole patient* who
had been

Hopelessly
BY

DR.

Abandoned!

PHYSICIANS.

ROCKINGHAM

Would especially Invite those patient* who have been

given up by Physicians u incurable.
From the results obtained from

Bottle.

eured

He has Karos of eases

age of progress.

is

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

youth.

No
en-

of the most remarkable

have been performed.

the above, all ci which

After a long series of experiments, this article, a
now offered to the public, is believed to be the
most perfect of its kind which science has ever devised. No pains have been spared to produce what
has so iqng been demanded by thousands, who,- from
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely
gray; and others, who in the sere and yellow leal of
life, would retain, so far as possible, the semblance of

He

patients dally.

medicine Is administered, the patient being cored

P ication'.

it to

at lit

Harrison A venae) Is attracting much attention.

ever.

DR. KNIGHTS’

No. lit
seventy-

of hie long expo-

cations of Oxygen could apparently walk

MELROSE. MASS.

Price 75 Cents Per

coarse

some

ton

is

This remedy is too well known and too highly esteemed to require commcudat ion here. It is regarded
a necessity in every household, and is
heartily en
dorsed by the medical faculty, clergymen of every denomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our mos. distinguished men in public
nd private life.

office at

an

rlenee ho has had but one patient In wham he has

made tor the following

E. B. KNIGHTS,

long experience with this Remedy,

a

no

Harrison Avenue, Boston, is treating

complaints:

DB.

had

five patsente daily, and in the

Larookah’s

The best preparation

makes these assertion* without fear of

Ho

contradiction.

notenredj

Consumptive Remedy!
Dr.

enum-

above, whore medicines would POSITIVELY

FAIL.

He

GREAT

with

cures

this remedy seventy-five per cent, oi disease*
erated

PREPARED BY

a

long

and varied

experience with this

PBBPABED BT

Wonderful Remedy
He can confidently assure his patients thht he

KNIGHTS’

l
can

speedily

Hair

Dressing !

This article has been prepared with a view to supersede the pernicious oils and pomades so oommon
in the market, the nse of which has been almost invariably detrimental to the growth and beauty of the
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reliable prepaiationfor dressing the hair was generally
available, most ol the compounds used for that purpose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As
a people, it is notorious that we become
prematurely
gray or bald. In no country are there so many gray
and bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For
this phenomenon many causes are
assigned. By
some it is attributed to our mode of
life; by others, to
the restless activity ol the American
mind; but
trace this public misfortune— for
misfortune it In—to
the Inordinate use ol oil as a
dressing, which diseases
tjie scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or
bum out the roots of the hair.
DR. KNIGHTS’
HAIR DRESSING contains
neither oil nor alcohol,
and is unquestionably the
only article before the public that deserves the name. Its use
prevents the hair
from felling off or turning gray; It removes dandruff,
cleanses ths scalp, and cures nervous heudar be. Its
invigorating properties Insure luxuriant locks, Inclined to curl, and Its dellghtiul fragrance, and the rich
and glossy appearance which it imparts, render It
thefevorlte Hair Dressing of the most ihstldious.

to
11

Case or Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the core you hare effected on
my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last r’annary in a vary singular manner. We called
In six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclnsion they could not tell
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call an a Clairvoyant; there being none In
PRICE 78 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
Providence that wo could rely on, we wrote to Mis.
FBEPAHED BY
in
MANCHESTER, Portland, describing her symptoms. She Immediately examined her ease and told
Dr. E. R.
that she had a Snake In her stomach, told win,re she
drank it, and that It has been growing, and lrom the
MELROSE, MASS.
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
SOLD AT V HOLE
twelve inches long. I gave the child her piescriptlon
S ALB BT
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
W.P. PHILLIPS*
CO,
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
AND
eleven and ahalflnches long. w. Mve
Itprescrygd,
that all may see for themselves
this
is
statement
that
J. W. FEEKIH8 * CO
really so. I am consent that the child could not
Also, H. H. HAT, and CBOSMAN CO Sc.
haye llvtjd, bad it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we ffcol as
PORTLAND,
though she never could be repaid for ber
sklO.
MARY RAY,
Ami at ret ill by Druggists amt Merchants
throughGEORGE W. RAT,
•ut the Country.
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1868,
dcl2tl
Dec 25—«od3m
A Clear

as

are

RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH!
Unless the seal

TO

ot

death is already upon them.

LAJDIES

Who are suffering with disease* peculiar to them, the
Dr. would say hie treatment reaches their trooblet at
once.

ire

l

Prom 618 Broadway, New York, baa returned
Portland, and can be consulted at her office, No,
Clapp’s block,

well

as

Hamors of the Blood, (union hereditary)

well

DR.

THROAT!

pores.

Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as

Dr. E. B. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mas s.

Catarrh

as

the Blood will carry it, burning up and de-

as

—

all needful

Por*lan.f

circulation reaching all parts oi the system

soon

it purtfiet the

p in the bind.
Lollies cun address

us in perfect
and state their complaints m full, na we treat nil Female Complaints,
an I prepare Medicines suitable for all discuses tn
which th. y are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet.
In u sealed envelope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all drnggists at 21
per bog, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
•nail, free of p.stage, in an
ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole
proprietor

SCROFULA,

-BY-

tem.

confidence,

TUI

LUNGS,

use

PILLS,

Sick ness,

and

RHEUMATISM,

heriditary in the
constitution, “descending from parents to children,
until the third generation,"—end should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely

Mlegulator,

Suppressed, Excessive and
Panful Men etc nation. Green

POBTLAND, Me.

D.

other!
for It, and

send

who may be suffer-

THROAT,

than any other subjected to diseases, and
have less power to withstand or recover from them.

Cure

P.&F. A. RAILROAD STATION,
Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A~t.
WM. FLOWERS.
279 Broadway, NewVork.
Eastern A gt.,Bangor.
SLAjnCHABD & CO., Agents,

W.

no

Dec 30—eod f

Through Tickets can bo proented at all the princi
pal Ticket Offices in Now England, and at the Union
Ticket Office, at the

West, South,

Take

CyCut out the advertisement and
by this means avoid Counterfeit.

tos all

House,

NOSE,

are more

COMPLEXION.

These artclee, being of such strength, the dose Is
exceedingly small. From this Ihct, ft Is used in the
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout the land.
CP-Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

From Portland to the West, North & So. West.

TO

THE

International

He treats
eepoclaUy Dieeaeee of the

Scrofula is a taint or inlection in the human organActing like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula

FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
One bottle equivalent
strength to one gallon 0/ the
Syrup ot Decoction.
It reaches the seat of the disease immediately, expelling all HUMOKS ol the BLOOD,

the

sm.

or

the citizens of Port-

ing to eall.

cure.

The Scrofula taint

to

Exchange Street,

Where be rciPectftilly inv

and has

HIQULY CONCENTRATED.

announce

land and vicinity, that he has cgtablighed himsell

of the Blood.

HELMBOLD’S

in

Vegetable Pulmonary

DE. STRICKLAND’S I>JLE REMEDY has cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives immediate roller, and effects a perPiles.
It Ib warranted to
manent cure. Try it directly.
For Male by all DruggifitB. 90 ctB. per bottle.
cure.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
novlOdGm
Boston, Sole Agente tor New England,

Complaint, Dyspepsia
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ulcers and Sores,
Rheumatism, Pain
in the Stomach, Side and
Bowels,
Debility, and all Complaints
arising from Impurities

Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant In taste and
odor, and immediate in its action.

x

Tarranf* Compound Extract of Cubebt and

Lungs.

J. C. URUIJ. 1,

For the Cure of Liver

M.

tient. and no t xpesure
It is now acknowledged by
tne moBt learned in the profession that in the above
olass of diseases, Cnbebs and Cepaiba are the only
two rem^diop known that can be relied neon with
any certainty or snooesa.

DJI. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warantcd to cure Coughs,Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affectiens of tbo throat and

DR. LAROOKAHS
Sarsaparilla Compound!

well «s freer from

(ADVERTISEMENT.!

rcgPwTrunk Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Auf
burn ana Liewiston at 7.30 A.
and for
and

nsssrj

so

and

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

M.,

alter

years'exertions, that the Druggists will discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or
spurious ones.
Knowing that many may road this article who are
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names are known
in all parts of the world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been

m.

nov2dtf

respectable dealers, believing,

and

M

The Company are not responsible fer baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passeng* r lor every $50' additional value.
C. J BRYDQESt Managing Director,
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Public!

to the

In the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—the articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated lor

me

“There is no such Wont a*

Company.

Premiums payable Annually, Semi-Annually and
Quarterly.
CASH DIVIDENDS DECLARED ANNUALLY.

bu*h« 1

GEORGE F. FOSTER,

Medical.

Sold by all

The Policies of this
Company are NON-FORFEITING in all case.?, and
ahvaja have a CASH VALUE on surrender*

!

ll you are in want of any kind ol PE
INTlJiG
call at the Dally Press Office

--

cents per box; small boxes 30 cents.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
Boston. Will be mailed to
enclosing 80 cents.

vicinity.

-------

--

promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting oi lood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Billousneis, Liver Complnint. Loss of Appetite, Debilitv,
Monthly Pains, and ail Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges Just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as they are so oompaet and inodorous
that they may be corned in the vest pocket. Price 00

Temple,

W. I). LITTLE, Agent for Portland and

can

Marl4-dlf

NEW YORK.

Cash Assets, Feb. 1st, 1866, more than
Current Income the past year, over,

to

such

RESULTS

OF THE WORKING OF LIFE POLICIES NOW EXISTING WITH THE

i

and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will bo of a thin milkish hue
again changing to a dark and turbid apjKaiame!
There are many men who die oi this diiliculty.
tenor,
y’ lgnor‘
ant of the cause, which is the
OF
SEMINAL
SECOND STAGE
WEAKNESS.
J can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, ami a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organa.
Persons, who cannot personally consult uie Dr

100

PLEASANT

<

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the ago of
thirty wlio arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in amannei
the patient cannot account for.
On examinin'' H e
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found

bushel, In

ACTUAL

THE

:

though they
friends supposed tc

per

the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
the bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases ot Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We

--

or no
made.
a day passes but we are consulted
one
or more young man with the above
disease, some o‘
whom are as weak and emaciated as
had

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and

Portland, Me.

INVESTMENTS.

.Ot Canada.

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair.
They
act directly upon the roots

Instruments,

38 Exchange Street,

complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

at

Dealer in Nautical

March U—eodtt

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

OF COEN

Broadway, N. Y.

THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF
Mar 15—dtd
Portland, Me.

^“passes
perfect

FARLEY,

RAILWAY,

Or,

nt merits of this Compass neod not here he enforced; atrial of over three
vearshas established its suDeTiont beyond ques'ion. It is the only perfect Compass
made, aud although its great merit is apparent
”
upon
**
exa inn ion, yet its rigid and long contmuod use has never failed to
elicit still higher admiration
10
who have used these Compasses is impossible, irum the fact
that they axe
iki
t
me’
are used on all tile steamers
running out of this port
le5J
and it is believed that the masters and
pilots of these boats will reaJJy give any information desired by those
interested. Relercnce is made with
commence to these meu, although without permission because
in no instance has any one who lias nad tne
opportunity, failed t. appreciate their groat (superiority.

SEEK FOR AN ANTiDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aclies, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

1 rlDO ?USPELS
tivo Ceuta

ASENCIO & CO.,
17

CONFIDENCE.

Cheap

freight or passage apply to
THOMAS

All who have committed an excess oi any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced conhdence in maturer yeai>,

Com

GREENE.Commander.

An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steam-

system

charge

T?

WILL LEAVE

tl.M.TIDD DEL.

GRAND TRUNK

the

HAVANA,

generally

THE

on

each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North

Every intelligent and thinking

TO

dispatch regularly,

River,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

M.

CH*Trai“ M“ua8*-

March 1—dim

St. Thomas, Para, Pernambuco and, Bahia, Every Trip,

person must know
that remeuies liunded out for general use should have
their edtcacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
prepar atory studios hts him for ail the uuueu he must
iuuiii; yev the country is hooded with pool nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the worm,
are not only useless, but aiways injurious.
Tho unfortunate should be PARTICULAR in selecting h f
phirsician. as it is a lamentable yet incontrovcr.able fact., that many syphilitic patients are ma< e
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
Irani iiiex}>erfenced physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point
concedeu by tho Vest syphi
ographers, that the study and management of these
Aim plaints should engross tho whole lime oi those
who would be competent and successful in their trea
ment and cure.
The inexperienced general prac.iiioner, having neither opportunity nor tune to inai-e
himsoh acquainted with their pathology, common v
one
of treatment, in most cases makpursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and danthe
gerous weapon,
Mercury.

Low by this Route ajb any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for
Solon, Anson, Norrfdgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Yassalboro’ at Vassalboro, and for Unity at Kendall’s \lLTs.
Fare as

H.mlton StaLions.

United States Mail Line

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Hardly

RSDAY,

and Bos-

Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect tor St.
Andrews, Robbinston and Caiais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and

A

~3~~

'Poraand

—TO

On and alter Monday.March 5th,
tho Steamor NEW BiiUN WICK.
Winchester, will until
Capt. E.
'further notice leave Railroad
oi
State St, every MONfoot
•Wharf,
M., for Eastport and St. John.
DAY, at 5 o’clock

WHERE

ranted

St. Iota,

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

After investigation, if all Is not satisfactory and as represented.
Charts, Samples of Oil, and information mav he found at the Insurance office of S. H.
McALFl-VE, As, 3e iixehasgs St. Office hours from 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 F. M.

Mar

Go.

foternationaijsteamsfop

First National Bank the first payment of $250 less th# price ol the Ticket, and to be

PERHAM &

Philadelphia

now

REFUNDED
Ify

and

Steamship Line.

■

EVE

To be made in three instalments. The first ot two hundred and fifty dollars when the fall amount of Stock
is taken. The second of seventy-five dollars when the rock is reached, and the third and last payment of
seventy-five dollars when the well is sunk to the depth of 300 loot.

ROOMS.

in

209 State Street,
Sc CO.,
6 India Street.
febidtf

BRIDGE, LORD

Boston

PAYMENTS

M",hcg*u*

100 P
lor Batb dally
(Sundays excepted)
at 6.1c P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.36 and Bath at 11.66
This is the only route oast without broak ot
gauge
at Portland, through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on tlie Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first
depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a jirst class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trams.

tions, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cnba.
Price of pa? sage, $6 in currer cy.
For fr eight or passage, apply to
WM.H. KINSMAN & CO„

WELL

THE

To be sunk on either of the Peprer, Crowell or McMillan lots, as the Stockholder* maj elect. To be furnished an engine,1 ump and tank, with all other fixtures, and turned over wheD completed to the
stockholders,
in perfect working ordar.
To be sunk to the depth of 430 feet, unless oil is found at a less depth.

(agljga Tra^» ><»▼• Portland dally (Sundays
for Batb, Lewiston via Aniag^^Sggoxceptcd)
droacog.in L. R.), Augusta, Watervllle, Kendall’s
uuu intermediate
Stations, at

day, March 1st, 1806, at 3 P, M.
These steamers are first clas3. and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommoda-

not cost much.

HlUIilvS

troubled with emissions

to be

the Steamer

Oj to

Embraces the lots in Euphemia, Enniskilling, Dawn and Aldborough. as above specified. Test Wells are
going down in their immediate vicinity. One anti the same surface is presented throughout these townships, and as they are located between points where Oil has already been fmnd, they are deemed PROBABLE OIL TERRITORY. If they prove such, stockholders have o rich investment. If
otherwise—they do

COMPANY.

FOR HAVANA.
Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAM HR "TONAWANUA.”

cttbrf.ncy,

*

TERRITORY

Embraces the Pepper, Crowell *nd McMillan Farms. Samples ofOil may be
diate vicinity, and on all sides of the above locations.

THE

_
IN
u* *•

5

100.8 X 8

Township, (on the River Syd nham,)
FuueakilHng Township, (near Fetrolia,)
Dawn Township, (between Bothweil and “Oil Springs,”)
Aldborongh Township, (onthe Lake Shore,)
One Well, (to be sunk to the depth of 400 feet,)
up hr mi a

and with
the utmost commence by iuu mmctcu, at mi
hours ally, and irom b A. Ai. to U P. Ai.
Dr. ii. addresses tuose wno are suiiering under the
affliction oi private diseases, wuetuer arising from
impure connection or rim terrible vice ol MUi-nbrne.
Devoting his enure time to that particular branch ci
the medical profession, uc feels warranted in G uakRANiERiAa a cure ia all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, enureiy removing
the dregs of disease f rom the sy stem, ana making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of tho afflicted to the
fact of Ins long standing and well-earned reputation
famishing suiiicicnt assurance of his skill and suecost.

men

run as

Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
39" Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible fbr baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
feb.18,1863 —dtf
Aug 5, 1865.

SCHEDULE.

No. 5 Temple Street,
ne can be consulted privately,

Young

Arrangement!

Summer

day,

Days,

Thirty

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commencing December, 11,1905.

m

Returning will

R. R. Notice

tJENNEBEC

doc. u. isaMtf

'day, Thursday, Friday and Saturand India Wharf, Boston,
at 7 o’clock P M
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, FriP. M,
5
o’clock
and
at
Saturday,
day

CHALLENGED!

CAN UJS FOUND AT HIS

HAVE

ARRANGEMENT!

SPRING

Will, until further notice,

UNDERSIGNED, OFFER TO THE CITIZENS OF PORTLAND

THE

'yyE,

passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
’iew York.
Kav 29. 1835.
dtf

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

---

The following occurred within gun-sound of
MadLon, Wis:.
Adam Smith i3 an old settler, although not
a very old man.
He is a farmer, but also
keeps tavern, and is postmaster for the dis-

their freight to the
the day that they

follows—
Leave Atlantio Wharf, Portland,
every Monday Tuesday Wednes

INVESTIGATION

etc.

requested to send
early as 3 P. AI. on

Mtippers are
•learners aa
«ave jt’ortiand.
For freight or

TOE STEAMERS

Agent,

Exchange Street,

30

“What! wid any one be there to hear you
after so long a time ? If you have not forgotten the appointment the brethren and sisters
certainly have.”
“I don’t call the rituous; it is the sinners I
am arter.
With my poor exertions, and some
liule aid Dieine I'rovidcnce may extend, 1
whi put them in mind ol it. I’ii gather togeth-

Bangor Bath, Augusta, Eastponaao

On ami after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new an* fast-going Steamer

THIRD place among American Life Companies, in its PREQ.UE3.Y. Can a Company oooupying
it affords it. members.—and the FIRST place, chiefly, in the
MIUM INCOME and the SECURITY
LEGITIMATELY beast of its being “Tbe Great” Company, and tbe
lar eurn ®f its expenses,
V”
Life Insu ance Association oi this Continent

LESS COST 9

Ltavt- browu » Whan, PorUaLd, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave P:*i
38 Eist River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
.Uu cm.TURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. tf
Theso vessels are fitted up w*th tine acoommoda
tions ioi passenger*, making this the most speedy,
ai'e and oomiortable route lor traveller* between
(Sew York and Maine
Passage, in State Room
*6.Ub. Cabin passage 85.00. Meals extra.
rwarded by tn-o line wo ana irom Mon
(iooa*

CHEAPEST.

and the

LINE.

herwood, will until further no.
ioe. tun as follows:

t^noboj,

PORTLAND

Portland to Skowhvuan via Watervllle
and Keudull’a Millw«

The
and fast Steam3tap DIR1GO, Capt H Sherwood
and K&a*tv/N1A, capt. W. W,

treat,

the

I toid the folks out thar on Sun-

PRIVATE MEDICAL

YORK

>

J?28.09

Benefit*”

Stato1*1*1100

day Creek, when I last preached to them, that
I would sure be thar, Divine Providence seeing lit, in seven years. Now 1 am on my way
to till ihatpintment.”

DU. J. B.

907,6*1

JJ®*;

conclusion* from these official facts, is that the

Because it, NET ASSETS «re
tionably LARGER than thaw <d
^0U1I> *
United

B-, farmer, miher, distiller, hog drover, and
expounder of the “New Light Suasion.” As
was his habit to say, “I
go ihrth to preach the
Gospel to every one oi God’s critters.” Some
the
writer met him in M'Conthirty years ago
nc isviiie, Ohio, and said to him:
‘‘Which way now, Pardon b-.”
‘I am going out here, west of the Kiver, to
fill my ’piutment made seven years years ago

sheep,”

$94.>,<15

3i5,l20.96

said increase.-^

/-Cost of
1^3.
15.30
*

In lb65.

$719,230 75

Is the SAFEST

Many years ago, in the county of Guernsey,
In the State ol Ohio, lived the itev. Timothy

the lost

Receipts.--

11863

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMP’Y,

begin

the road home, have you ?•’
I was sold—soid at no price, too.
“You’re a knowing woman,” said I, “to live
this far from headquarters!” and I rode off as
if Jonn Morgan’s gucrridao were alter me.

er

in the “Mutual

agilnstl4porcent.

on, “is this the road to Hel-tonville?”
She raised her head and
put her arms a-kimbo, and stared at me.
“Why, Sir,” said she, “you haven’t forgot

to-morrow.

It63."

In 18 4.

14.68
17.68

tin; ir own comments, notThep blicaro invit'd to scrutinize closely the above statistics, and make
etfartsof the “Great Mutual Life
ing particularly that the extraordinary and uusuccessful
ot 29 per cent, in that company
to catch up with its moke successful rivals have involved an expenditure

‘•I say,” said I, “is this the road to Hel-tonvilie ?”
1 he poor
feDowvne doubt, thought I was
crazy, tor he left his plow and ran tor his liie.
I rode oo, cf course
guessing at the correct

road, uutii I saw a woman at a well.
Madam,”, said I, with a loud voice

2,6^5,160
1,747,189
__INCREASE of Premium

MUTUAL BENEFIT,.. $315 “63 85
CONNECTICUT. 267,68; .70
MUTUAL LIFlieJ. 2J5,223.18

and looked

16*28
14.G5

*,820,7.7

1.924 127

In

the two last

stopped his plow

—RATIO OF EXPENSES— Ratio of Assets to
to premiums received.
Liabilities Jan.
In 18»4,
lu18o5.
1st.1®;-

-PREMIUMS RECEIVED.—
In 1803.
I u 1804.
“Mutual Kenefit”... $2,089,'72
*3'l„^8L

the way of any one l saw.
Hello! I ye.lsd to a ledow away off in a
field, is this tae road to liel-tonville?”
on

NEW

SEMI-WEEKLY

for the years i£64and 1665.

following story on himselt:
Last year when I was name on furlough, 1
had some business at Hsitonvihe, and as I aid
not know ike road I was ob.iged to inquire

considerably down

PORTLAND AND

Showing the “Amount of Business." “Expenses of Management," “Rstio of Asset* to Liabilities," or the
Security fumtshed to members, of tho three largest and strongest Life Insurance Companies in this country

distinguished

Medical.

Railroads.

=

Answered by Facts and Figures, from Official State Documents,

Captain
he was
ted lor his love oftiin as
for his valor in leading his gallant band in the
He tells the
rebellion.
conflicts of the great

my voice

Steamers.

j

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

with good
with its “Drawer” filled as usual,
thi a 2 i. \\i present one or two excerpts:
as much noII-, of this State, is

syllables.

U. S.?

CHEAPEST ?

IS THE SAFEST AN1> THE

WHICH

to us

comes

Leading Life Insurance Company in the

Knights, Chemist,

The Dr. has special tieatment ftr patients who retax beck in the
country. Write out a full description Of yourcaee, and treatment Kith full dir.rside

tiona will be sent
by express.

tyCharges are inch

that treatment comes within

the reach of all.

CONSULTATION,

FOR TlIE

PRESENT, FREE!
tr

Office

J. C.

hours from

8

A. M., till 5 P. M. _A|

Rockingham, M. D.,
151

Exchange St.,

Under International Hoosc,

PORTLAND, AAJNK.

Marsh 8—dtt

